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1 - Mission

The institution’s mission is clear and articulated publicly; it guides the institution’s operations.

1.A - Core Component 1.A

The institution’s mission is articulated publicly and operationalized throughout the institution.

1. The mission was developed through a process suited to the context of the institution.
2. The mission and related statements are current and reference the institution’s emphasis on the

various aspects of its mission, such as instruction, scholarship, research, application of
research, creative works, clinical service, public service, economic development and religious
or cultural purpose.

3. The mission and related statements identify the nature, scope and intended constituents of the
higher education offerings and services the institution provides.

4. The institution’s academic offerings, student support services and enrollment profile are
consistent with its stated mission.

5. The institution clearly articulates its mission through public information, such as statements of
purpose, vision, values, goals, plans or institutional priorities.

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd University’s governance structure, planning, and assessment processes provide the
framework for success in fulfillment of its mission and core values. Shepherd’s mission focuses on
the five core values of learning, engagement, integrity, accessibility, and community. Its vision
statement articulates the University’s aspirations for its role in a globalized society as an institution
focused on liberal learning coupled with professional preparation. The University communicates its
purpose and goals to its constituencies through the mission statement, planning documents, and
institutional and Board of Governors (BoG) policies. The mission statement is accessible through the
University’s website, the course catalog, and in multiple handbooks, and acts as the foundation for all
operations and strategic planning.

1.A.1. Over the last seventeen years, many changes have occurred in the state and at the institution
that warranted a revision of the institutional mission statement. On April 7, 2004, then-Governor
Bob Wise signed legislation approving a change of name from Shepherd College to Shepherd
University, and separating Shepherd from its community and technical college (CTC), which had
begun under the auspices of then Shepherd College in 1974. Simultaneously, the University initiated
the development of a limited number of graduate programs. In 2009, Shepherd joined the Council of
Public Liberal Arts Colleges (COPLAC), further solidifying Shepherd’s identity as a premier public
liberal arts institution. Shepherd’s Carnegie classification as “Baccalaureate Colleges: Arts &
Sciences Focus” with an undergraduate classification of “balanced arts & sciences/professions, some
graduate coexistence” and a graduate classification of “postbaccalaureate: Education-dominant, with
other professional programs” also supports this identity; the enrollment profile is classified as “very
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high undergraduate” and the undergraduate profile is “four-year, full-time, selective, higher transfer-
in” with the size and setting designated as “four-year, medium, primarily residential.”

Shepherd’s dedication to capitalizing on these opportunities and challenges, as well as its
commitment to the population it serves, is evidenced in revisions to the mission statement, approved
by the Board of Governors in April of 2007 (see 2.A.1). The mission statement and the core values
originated from the Strategic Planning Committee. Input was gathered from internal stakeholders
(students, staff, faculty, department chairs, and school deans) and external stakeholders from the
surrounding community. The revised mission statement, vision, and institutional core values were
endorsed by the Faculty Senate, the Classified Employees Council, and the Student Government
Association (SGA) prior to adoption by the BoG. The BoG has approved funding for new marketing
initiatives and with that the need to revise the 2007 mission and vision statements to better reflect
Shepherd University as an institution in 2020 and beyond.

Shepherd’s mission statement, vision statement, and core values form a cohesive plan for the future
of the University, as summarized in the mission statement.

Mission Statement

Shepherd University, a West Virginia public liberal arts university, is a diverse community of
learners and a gateway to the world of opportunities and ideas. We are the regional center for
academic, cultural, and economic opportunity. Our mission of service succeeds because we are
dedicated to our core values: learning, engagement, integrity, accessibility, and community.

1.A.2. Shepherd’s mission and vision statement emphasize provision of “academic, cultural, and
economic opportunity” to its community, as well as development of individuals who can “shape the
world." The core values describe the principles and methodologies that drive Shepherd’s work toward
realization of the goals in its mission and vision statements, and the 2018-2023 Transforming Our
Future strategic plan details specific goals and processes designed to aid in that realization.

These documents, taken together, define the purpose of the institution and guide its operations. To
fulfill that purpose, Shepherd works toward the goals identified in the Transforming Our Future
strategic plan, which are guided by and derive from the institution’s mission, vision, and core values;
this work is evidenced throughout this document.

Goal 1 works toward the creation of a “unified identity” and “distinctive brand.” In order to
provide opportunity to the region, the University must make itself and its offerings known to
the public, and represent itself accurately (see 2.B). Community collaborations, adult education
courses, and online branding and social media allow Shepherd to reach the community it
serves.
Goal 2 emphasizes the “rigorous and transformative education” Shepherd strives to provide its
students, in preparation for growth and engagement with the world and in their careers. This is
the heart of Shepherd’s purpose, and its central goal. Every area of the campus works toward
providing and supporting that education and experience, and making it available to those who
might benefit from it.
Goal 3 addresses the need for excellence in employees, and creation of an optimal working
environment within which they may advance Shepherd’s mission. The University’s human
resources are its most valuable asset, and Shepherd’s core values are in its employees as well as
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in its students. Shepherd supports its employees both in and out of the work environment,
provides resources and opportunities for growth, and rewards excellence and innovation.
Goal 4 looks long-term, providing and protecting resources to ensure that Shepherd is able to
serve the public for years to come. The constantly changing higher education environment
requires careful attention to the state of the University. Information-based planning and
budgeting processes optimize use of existing University resources, while fundraising,
partnerships, and other external ventures enhance revenue streams, and upgrades to the
campus physical plant and internal processes encourage environmental sustainability.

The strategic plan is revised on a multiple-year cycle; the current plan cycle ends in 2023. The
mission, vision, and core values are revisited as needed to reflect the evolution of the University’s
mission of service.

1.A.3. Shepherd’s mission and vision identify its community as a “community of learners.” This is
intentionally broad, as Shepherd’s mission of service encompasses traditional college-aged students,
graduate students, adult learners, high school students, community members, and others who benefit
from a Shepherd education. While Shepherd began in 1871 as a small state normal school and
awarded its first degrees in Education in the 1930s, its remit rapidly expanded beyond Education; the
University currently offers numerous types of credentials in a wide range of disciplines at the
undergraduate and graduate levels.

Shepherd’s core values highlight the University’s commitment to both traditional in-classroom
instruction and educational experiences outside of the classroom, providing access to the “world of
opportunities and ideas” for all. As a result, the Shepherd community includes learners from many
demographics, with different backgrounds and experiences, as well as barriers to education.
Shepherd works to support these learners and provide them with high-quality educational
experiences at an affordable cost.

Shepherd also places emphasis on non-academic learning and experiences. The core values of
“integrity” and “community” highlight the need for personal responsibility and quality interaction
with others, essential qualities of responsible global citizens. Although much of this development
takes place outside of formal academic curricula, Shepherd understands its importance, and works to
foster an environment to encourage and make possible such development.

1.A.4. Consistent with its mission, Shepherd values excellence in learning, teaching, service, access,
and affordability. Located in the Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia, Shepherd’s proximity to the
Washington, D.C./Baltimore corridor allows for easy access to major metropolitan areas and
recruitment of out-of-state students. It serves an increasingly diverse population (see 1.C), providing
students with educational opportunities and experiences that would otherwise not be available.

Following the adoption of the mission-driven Crossroads Strategic Plan (see 5.C.1), the Vice
President for Academic Affairs (VPAA) requested that all schools, departments, and academic and
administrative units develop mission-based planning documents that mirrored the University’s plan.
The current strategic plan also provides the overarching framework for planning documents in other
units such as the Academic Strategic Plan. Learning outcomes designed by academic departments
and the Core Curriculum Committee (see 3.B.1) ensure consistency with the mission. Linkage of
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curricula to the institutional mission, planning documents, and strategic priorities is also evaluated
and presented in academic program reviews (see 4.A.1).

Consistent with the mission’s core values of learning, engagement, and community, Student Affairs
provides valued resources to undergraduate and graduate students, including: Accessibility Services;
Counseling Services; Multicultural Affairs and Leadership Team; Student Community Service and
Service Learning; Veterans Support Services; Orientation; and Residence Life, while the Academic
Support Center provides tools and services to maximize student success in the classroom. (See 1.C.1,
1.C.2, 2.B.1, 2.B.2, 3.D.1, and 3.D.2.)

In response to the changing needs of the region, Shepherd has added additional undergraduate and
graduate programs. For example, the Martinsburg Center, which opened in 2013, caters to working
adults interested in completing an undergraduate degree or working toward a graduate degree (see
3.D.1). Shepherd has also expanded facilities for veterans, commuters, and international students by
providing accessible student space and visibility on campus (see 3.D.1). Since 2016, with HLC
approval, Shepherd has also expanded its graduate degree offerings as well as continuing education
opportunities for education professionals, and introduced a small number of certificate programs at
the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The institution is also a cultural center for the region, with strong programs in the arts (see 1.B.3).
Thanks to Shepherd’s prime location, students, faculty, and staff have access to many opportunities
typically found at more urban institutions.

1.A.5. The mission statement communicates the most deeply held values of the University and is
publicly articulated. It reflects the commitment to serve diverse constituencies, while striving to
achieve and maintain exemplary levels of teaching and service. It is prominently located on the
University’s website, in the Faculty Handbook, and in the catalog. Mission and vision statements of
academic and administrative units align with the University's mission and vision statements and core
values.

The linkage between the University mission statement and those of academic programs is also
evidenced in the program review process (see 4.A.1). This is demonstrated through the Shepherd
University Program Review Committee evaluation rubric, programmatic self-studies, and summaries
presented to the institutional Board of Governors and eventually to the West Virginia Higher
Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC) (see 4.A.1). The Student Handbook also includes
missions of various student services organizations, as well as policies and guidelines that refer to the
mission of the institution. Orientation programs in the Staff Handbook familiarize classified and non-
classified employees with the University's history, mission, values, and helpful resources.

The Office of University Communications creates and disseminates press releases, publications,
photography, and advertising, and maintains social media and webpages (see 2.B.1). These
communications promote academic programs and current initiatives, student recruitment, public
participation in campus events, and fundraising efforts. 

From the mission and vision statements, through the Core Values and the Transforming Our Future
strategic plan (all available to the public on the Shepherd website) to the details of institutional
operations provided in academic and administrative webpages, Board of Governors documents,
campus communications, and other public-facing sources, Shepherd maintains clarity and
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transparency in articulating its mission and the work undertaken to achieve its goals.

Sources

About_Shepherd
BoG_approval_of_marketing_allocation
BoG_mission_revision
BoG_policies
Carnegie_classification
Catalog_mission_statement
Commuters
COPLAC_acceptance_letter
COPLAC_institution_list
Core_Values
Crossroads_Strategic_Plan_2009-2013
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices (page number 12)
HB4288_Shepherd_College_name_change
History_of_Shepherd
International_Shepherd
Martinsburg_Center
Martinsburg_Center_approval
Mission_and_vision_statement
Shepherd_University_News
Social_media
Staff_Handbook_Final_2020
Staff_Handbook_Final_2020 (page number 13)
Student_Affairs
Student_Handbook
SU-Academic-Affairs-Strategic-Plan-Outline-100119
SUPRC_Committee_Evaluation_Rubric_Form-updated_20210513
Transforming_Our_Future_strategic_plan
Unit_mission_statements
Veterans
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1.B - Core Component 1.B

The institution’s mission demonstrates commitment to the public good.

1. The institution’s actions and decisions demonstrate that its educational role is to serve the
public, not solely the institution or any superordinate entity.

2. The institution’s educational responsibilities take primacy over other purposes, such as
generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent organization, or
supporting external interests.

3. The institution engages with its external constituencies and responds to their needs as its
mission and capacity allow.

Argument

1.B.1. Shepherd University’s mission articulates a public obligation for “academic, cultural, and
economic opportunity,” aligned with the core value of “community.” To fulfill this obligation,
including the additional core values of “learning, engagement, integrity, and accessibility,” education
takes primacy.

Shepherd is a member of the Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges (COPLAC). COPLAC member
institutions are “committed to the mission and values of COPLAC and to collaborative work that
supports the public sector of higher education, representing access, affordability, and community
engagement, while providing students with a holistic and integrative liberal arts and sciences
undergraduate experience that prepares students for lifelong learning and civic engagement in a
democratic society.”

As a liberal arts university, Shepherd equips students with a range of knowledge and skills that are
valued by employers in the region. All baccalaureate students must complete the Core Curriculum,
which is designed around the Liberal Education and America's Promise (LEAP) standards developed
by the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). These standards emphasize
critical and creative thinking, written and oral communication, information literacy, teamwork and
problem solving, civic knowledge and engagement, intercultural knowledge, ethical reasoning, and
foundations and skills for lifelong learning, which map well onto skills employers seek in college
graduates.

Shepherd’s educational programs are accessible to members of the community who wish to further
their educations but who are not typical college students, such as first-generation students, returning
adult students, and veterans. Shepherd has programs specifically designed to address the needs of
those students (see 3.D.1 and 3.D.2). For example, the federal grant-funded TRiO program helps
first-generation students adapt to and navigate college life. The Regents Bachelor of Arts program
emphases are useful for returning students wishing to further their careers. Since 2015, Shepherd has
been recognized as a West Virginia Five-Star Challenge institution reflecting the University's
commitment to veterans and educating those who have served the country.

Shepherd has many programs that impact the local community. Shepherd’s Continuing Education
and Lifelong Learning programs provide continuing educational opportunities to members of the
local community and region. The University also hosts speaker series, including the President’s
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Lecture Series, talks given through the George Tyler Moore Center for the Study of the Civil War,
and teach-in events given by academic departments. Shepherd offers many arts and athletic events
during the academic year that are well-attended by members of the community. Students in programs
such as Social Work, Nursing, Recreation Sport and Exercise Science, and Teacher Education
additionally provide services in the local community as part of their education at Shepherd.

1.B.2. Shepherd is a public university and state agency. As such, financial returns are not generated
for investors, and the institution must regularly assess its academic and operational performance,
while simultaneously being challenged with reductions in support from the state.

As a public university, Shepherd must maintain a transparent focus on education. All University
processes work in support of the educational mission of the institution, and institutional goals and
initiatives are designed to support that mission. Academic programs, student support, and
administrative functions are designed to work in tandem to support student learning (see 1.A.4), and
strategic planning and goals place education first (see 5.C.1). Additional support for the educational
enterprise is provided by fundraising and grantsmanship; the Shepherd University Foundation is the
institution’s primary external support organization. Expense data (see 5.B.4) show that over 50% of
University expenditures are spent on education, either toward direct instructional support or on
student services and financial aid; inclusion of auxiliaries raises the percentage to nearly 70%.

1.B.3. Active engagement with the community is commonplace at Shepherd University. Many units
have advisory boards composed of local professionals and alumni who assist in linking community
needs with the University’s mission. Samples of these advisory boards are detailed in 5.C.3.

The annual Day of Service connects student, staff, and faculty volunteers with local nonprofits across
the region. Shepherd has partnerships in the community with schools and other organizations, after-
school programs, and Job Corps including partnerships with the Martinsburg Initiative and the
George Tyler Moore Center for the Study of the Civil War.

Educational programs and opportunities abound at Shepherd. Lifelong Learning classes are
particularly attractive to the large numbers of retirees in the Shepherdstown area. The Robert C. Byrd
Center for Congressional History and Education is housed on the main campus, and features many
faculty in teach-ins, film discussions, and presentations that are open to the public. The George Tyler
Moore Center for the Study of the Civil War oversees data archiving, offers educational events, and
hosts a summer seminar for social studies teachers.

The University plays an integral part in bringing cultural events, workshops, and other activities to
the region. Each year there is a wide range of concerts, art exhibits, films, lectures, and theater
productions hosted by the institution. These include the Appalachian Heritage Festival, the
Contemporary American Theater Festival, and the Performing Arts Series at Shepherd (PASS).
These events, combined with the many performances from the School of Music and Department of
Contemporary Art and Theater, draw audience members not only locally, but also from across the
region and country. The University’s many events document the extent of the institution's ability to
offer cultural opportunities to the greater community. The community is also welcomed
at Community Music events and programs, which provide music education and training for
participants of all ages.
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The Wellness Center welcomes both Shepherd and community members, and engages with the
community to promote health and safety in several ways. These include training up to 70 lifeguards
annually to support local pools, and welcoming members of “Silver Sneakers,” a program that
provides affordable access to fitness for individuals 65 years and older.

As documented in 5.A.3. and 5.C.3., Shepherd has a long record of involving representative internal
and external stakeholders, including students and community members, in the planning processes for
documents such as the strategic plan and campus master plan. These stakeholders also serve on
internal committees, such as programmatic advisory councils, and search committees at the executive
level, such as the most recent presidential search. Curricular offerings and changes are based on the
needs of the student body and of the local community of learners.

Sources

Appalachian_Heritage_Festival
Arts_events
Athletic_events
Byrd_CHE
CATF
CCHE_programming
Civil_War_Center
Community_Music
Community_partnerships
Continuing_Education
COPLAC
COPLAC_Membership_Criteria_APPROVED
Core_Curriculum
Core_Values
Day_of_service
Federal_TRIO_Home_Page
LEAP_outcomes
Lifelong_Learning
Lifelong_Learning_Fall_2021
Martinsburg_Initiative
Mission_and_vision_statement
PASS
Presidents_Lecture_Series
RBA
School_partnerships
Shepherd_Five_Star_Challenge
Shepherd_TRIO
Skills_employers_look_for_in_college_graduates
Teach-ins
Veterans
Wellness_Center
Wellness_Center_lifeguard_training
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1.C - Core Component 1.C

The institution provides opportunities for civic engagement in a diverse, multicultural society and
globally connected world, as appropriate within its mission and for the constituencies it serves.

1. The institution encourages curricular or cocurricular activities that prepare students for
informed citizenship and workplace success.

2. The institution’s processes and activities demonstrate inclusive and equitable treatment of
diverse populations.

3. The institution fosters a climate of respect among all students, faculty, staff and administrators
from a range of diverse backgrounds, ideas and perspectives.

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd’s mission statement describes the institution as “a diverse community of learners and a
gateway to the world of opportunities and ideas.” Our core value of “community” states, “we strive to
create a safe environment based on mutual respect and acceptance of differences.” The 2014-2017
Currents strategic plan and the 2018-2023 Transforming Our Future strategic plan include many
strategies focusing on preparation of students for the global workforce and integration of diversity
into all aspects of the University; strategic goals in the two plans show the evolution of Shepherd’s
mission of service and inclusiveness for all students. This is also reflected in the core values of the
institution (see 1.A), and in publications such as the faculty, student, and staff handbooks, and
the course catalog pages outlining the mission and core values of the institution.

Traditionally, Shepherd has served residents of the Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia; however, it
also attracts students from across the state and nation, as well as a small number of international
students. The University is committed to providing opportunities and access for promising students
from disadvantaged backgrounds. Shepherd’s curriculum is designed to serve the needs of a non-
traditional student population, including commuters and those active in careers and/or raising
families (see 3.D.1).

Shepherd’s racial and ethnic diversity is similar to or greater than that of the region from which its
students derive. In Fall 2020, approximately 76.0% of students enrolled were White, 7.2% were
African American, and 5.9% were Hispanic. Significantly less diversity exists across the state of
West Virginia, which is 93.5% White; 3.6% Black / African American; and 1.7% Hispanic.
International students comprised 2.0% of the student body in Fall 2020 (see 3.D.1). Reflecting a
national trend toward greater enrollment of women in higher education, 61.5% of students were
female.

The age and family income profiles of Shepherd students are also diverse. In Fall 2020, non-
traditional college-aged students (students aged 25 and older, including veterans) comprised 23.1%
of the total student population. 30.9% of Fall 2019 undergraduates and 35.4% of Fall 2019 first-time
freshmen received Pell Grants. Many of Shepherd's students are also the first in their families to
attend college.
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Shepherd operationalizes its support of multiculturalism and diversity through curricular initiatives
and through student programming, as outlined in the course catalog. The University’s offerings,
communications, and policies reflect the experiences, conditions, and opportunities of a diverse
student body.

1.C.1.

Curricular Programs

The Core Curriculum at Shepherd uses three goals for student learning and development. These
goals support global competencies and diversity.

1. Facilitate the acquisition of knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural world
2. Foster the development of intellectual and practical skills and a sense of personal and social

responsibility
3. Provide opportunities for integrative learning

Competencies adopted from the LEAP (Liberal Education and America's Promise) plan, with minor
modifications from the report of the Association of American Colleges and Universities, include
Civic Knowledge and Engagement, Global Understanding and Respect, and Multiculturalism and
Diversity. Every course in the second tier of Shepherd's Core Curriculum (with the exception of
Wellness and Writing in the Major) addresses at least one of these competencies. Completion of the
Core Curriculum is required for all baccalaureate-seeking students (except for those pursuing the
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree).

Shepherd’s curricular activities expose students to collective reflections, lived experiences, and
experiential learning opportunities within a diverse and global society. Examples include:

Intracurricular activities in programs such as the Aging Studies minor, Gender and Women’s
Studies minor, Psychology major, and Education major help students engage with people from
diverse communities.
Per the Core Curriculum, each program has a capstone experience to prepare students for their
career field.
B.A. degrees include twelve credit hours of the same foreign language.
The School of Music presents performances, master classes, and workshops with artists from a
diverse range of musical cultures, traditions, and styles. These events are open to students
regardless of major as well as the wider Shepherd community, as are other Community Music
initiatives.

Shepherd also promotes understanding of diversity and multiculturalism and civic engagement
through field and clinical placements in professional programs such as Education, Nursing, and
Social Work (see 3.D.4), all of which provide services and opportunities to underserved and
vulnerable populations.

The Center for Appalachian Studies and Communities and Global Studies Program host events,
conferences, and community-based discussions using political, social, and economic interdisciplinary
approaches to education.

Cocurricular and Extracurricular Programs
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The value that the University places on civic engagement, multiculturalism, and diversity is evident
in the mission statement and strategic and master plans, as well as in policies throughout the various
areas of campus. Units and initiatives with specific focus on these areas include: the Office for
Diversity and Equity, the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs and Accessibility Services; Veterans
Support Services; the Office of Student Activities and Leadership, Program Board, and Fraternity
and Sorority Life (see 1.C.2 and 3.D.1). This is also shown in cultural events and news releases from
University Communications, and RamPulse (available to Shepherd students and employees – see
3.D.4). All Shepherd events are approved by the Office of Student Activities and Leadership.

Shepherd’s Lifelong Learning Program and the Robert C. Byrd Center for Congressional History and
Education are among the sponsors of non-partisan, non-political civic education forums on a variety
of topics.

Shepherd’s student Affinity Groups (see 1.C.2) bring students together around common interests and
promote learning, acceptance and cooperation among members and the community. Affinity Groups
educate their members, hold events for community education and cooperation, and introduce
members of the Shepherd community to a variety of experiences and viewpoints. The broad spectrum
of individuals and perspectives represented within these groups, and within the Shepherd community
generally, expands individuals’ horizons and leads to a more global and informed outlook, as well as
providing experience in interacting and working with a variety of people.

Students also participate in numerous types of experiential learning which provide learning
opportunities in a wide range of placements (see 2.B.2).

Shepherd’s academic support programs help students achieve their academic and personal goals.
Many of these programs are committed to fulfilling ethical and legal responsibilities to ensure equal
opportunity. Many mentoring and support programs provide support for at-risk populations. These
are discussed in detail in 3.D.1 and 3.D.2.

The National Survey of Student Engagement (2019) indicates that Shepherd’s seniors report greater
participation in service learning than at other West Virginia institutions, as well as in experiential
learning projects (see 2.B.2) and culminating projects (capstones). These provide experience not only
in the academic discipline but in collaboration and teamwork, which will serve students well in the
workplace. Both freshmen and seniors report that they are encouraged to attend campus activities and
educational events, emphasizing the importance of those activities to the student experience and to
student development.

1.C.2. Shepherd believes in fair treatment, access, learning opportunities, and advancement for all
students, faculty, and staff. Diversity and inclusivity programs in Student Affairs and Academic
Affairs ensure that the campus is welcoming and inclusive to all. These programs complement
the 2018-2023 strategic planning priorities and the mission, vision, and core values.

Inclusivity offices encourage activities that prepare students for informed citizenship and workplace
success. The programs inspire cooperation and collaboration for building and maintaining an
inclusive campus community.

The Office of Multicultural Student Affairs (OMSA) offers programs, speakers, lecture series,
and community service to create awareness, appreciation, action and advocacy around issues of
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race, gender, and gender identity, sexual orientation, culture, ethnicity, national origin, ability
and religion.
The University has designated multiple study areas, class spaces, and recreation areas for
international students and Shepherd Affinity Groups, including Affinity rooms in Gardiner
Hall. Veterans Support Services also provides services, space, and resources for student-
veterans, as does International Shepherd for international students (see 3.D.1).
The Multicultural Leadership Team, established in 1991, is an organization of multiracial and
multicultural student leaders that engages the campus community through awareness,
advocacy, and action for social change. Multicultural Leadership Team Scholarships are
awarded to full-time, undergraduate, degree-seeking students who demonstrate commitment to
cultural and racial diversity through learning and service.
Nondiscrimination services and accommodations including prevention services and policies in
the Offices of Social Equity, Inclusion, and Title IX and Accessibility Services (see 3.D.1)
assist students who experience harassment, discrimination or violence, as well as students with
documented disabilities and needs both in and out of the classroom. Students receive support
with testing, accessing course information and technology, and other provisions.

The University is committed to providing an equitable, inclusive, and respectful campus culture and
environment, free from any form of harassment, discrimination, retaliation, or violence. Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972 requires universities to provide a non-discriminatory educational
environment. Members of the campus community are encouraged to report incidents of gender-based
harassment, discrimination, or violence to the University’s Title IX Coordinator, and campus climate
survey results inform future initiatives. Through prevention education measures and equitable
resolutions, Shepherd works actively to challenge and respond to bias, harassment, and
discrimination in programs, policies, and practices.

As discussed in 3.C.1, Shepherd’s Office of Human Resources emphasizes the importance of
diversity in the University’s workforce, and has created policies and materials to encourage
recruitment and hiring of applicants from diverse populations.

Shepherd has increased its flexible course delivery scheduling and hours of operation in response to
changes in student demographics and needs.

In Fall 2020, an average of 8% of all Core Curriculum courses were scheduled on Mondays
through Thursdays at 4 p.m. or later (two courses appeared on Friday at this time), including
nearly all graduate-level courses.
Expansion of online learning provides scheduling flexibility, which allows working students to
better manage course loads. Shepherd has continued to increase its selection of online and
hybrid courses. In Fall 2019, of 1074 sections offered, 97 (9.0%) were entirely online, and 10
(0.9%) were taught in a hybrid format; for Fall 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
of 983 sections offered, 376 (38.3%) were entirely online, and 200 (20.3%) were hybrid.
Faculty e-learning training, courses, and initiatives have increased in number in response to
the pandemic, including new Quality Matters training modules for faculty (see 3.A.3).
Shepherd has been very proactive in adopting education technology such as virtual tutoring,
new online learning software, and pedagogy training to prepare faculty to educate students,
especially those who are new to online learning.
The Martinsburg Center, in Martinsburg, West Virginia (approximately ten miles from the
Shepherdstown main campus), serves the area’s non-traditional students and delivers academic
instruction to adults in the region while offering a convenient location, flexible hours, and
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affordable price. Shepherd’s MBA and RBA programs are headquartered in the Martinsburg
Center, and courses are offered at times and via delivery methods that reflect the needs of
working adults. Hours of operation run through 9:45 p.m., with staff members available to
assist students beyond the University's normal hours.
Many offices remain open after 4:30 p.m. on selected days. The Advising Center, Bookstore,
Office of Admissions, Office of the Registrar, and other University services all provide
extended hours at high-demand times. The Scarborough Library also offers extended hours of
operation during midterm and final exam weeks.

Shepherd also offers flexible learning modalities, scheduling, and incentives to meet the needs of
adult students and encourage them to return to college. Shepherd is launching several fully online
programs for Fall 2021 including the R.N.-to-B.S.N. for Registered Nurses (RN-BSN), Master’s in
Business Administration (MBA), and the Master of Arts in Curriculum and Instruction (MACI)
degrees. The Regents Bachelor of Arts (RBA) for adult learners includes classes with compressed
timeframes, online and evening courses, and credit for life and work experience. Many graduate
courses utilize a hybrid synchronous format, with the largest program, the MBA, offered at
Shepherd’s additional location in Martinsburg for more convenient access by Martinsburg-based
students (see below).

Several unique programs and projects have inspired innovative modalities and pedagogies. Shepherd
RBA students participate in courses through WV-ROCKS, a state portal that offers compressed-
format courses fully online for adult learners. From Spring 2017 through Spring 2019, Shepherd also
participated in the COPLAC Digital Project, in which faculty and students combined digital fluencies
with social science and humanities research-based projects; Shepherd faculty co-taught the courses
with faculty at other COPLAC institutions using a synchronous online teaching format.

Other areas of the University help to create and support the diverse student population. Enrollment
Management also seeks to increase diversity through scholarships and financial aid. Shepherd
University encourages enrollment and retention of high performing students through merit-based
scholarship and grant programs. The recently constructed Potomac Place residence hall (see 5.C.6)
has ADA accommodations to all community areas, as well as four wheelchair-accessible suites
adjacent to elevators; future construction by or for the University, as property of the state, will also be
ADA-compliant. The Ram Pantry provides food and essentials for students and employees in need,
serving on average one hundred consistent clients per semester. The Commuter Lounge (see 3.D.1)
provides on-campus space for commuter students to study and socialize. The Office of Financial Aid
uses the Metro Scholarship to encourage students from neighboring areas to attend, and, in
collaboration with the Shepherd University Foundation, administers the Last Dollar Fund, which
helps close the tuition gap for students in financial distress with the support of donors.

1.C.3. Shepherd’s core value of “community” states, “We strive to create a safe environment based
on mutual respect and acceptance of differences.” Shepherd’s mission, vision, core values, and other
policies and processes are designed to foster respect for individuals regardless of differences of race,
creed, color, religion, age, disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, marital
status, national origin, political opinions or affiliations, socio-economic circumstance, or veteran
status. The University is also proactive about bolstering the broad institutional impact of inclusivity
initiatives and support options across the campus community.

In July of 2020, the Office for Diversity and Equity was created, and the BoG established the position
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of Associate Vice President (AVP) for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity as its head. The new office is
responsible for integrating diversity best practices into institutional functions, workplace practices,
and programming. The AVP also serves as the primary educator for social equity events,
including workshops and orientation of new students.

The AVP and members of the Strategic Planning Committee drafted a new strategy within each of
the four goals of the 2018-2023 Transforming Our Future strategic plan, which were approved by the
BoG at its November 5, 2020 meeting. The four new strategies prioritize diversity initiatives and
implementation of diversity and inclusion support across the entire campus, and create an
accountability framework for this implementation.

Since Fall 2020, inclusivity teams on campus have reviewed and revised existing University
processes and created new processes to address discrimination, harassment, and violence, including a
Civility Code. The Office for Diversity and Equity and Office of Title IX also implemented a new
mandatory “Creating a Culture of Respect” training for students, staff, and faculty to encourage
knowledge of multicultural competencies and the prevalence, impacts, and advocacy efforts to
combat sexual harassment and violence.

Multiple campus committees are tasked with initiating, fostering, coordinating, evaluating and
effectively communicating the diversity and inclusion objectives of the University.

The Diversity and Equity Committee handles recommendations for hiring, recruitment, and
retention of faculty, staff, and students; recommendations for facilitation of a supportive
environment for all; support of University outreach and education; and assessment of progress.
The Committee to Review and Merge the Policies for Sexual Harassment and Social Justice
writes and updates Shepherd policies and procedures addressing sexual harassment, civility,
equity and inclusion, and social justice-related policy and procedures.
The Committee for Tracking Incivility Issues reviews reported incidents of incivility among
faculty, staff, and students. It ensures timely and appropriate investigations and resolutions tied
to individuals or units according to the nature of the issue.
The Civility Response Team (CRT) is a group of faculty, staff, and student leaders who
promote respectful treatment of all Shepherd community members by quickly identifying
solutions and appropriate strategies to address acts of incivility.

Each year the University recognizes the accomplishments of faculty, staff, students, units,
departments, and other functional teams that have given their time and effort to advance diversity,
equity, and inclusion at Shepherd. The Changing the Face of Shepherd Diversity, Storer College, and
Phenomenal Woman Awards complement the development of a University community that is
culturally diverse and inclusive. Shepherd has also established a new awards series for classified and
non-classified staff, including the Above and Beyond, Equity and Inclusivity, Excellent Service to
Students, and Problem Solver awards, which were first awarded in Spring 2021.

Sources

Academic_Affairs_Data_Fall2020
Academic_Affairs_Data_Fall2020 (page number 32)
Academic_Affairs_Data_Fall2020 (page number 36)
Accessibility_Services
Affinity_Groups
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Aging_Studies
Appalachian-Studies-Newsletter-Fall-2020
Arts_events
BA_Foreign_Language
Byrd_CHE
Campus_Climate_Survey_2018
Catalog_2021-22
Catalog_mission_statement
Center_Appalachian_Studies_Communities
Civic_education_forum
Civility_Response_Team
Civility-Code-11x17-1
Community_Music
Commuter_lounge
COPLAC_Digital_Project
Core_Curriculum
Core_Curriculum_Competencies_map
Core_Curriculum_framework
Core_Values
Currents_Strategic_Plan
Diversity_and_Equity
Diversity_and_Equity_Committee
Diversity_Equity_AVP
Diversity_Inclusivity_Teams
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Fraternity_and_Sorority_Life
Gender_and_Womens_Studies
Global_Studies
International_Shepherd
Last_Dollar_Fund
LEAP_outcomes
Lifelong_Learning
Martinsburg_Center
Metro_scholarship
Mission_and_vision_statement
Multicultural_Leadership_Team
Multicultural_Student_Affairs
Multicultural_Student_Affairs_events_RamPulse
Multiple_Sides_workshop
NSSE_2019
Online_Programs_Fall_2021
Potomac_Place
Program_Board
Psychology_342_343
Quality_Matters
Ram_Pantry.pdf
Scholarships_grants
Shepherd_Employee_Respect_Course
Shepherd_University_News
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SOE_Diversity_Statement
Staff_Awards_and_Recognition_Program
Staff_Handbook_Final_2020
Student_Activities_and_Leadership
Student_Handbook
SU_data
SU_data (page number 2)
Title_IX_resources
TitleIX_prevention_education
Transforming_Our_Future_strategic_plan
US_Census_Bureau_QuickFacts_West_Virginia
Veterans
WV-ROCKS
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1.S - Criterion 1 - Summary

The institution’s mission is clear and articulated publicly; it guides the institution’s operations.

Summary

Shepherd University’s clearly defined mission focuses on its core values of learning, engagement,
integrity, accessibility, and community, while Shepherd’s vision statement articulates the
University’s position as a premier public liberal arts institution within a globalized society. Taken as
a whole, these guide the operation of the institution, illustrating the University's commitment to the
public good and to the communities it serves.

The University is the cultural and academic center for the region, fostering continuous lifelong
learning in its diverse populations. Mutually beneficial relationships involving internal and external
stakeholders aid the institution in promoting the public good, while enhancing academic and cultural
opportunities for students and community partners.

Shepherd’s commitment to its community is made manifest in its recognition of and support for the
great variety of individuals and groups served by the University. Respect, equitable treatment, and
opportunity for all are fundamental to the University’s mission, and University operations focus on
building and maintaining an environment in which each individual can achieve.

Sources

There are no sources.
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2 - Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct

The institution acts with integrity; its conduct is ethical and responsible.

2.A - Core Component 2.A

The institution establishes and follows policies and processes to ensure fair and ethical behavior on
the part of its governing board, administration, faculty and staff.

1. The institution develops and the governing board adopts the mission.
2. The institution operates with integrity in its financial, academic, human resources and

auxiliary functions.

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd strives to educate its students to be ethical, responsible citizens. In line with that mission,
Shepherd’s processes and personnel model that integrity in all areas of the campus.

2.A.1. As described in 1.A.1, Shepherd updated its mission statement in 2006-07. The revised
mission, vision, and core values were reviewed by multiple administrative bodies before they were
approved by the Board in April 2007.

2.A.2. Shepherd ensures that its activities and actions are consistent with its mission and core values.
The University has in place policies, procedures, and practices to promote and protect the integrity of
its operations. Oversight and transparency of policies and processes, from the Board of Governors
(BoG; see 2.C) down, help ensure that Shepherd remains accountable to the public and functions
with integrity.

Fiscal Integrity and General Policy Compliance

The Office of Finance, led by the Vice President for Finance/Administration, ensures that proper
procedures secure the fiscal integrity of the University. These units report directly to the President;
the Vice President for Finance/Administration staffs the Audit Committee and Finance and Facilities
Committee of the BoG. Quarterly reports are a regular part of BoG meetings. Each administrative
unit manages its expenditures appropriately and in compliance with all federal, state, and University
rules and regulations, maintaining financial integrity.

Purchases and expenditures of the administrative units are reviewed daily and monthly by the
Business Office to ensure both compliance with University, state, and federal regulations and also
that all units are operating within budgeted allocations (see 5.B.3). Oversight is enhanced through
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the creation of a quarterly financial statement review and statement of activities, which includes a
variance analysis. This analysis is presented to the Executive Leadership Team and the Finance and
Facilities Committee of the BoG. Faculty and staff who utilize purchasing cards (state-authorized
credit cards) receive online training in relation to the West Virginia Ethics Act and WV-HEPC
Series 31 on Ethics.

The Office of Finance is responsible for ensuring that proper fiscal management procedures are
followed. The Vice President for Finance and Chief Financial Officer supervises management of the
annual audit process (samples are provided for fiscal years 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020). Annual
audits are conducted of all state agencies, including Shepherd, via an external firm chosen by the
state. This firm presents results, along with recommendations for improvements or changes, to the
BoG. These audited financial statements are posted on the webpage of the Office of Finance, under
the Financial Reporting link.

The Office of Finance webpages provide policies and procedures related to student finances, payroll,
grant management, and procurement policies and procedures. For example, as a member of the
National Association of Educational Procurement (NAEP), Shepherd's Office of Procurement
Services operates under the NAEP code of ethics. Procurement Services also conducts research to
maintain the most effective purchasing practices and procedures.

Academic Affairs

Shepherd ensures that faculty and academic directors protect institutional integrity through
maintenance of high standards in teaching, research, and service activities. Policies and procedures
ensure equitable treatment of personnel and protect the right to participate in institutional
governance. Located in the Faculty Handbook, these criteria include faculty responsibilities and
behaviors, promotion and tenure guidelines, term appointments, selective salary adjustments, and
changes in personnel policies or professional duties.

To help ensure such integrity, an evaluation of teaching, service, and research is conducted by the
department chair or director and college dean in the form of an annual review of faculty. The annual
review includes feedback from students via formal course evaluations; these are conducted each term
for all courses taught in that term. This annual review is part of the promotion and tenure process
detailed in the Faculty Handbook (see 3.C.4).

Student Affairs

Compliance with federal and state laws and guidelines helps Shepherd protect its community.
External and internal laws and guidelines such as the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) and the Right to Privacy and Student Records policies outlined in the Student Bill of
Rights safeguard the privacy and data of students. Internal policies and guidelines for student rights
are presented in the Student Bill of Rights and the Student Handbook, and on webpages such as
the Office of the Registrar and the Office of Financial Aid.

The University informs its community about academic and non-academic responsibilities of the
educational enterprise. Student responsibilities covered in the Student Handbook include academic
freedom and integrity, class attendance, plagiarism, and appropriate conduct. Students are informed
of Shepherd policies through the Student Handbook and the Academic Catalog, including Shepherd’s
policy of non-discrimination; a non-discrimination and civility statement explains standards of
interaction and behavior expected of all community members.
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Conflict resolution procedures for adjudication of cases involving misconduct ensure fair outcomes
for students. Organizational units dedicated to this purpose include:

The University Ombudsperson, who can assist students in understanding their responsibilities,
rights, and acceptable conduct;
The Vice President for Student Affairs, Coordinator for Student Conduct, and Title IX
coordinator, who oversee the Student Code of Conduct and the enforcement of University rules
and regulations, including those applied to residential life.

Faculty and Staff

The faculty and staff at Shepherd deliver educational opportunities and support that align with the
University’s mission of service and its core values.

The University is governed by policies and procedures for fulfillment of its primary functions, and as
such abides by the ethical practices, policies, and procedures outlined in the appropriate handbook
for faculty or staff. Policies and procedures are reviewed, created, and implemented in a system of
shared governance that includes the BoG, Executive Leadership Team (ELT), Deans' Council,
Administrative Council, Classified Employees Council, Faculty Senate, and the Graduate Council.

Human Resources

The Office of Human Resources publishes the Shepherd Staff Handbook and the Faculty and Staff
Search Manual, and offers staff development and training resources. In addition, Human
Resources policies and procedures have broad application to uphold and protect the integrity of the
institution. University policies prohibit discrimination, workplace violence, sexual assault, and other
behaviors damaging to institutional integrity. These policies apply to all members of the University
community; policies are reviewed for alignment with state and federal laws, or as institutional
conversations dictate. Procedures are in place to educate and inform students, faculty, and staff, and
are available in the handbooks noted above.

The Affirmative Action Officer and the Campus Ombudsperson handle allegations of harassment or
discrimination under Policy 18 of the BoG. The Shepherd University Police Department, Title IX
Officer, and Counseling Services provide assistance and support for victims of sexual assault. Board
of Governors Policy 4 is in compliance with a number of state and federal regulations, including:

West Virginia Code §18B-1-6, §18B-2A-4;
A policy statement issued by the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S.;
Department of Education's interpretation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) interpretative guidelines issued in
March 1980; and subsequent federal court decisions on the subject of sexual harassment.

As described in 1.C, the Diversity and Equity Committee makes recommendations to appropriate
bodies concerning race, ethnicity, culture, and gender, and works to support the University's goal of a
more diverse staff and student body.

Research Policies

University policies regarding integrity and ethics in research were approved by Executive Staff (now
the Executive Leadership Team) in 2011 after vetting by appropriate internal stakeholders. These
polices are now overseen by the Research Policy Management Group, which serves as a
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clearinghouse for the offices with oversight of these policies. Additional oversight is also provided by
Shepherd's Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) (see 2.E.1).

Campus Services

Campus Services includes the Bookstore, Dining Services, the Rambler Card Office, Residence Life,
the Student Center, and the Wellness Center. Campus Services strives for honesty and fairness in its
actions, and works with other offices as needed to deliver the best environment for Shepherd
students.

Campus Services welcomes student and stakeholder input and engagement through efforts such as
participation in Student Government Association meetings to discuss room and board fees and
facility upgrades, surveying to gauge needed improvements to cable and internet services, working
with student groups to determine menus and service hours for Dining Services, and negotiating
between faculty and publishers to identify the best and lowest-cost course materials (see 5.C.6). The
resulting decisions based on this input are better informed and more objective.

Integrity also informs the Division’s training for residence hall assistants (RAs) and other student
leaders, in which individual support techniques are taught alongside objective legal responsibility, in
order to provide a consistent and fair experience for students.

Computing and Information Technology

Technology is a critical tool for the acquisition of knowledge, teaching, and research; however, like
any tool, it can be susceptible to abuse. Information Technologies Services (ITS) sets forth policies
and guidelines that govern technology use on campus. These cover acceptable use, copyright, and IT
security (BoG Policy 35), among other areas (see 2.E).

Banner is Shepherd’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software for managing University records.
New Banner users must be authorized by a Banner Data Custodian before access to data is granted, to
ensure that only appropriate, authorized, and trustworthy individuals have access to confidential
Banner data.

Athletics

Shepherd Athletics provides a list of comprehensive policies in its Operations Manual and Student-
Athlete Handbook as well as on its website under “Inside Athletics,” covering NCAA rules and
regulations, eligibility, financial aid, and recruiting. Student-athletes are educated during eligibility
meetings held in August and January, as well as at individual and team meetings. Updates to these
policies are communicated through emails from the compliance administrator and updates to the
above documents. Coaches and staff are educated through monthly educational workshops and
department meetings, as well as direct e-mails containing legislative or policy changes.

Representatives from Athletics, Financial Aid, the Office of the Registrar, and occasionally
Admissions participate in an annual regional rules seminar hosted by the NCAA to educate and
update institutions on the regulations that guide their activities. In addition to the Student-Athlete
Handbook and Operations Manual above, compliance documents available through the NCAA
Division II compliance website, the PSAC (Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference, of which
Shepherd is a member) and the Shepherd “Inside Athletics” web pages include NCAA
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documents such as the Summary of Regulations, Student-Athlete Statement Form, Drug Testing
Consent Form, and the Banned Drugs list, as well as the PSAC Handbook and Sports Operating
Codes.

These policies and documents, along with continuing education in the area of ethics and leadership,
ensure that Shepherd Athletics operates with integrity.

Sources

Academic_Affairs_Leadership_Staff.pdf
Athletic_Department_Operations_Manual_2020-21
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BoG
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BoG_Policy18
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BoG_Policy4
BoG_Policy4 (page number 2)
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Campus_Services
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Constitution_SU
Constitution_SU (page number 7)
Constitution_SU (page number 10)
Core_Values
Counseling_Services
Dining_Services
Diversity_and_Equity_Committee
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Faculty_Senate
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FERPA
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Financial_Aid
Financial_Reporting
FY-17-Shepherd-University-Financial-Statements
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HR_Policies_and_Procedures
HR_Training_and_Development
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Student_Government_Association
Student_Handbook
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2.B - Core Component 2.B

The institution presents itself clearly and completely to its students and to the public.

1. The institution ensures the accuracy of any representations it makes regarding academic
offerings, requirements, faculty and staff, costs to students, governance structure and
accreditation relationships.

2. The institution ensures evidence is available to support any claims it makes regarding its
contributions to the educational experience through research, community engagement,
experiential learning, religious or spiritual purpose and economic development.

Argument

2.B.1. Shepherd presents itself to its students and to the public primarily through its website and
through social media. In addition, it releases reports and press releases through the Office of
University Communications.

Through its website, Shepherd presents extensive resources to current and future students, families,
alumni, staff, faculty, visitors, and community members; sitewide uniformity of design streamlines
the user experience. The University homepage links to information regarding course offerings and
class schedules, admissions requirements, faculty and staff credentials and contact information,
tuition and financial aid, University organization and governance, and program accreditations. Drop-
down menus under each listed population link users to information of interest. A customized Google
search engine is also provided. The site is dynamic, with a news spotlight that promotes student,
staff, and faculty accomplishments, as well as University news headlines. There are also links to a
Consumer Information page and a Quick Facts page. The website is decentralized, with many
departments and offices in charge of their own content; University Communications oversees all
news, calendar items, the homepage, and emergency announcements.

The Office of University Communications maintains an active institutional presence on social media
outlets such as Facebook, Flickr, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter, which are linked at the bottom of
the Shepherd homepage. Shepherd's social media help the University to reach an audience that may
not receive its news through traditional news outlets; this connects the University with young
audiences who access their news through technology and social media, as well as with remote alumni
who do not have access to University news via regional news outlets.

Releases and publications issued by the Office of University Communications are based on public
record (documentation such as letters and emails), official university communications and statements
from the President and the Executive Leadership Team, and items submitted by faculty, deans, and
administrators via the University Communications online job request system. Official Shepherd
social media items are based on University releases and announcements. Items produced by
University Communications are reviewed and vetted by the Executive Director of University
Communications before they are released to the public and media outlets.

Provision of institutional information to the public via University webpages maximizes transparency
and accountability of institutional operations, and allows for ready distribution of information and
updates.
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Academic Offerings

The Academics page contains links to information regarding the University’s academic offerings.
These include links to majors and minors; colleges, schools, and departments; the Core Curriculum;
and various other academic and non-academic offerings. Unit heads review the accuracy of such
information on an annual basis in preparation for the next annual iteration of the University catalog
of academic programs and course offerings.

Requirements and Costs

The Admissions page features prominent links for incoming first-year students, transfer students,
returning students, high school dual enrollment students, non-degree students, and international
students. Visitors find admissions requirements, as well as information on tuition and fees, academic
programs, scholarships, payment information, and other information about Shepherd. 

The Office of Financial Aid also provides clear links to information about tuition and fees, various
types of aid and assistance available to students, loan counseling, and the Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP) policy, as well as a link to the Shepherd Net Price Calculator.

Faculty and Staff

The Academic Affairs page links to the Academic Affairs Organizational Chart and Faculty
Directory. This information is updated annually by the Office of the Provost/VPAA. More detailed
information on the faculty can be found at each departmental website, with links at the Colleges,
Schools, and Departments page. Each department maintains its own website.

Governance Structure 

As shown on the campus-wide organizational chart, the Board of Governors is at the top of the
University’s governance structure. Its webpage contains information regarding Board activities,
bylaws, and relevant policies. Academic Affairs provides a separate organizational chart and a
directory of faculty at its site.

Accreditation

The Consumer Information page demonstrates Shepherd's compliance with the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (as amended by the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008), and contains institutional
information such as accreditations and affiliations, health and safety information, and student
outcomes such as retention, graduation, and licensure pass rates. These pages are periodically
reviewed for accuracy throughout the academic year, and as new data, reports, and actions are made
available.

2.B.2. News, events, and other information on Shepherd’s website provides evidence of the
University’s contributions to the educational experience of its students in many areas, including
research, student engagement, experiential learning, religious and spiritual growth, and economic
development. Program assessment (see 4.A.1) provides additional data on the effectiveness of the
activities of Shepherd’s curricular, cocurricular, and extracurricular operations.

Research
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As Shepherd’s Strategic Research Initiatives webpage notes, “knowledge, skills, and intellectual
inquiry are essential to prepare all students for an increased role in society.” Research plays a vital
role in development of these abilities.

Shepherd’s commitment to educational and meaningful research is shown through the following:

Student capstones. Shepherd is a member of the Association of American Colleges and
Universities and of COPLAC, which partners with AAC&U to implement Liberal Education
and America’s Promise (LEAP) outcomes. As described in the catalog, Goal 4 of LEAP,
Integrative Learning, includes a capstone at the end of the student’s undergraduate experience.
Often, the capstone involves presentation of original research in the discipline performed by
the student under the guidance of faculty. Illustrative examples include those in the
Departments of English and Modern Languages and History.
The annual Exhibition of Undergraduate Research and Creative Endeavors allows students to
showcase their research and other projects for students, faculty, and the greater community (see
3.B.4).
The Sparks Undergraduate Research Journal, “an editorially reviewed multidisciplined
publication that aims to showcase outstanding student works for a worldwide audience.” (See
3.B.4.)

Shepherd research initiatives are highlighted in press releases and various publications overseen by
University Communications (see 2.B.1).

Experiential Learning, Student and Community Engagement

Shepherd’s mission and core values detail the University’s emphasis on engagement among members
of the Shepherd community, which includes “students, faculty, staff, alumni, and involved citizens.”
The University has a thriving undergraduate culture of student engagement.

Experiential learning includes internships, cooperative education, and academic service learning.
The Internships webpage lists internship opportunities by academic department, provides links to
external databases of internship opportunities, and features students’ own accounts of their internship
experiences. Shepherd’s Office of Cooperative Education (see 3.D.1) connects students with
placements designed to develop skills in real-world work situations. In addition, numerous
faculty integrate service learning within their own classes. Cooperative Education promotes and
coordinates cooperative placements and supervision. Through co-ops, students can earn credits for
working professional jobs relating to their field; typically, students earn one credit for every fifty
hours worked. In conjunction with a faculty supervisor, they complete work defined in a learning
agreement that specifies their site, class assignments, and credit hours earned. 

The Office of Student Affairs maintains a webpage listing numerous resources and student activities,
including RamPulse (see 3.D.4), the Student Government Association, Student Life Council,
Fraternity and Sorority Life, the Multicultural Leadership Team, the Office of Community Service,
and the Program Board.

The Office of Student Community Service places students in positions in the community from which
they can benefit the community while developing as leaders. The Office also provides leadership
development programs and conducts charitable initiatives for the community. Programs include
Alternative Spring Break (see 3.B.3), where students assist with regional development in various
parts of Appalachia; Emerging Leaders in Service, a four-day leadership immersion program; and
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Shepherd’s Relay for Life, to raise funds for the American Cancer Society.

In the National Survey of Student Engagement (2019), Shepherd’s seniors reported greater
participation in experiential learning projects and culminating projects (capstones) than at other
West Virginia institutions, as well as in service learning (see 1.C.1). This additional preparation
gives Shepherd students an advantage in career preparation and placement, setting them up for
professional success after graduation.

Religious or Spiritual Development

As a public liberal arts institution, Shepherd makes no specific claims regarding the religious or
spiritual life of its students. Nevertheless, a wide variety of groups for religious and spiritual practice
are available for students. These have ranged from the Fellowship of Christian Athletes to Shepherd
University Pagans to the Shepherd University Secular Student Alliance. Opportunities for religious
and spiritual practice also are available in Shepherd’s programming for its community; for example,
Shepherd’s faculty and staff can explore meditation practices via the Meditation Monday program.

Economic Development

Shepherd’s mission statement identifies Shepherd as "the regional center for academic, cultural, and
economic opportunity.”

The economic value of a Shepherd degree is shown in workforce data. Any postsecondary credential
adds to earning power, as seen in West Virginia workforce data; Shepherd graduates’ median wages
tend to be higher than statewide averages, especially for baccalaureate earners. An estimate of
the relative economic impacts of West Virginia’s colleges and universities finds that Shepherd
contributed $91,100,000 to the state’s economy in 2014.

As of March 2019, Shepherd is Jefferson County’s third largest employer. During the 2018 season,
the direct economic impact of the Contemporary American Theater Festival, hosted by Shepherd, was
$5.8 million. Shepherd also partners with external bodies for cultural and economic opportunities
(see 1.B.3, 5.C) that benefit both the local community and the University.

Sources
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2.C - Core Component 2.C

The governing board of the institution is autonomous to make decisions in the best interest of the
institution in compliance with board policies and to ensure the institution’s integrity.

1. The governing board is trained and knowledgeable so that it makes informed decisions with
respect to the institution’s financial and academic policies and practices; the board meets its
legal and fiduciary responsibilities.

2. The governing board’s deliberations reflect priorities to preserve and enhance the institution.
3. The governing board reviews the reasonable and relevant interests of the institution’s internal

and external constituencies during its decision-making deliberations.
4. The governing board preserves its independence from undue influence on the part of donors,

elected officials, ownership interests or other external parties.
5. The governing board delegates day-to-day management of the institution to the institution’s

administration and expects the institution’s faculty to oversee academic matters.

Argument

Introduction

Board of Governors

As detailed in 2.C.1., Shepherd University is governed by a twelve-member Board of Governors
(BoG) that is empowered by and acts in compliance with WV state code. The general powers and
duties outlined in this code cover the authorizations and restrictions of Board activities:

The control, supervision, and management of the financial, business, and education policies
and affairs of the University;
The development and regular updating of an institutional master plan and compact with the
Higher Education Policy Commission;
The preparation of an annual budget request for the university that relates directly to the
mission, goals, and projections as found in the institutional master plan and the institutional
compact;
The review, at least every five years, of all academic programs offered at the university;
The approval of the teacher education programs offered in the university;
The management of all personnel matters, including, but not limited to, classification,
compensation, and discipline for employees of the university;
To solicit and utilize or expend voluntary support, including financial contributions and
support services, for the university;
The appointment of the president, subject to the approval of the Policy Commission; and
To enter into contracts or consortium agreements with the public schools, private schools, or
private industry to provide technical, vocational, college preparatory, remedial, and customized
training courses. 

Shepherd's institutional BoG has a long and consistent history of oversight and service. The
deliberations and decision-making process of the BoG reflect the priorities of the institution. Through
its bylaws and policies, the BoG issues administrative rules related to the control, supervision, and
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management of the financial, business, and education policies and affairs of the University. Day-to-
day management of the institution is delegated by the BoG to the President (see 2.C.5).

The BoG webpage provides access to a list of BoG members, Bylaws, Meeting Schedule, Minutes,
Policies, and Requests for Comments, as well as a direct link to the West Virginia Higher Education
Policy Commission.

2.C.1. The Shepherd Board of Governors (BoG) provides oversight of University business through its
regularly scheduled meetings and those of the board committees. The legal obligations and
responsibilities of the Board, as well as the criteria for Board membership, are detailed throughout
2.C.

The BoG holds a minimum of six meetings in a fiscal year, including an annual meeting each June,
as well as periodic retreats and specially called meetings as necessary. A recent example of this
includes the March 2019 special meeting related to infrastructure improvements. Board committee
meetings usually precede meetings of the full Board. The agenda for each Board meeting, containing
all supporting documents, is posted in advance on the BoG website. 

As it engages in the governance of the institution, the Shepherd BoG considers a variety of items,
including the annual budget, financial audits, personnel changes, presidential evaluation and
compensation, tuition and fees, residence and dining hall rates, emeritus faculty appointments, new
degrees and programs, construction and repair of facilities, and honorary degrees. Many Board
agenda items come from the President, who receives them from administrative divisions represented
on the Executive Leadership Team, as well as from other internal bodies such as the Faculty Senate
or the Student Government Association.

The President's Report at each BoG meeting contains information and updates on recent and
upcoming events and accomplishments by students, faculty, and staff, as well as major initiatives
undertaken by the institution, such as the development of new degree programs, budget concerns,
capital projects, and efforts such as those focused on recruitment and retention. Regular reports from
BoG committees and from members of the Executive Leadership Team keep the Board apprised of
the state of the University. Guests such as students, faculty, and staff are recognized for their service
or achievements in teaching, learning, or scholarship. Meetings are open to the public, with non-
public business conducted in executive session after the conclusion of the public agenda.

The policies and the bylaws of the Board fully document that Shepherd's BoG delegates day-to-day
management of the institution to the administration and works within the institutional governance
and reporting structure to allow the faculty and its representatives to oversee academic matters.

Each member of the BoG participates in an orientation upon appointment to the Board. New Board
members learn the role of the institutional governing board, its responsibilities, bylaws, and specific
policies of the Board and the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC). The
orientation also includes review of the organizational structure of the institution, planning documents
(master plan and strategic plan), financial statements and budgets, and potential committee
assignments within the BoG. The orientation has taken a number of forms, with the most recent
being a recording. Training and development for Board members occurs throughout the year and is
also mandated in WV Code §18B-1D-9. All BoG members except the student representative are
required to achieve a minimum of 6 hours of continuing education every two years.  
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Each new and continuing Board member also receives a subscription to Trusteeship, the magazine of
the Association of Governing Boards. In retreats and other sessions, Board members regularly review
Trusteeship articles that highlight best practices for governing boards nationwide.

2.C.2. Institutional governing boards for public institutions of higher learning in West Virginia were
established by WV Code §18B-2A. Section 1 of Article 2A indicates that the State of West Virginia
is best served when the membership of each governing board includes the following:

The academic expertise and institutional experience of faculty members and a student of the
institution governed by the board;
The technical or professional expertise and institutional experience of a classified employee of
the institution governed by the board;
An awareness and understanding of the issues facing the institution governed by the board; and
The diverse perspectives that arise from a membership that is balanced in terms of gender and
varied in terms of race and ethnic heritage. 

Shepherd has a twelve-person Board, whose members per WV Code §18B-2A-1 include nine lay
members appointed by the Governor of West Virginia, one full-time faculty member elected by the
faculty, one student elected by the student body, and one classified staff member elected by the
classified staff. The composition of the Board, including representatives of campus constituencies as
well as external members, not only assures a wide range of representation, but allows the work of the
Board to reflect and advance the interests of the institution as understood by both internal and
external stakeholders.

As required by Article 2A, the BoG holds no fewer than six meetings in a fiscal year, including an
annual meeting each June. The BoG also holds occasional retreats and specially called meetings as
needed for BoG business. The Board agenda, supporting documents, and committee agendas for
meetings are made available on the BoG Meeting Schedule page; BoG meeting minutes are available
on the BoG Minutes page. As described in 2.C.1, items brought before the board encompass the
operations of the entire institution, and the BoG considers these matters in the context of the full
institution and its mission and priorities.

Regular meetings are usually preceded by several meetings of the following committees, which are
further described in 2.C.5:

Academic Programs and Development Committee
Enrollment, Student and Community Affairs Committee
Finance and Facilities Committee

These committees enable the Board to examine in depth the University’s opportunities and
challenges, and to perform its oversight duties, both within committees and fully assembled, in the
best interests of the institution.

The three officers of the Board are annually elected by the membership, and constitute the Executive
Committee. The Board conducts all of its business by vote of a majority of the members present, and
it conducts selected business in executive session in accordance with the West Virginia Open
Government Meetings Act.
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2.C.3. The meeting agenda or Board packet and minutes of the BoG demonstrate that the business
conducted by the Board is responsive to the needs of students, faculty, staff, the community-at-large,
and the citizens of the state of West Virginia. In accordance with Article 2 of the BoG bylaws,
agendas are prepared by the President and BoG Chair. Any member of the BoG may present items at
meetings, including those not on the agenda; however, no action can be taken on a non-emergency
item not on the agenda. Article 8 of the Board bylaws details waiving of procedural rules to hear any
person on any subject.

Agenda items have been considered and vetted according to University policy prior to presentation to
the BoG. For example, proposals for new degree programs are initiated at the departmental level,
involving the department chair/school director and unit dean, and then proceed to the school and
institutional Curriculum and Instruction Committee. The proposal is then reviewed by the
Provost/VPAA and the President before being placed on the Board agenda. The Board is the final
internal approval before moving on to any external approvals such as the West Virginia Higher
Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC), if applicable.

As discussed in 2.C.2, Board membership includes both lay members and representatives of faculty,
students, and classified staff. This provides representation from all portions of the Shepherd
community, and ensures that items before the Board can be reviewed and decided on by a
representative body able to consider and balance the interests and needs of those constituencies.

2.C.4. WV Code §18B-2A and the provisions of the State Ethics Act (6B- 1-1, et seq.) collectively
establish the requirement that all Board members be committed to the advancement of institutional,
rather than personal, interests. Members take an oath of office, serve without compensation, and are
subject to the articles of law outlined in state code. Additionally, Article 14 of the Board’s Bylaws
details the authority of the Board to act as a whole and not as an individual. New Board members
receive information from the Governor about the WV Ethics Act during the appointment process;
Shepherd provides additional guidance on the Act.

Article 1 of the Board bylaws, in addition to describing the composition of the Board (see 2.C.2),
specifies the following regarding member selection and term limits:

No more than five BoG lay members may be of the same political party; at least five must be
residents of the state.
Terms of service begin on July 1. Student member terms are for one year; faculty and classified
staff terms are for two years. Student, faculty, and classified staff may serve no more than four
consecutive terms, for a total of eight years. Appointed lay member terms are for four years,
and lay members may serve no more than two consecutive terms, for a total of eight years. Lay
members appointed to fill unexpired terms may succeed themselves for two full terms after
completing an unexpired term.
Each June, the BoG elects one of its lay members as chair. No chair may serve for more than
four consecutive years.
A BoG member remains in office until a successor has been chosen, unless the member
submits a written resignation to the BoG. No BoG lay member is eligible for paid University
employment.
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These guidelines help to ensure that Board membership is of sufficiently diverse background and
opinion to preclude excessive influence on Board proceedings by any individual, group or interest.
Term limits help to prevent individuals from exerting long-term influence over the Board, and
established processes for filling vacancies on the Board provide continuity of Board representation
and function.

2.C.5. As noted in 2.C.2., the BoG has four standing committees that are detailed in Article 7 of the
Bylaws, as well as an Audit Committee and a Nominations Committee.

The Executive Committee consists of the Chair of the Board, the Vice Chair, the Secretary, and the
chairs of the other standing committees. Its duties include assistance in the development of the Board
agenda, assistance to the President between meetings of the Board as needed, confidential personnel
matters, and matters relating to executive review and compensation.

The Academic Programs and Development Committee reviews current and proposed academic
programs, curricular and instructional concerns, academic faculty personnel policies, and matters
relating to external grants, gifts and alumni and donor relations, and such other matters as are
referred by the Chair or the Executive Committee.

The Audit Committee oversees the University’s financial reporting, audit processes, and grant
activity. It also establishes procedures for receiving, investigating and resolving “whistleblower” or
other complaints concerning University financial and accounting practices.

The Enrollment, Student, and Community Affairs Committee reviews matters relating to admissions
and enrollment, student life, athletics, student outreach and engagement programs, and matters
relating to community engagement and local community relations, together with such matters as
referred by the Chair or the Executive Committee. 

The Finance and Facilities Committee reviews matters relating to budget, finance, facilities and
personnel policies, and such other matters as referred by the Chair or the Executive Committee.

The Nominations Committee meets in April and May of each year to evaluate prospective
nominations of a slate of officers for the next annual meeting. In the event of a vacancy in any elected
office, the Nominations Committee convenes as quickly as viable to facilitate nomination of a
candidate to fill that vacancy for the remainder of the term. 

Each of the committees receives updates, reports, and action items from various academic and
administrative units of the University. This is accomplished through the President and the Executive
Leadership Team, through which all communications to and from the Board must pass.

The Board bylaws outline the specific responsibilities of the President as the “principal executive
officer of the University”, including “act[ing] on behalf of the Board” as allowed by law. The
President is also “authorized to determine the organizational structure of the University” for
“purposes of administration.” Creation of top-level administrative positions and academic units is
done by the President, but must be approved by the BoG.

As described in 2.C.3., proposals for new degree programs come before the Board only after full
consideration and vetting by all levels of academics. Program review reports are generated by the
faculty and reviewed by the Board for final approval. The Board also receives an annual Academic
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Affairs report, as well as updates on relevant topics such as accreditations. Other academic matters
are handled within the existing academic structure as appropriate.

The policies and the bylaws of the Board, as well as the minutes of its meetings, fully document that
Shepherd's Board delegates day-to-day management of the institution to the administration and
works within the organizational governance and reporting structure to allow the faculty and its
representatives to oversee academic matters.

Sources

0-Feb21-BoG-pkt-Electronic
AGB
agb_trusteeship_05062021
BA_Criminal_Justice_Program_Proposal
BoG
BoG_Bylaws-as-Apr-2018-amended
BoG_Meeting_Schedule
BoG_members.pdf
BoG_Minutes
BoG_Minutes_Nov-05-2020
BoG_orientation_retreat
BoG_policies
BoG_Policy-2-April-2019
BoG_Training
Curriculum_and_Instruction
Executive_Leadership_Team
Faculty_Senate
March2019-BoG-Pkt
Student_Government_Association
WV_Code_18B
WV_Code_18B (page number 4)
WV_Code_18B (page number 5)
WV_Code_18B (page number 8)
WV_Code_18B (page number 9)
WV_Ethics_Act
WV_Open_Government_Meetings_Act
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2.D - Core Component 2.D

The institution is committed to academic freedom and freedom of expression in the pursuit of truth in
teaching and learning.

Argument

Through policies detailed in multiple documents from the faculty handbook and BoG policy to the
student handbook, Shepherd ensures academic freedom is maintained and encouraged, so as to best
enable the University’s educational mission.

These include the following:

Academic freedom is part of BoG Policy 19, based on the authority of WV Code §18B-1-6 and
§18B-2A-4.
The University’s Principles of Academic Freedom state that Shepherd adheres to the principles
of the American Association of University Professors, and emphasizes that “the common good
depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.” This text is also included in the
Faculty Handbook.
The Faculty Handbook further addresses academic freedom for faculty in research and
publication, in the classroom, and when acting as citizens outside of the University, while also
discussing the academic responsibility that accompanies this freedom.
The University’s webpage on tenure states that “tenure is designed to ensure academic
freedom.” Article IV of the Constitution of Shepherd University includes academic freedom as
part of the responsibilities of the Faculty Senate.
The Student Handbook discusses academic freedom and freedom of expression at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels.
The Code of Conduct for Clubs and Organizations states “one of the university’s crucial goals
is to promote the ‘marketplace of ideas’ via free speech,” while abiding by “recognized legal
limits.”
Scarborough Library’s Mission and Values promise “open access to a diverse library collection
and support for intellectual freedom and the values set forth by the American Library
Association’s Bill of Rights.”

These principles and policies outline the institution's commitment to academic freedom that is
expected of all Shepherd employees, and is supported through the instructional experience and
through scholarly and creative activities.

Sources

AAUP_1940_Statement
Academic_Freedom_and_Responsibilities
BoG_Policy19
Code_of_Conduct_for_Clubs_and_Organizations
Constitution_SU
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Constitution_SU (page number 5)
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices (page number 43)
Graduate_Academic_Rights_and_Responsibilities
Library_Mission_and_Values
Tenure
Undergraduate_Academic_Rights_and_Responsibilities
WV_Code_18B
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2.E - Core Component 2.E

The institution’s policies and procedures call for responsible acquisition, discovery and application of
knowledge by its faculty, staff and students.

1. Institutions supporting basic and applied research maintain professional standards and provide
oversight ensuring regulatory compliance, ethical behavior and fiscal accountability.

2. The institution provides effective support services to ensure the integrity of research and
scholarly practice conducted by its faculty, staff and students.

3. The institution provides students guidance in the ethics of research and use of information
resources.

4. The institution enforces policies on academic honesty and integrity.

Argument

2.E.1. Shepherd University provides thorough oversight of research and scholarly practices by
students, faculty, and staff. Expectations regarding ethical research practices are outlined in
the Research Integrity Policy and the Institutional Research Board (IRB) and Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) policy manuals. The Student Handbook section on Community
Expectations contains the following text:

Our community must possess the highest standards of ethical, educational, and social integrity,
combined with recognition and mutual respect for those diversities, which will enrich and inform our
intellectual and social lives. Our community standards of behavior are intended to enhance and
protect the University’ s general educational process, including research and public service
activities, as well as promote personal academic advancement and maturation.

Multiple internal entities and policies encourage and support professional and ethical research. 

Human and Animal Subjects Research Boards

Shepherd’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) ensures that the health, well-being, and rights of
human subjects are protected in ethical research by members of the Shepherd community. All
research involving human subjects must come before the IRB. Similarly, students and faculty
conducting research involving animal subjects must submit a proposal to the
University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) for guidance and approval. All
proposals require proof of completion of an authorized training course by the project’s primary
investigator.

Both committees, through independent processes, approve or reject research proposals based on
whether or not research subjects are adequately protected. These two committees operate in
accordance with the relevant federal guidelines.

Shepherd University Research Integrity Policy

This policy contains the common definitions regarding ethical research and misconduct in research
and research-related activities. Procedures for filing complaints and disciplinary procedures for any
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individuals or groups engaging in misconduct in research are provided. This policy and associated
procedures will be followed when an allegation of possible misconduct in scholarly research activities
is received by an institutional official.

Faculty Conflict of Interest in Research Policy

As research activities may potentially intersect with business and industry, it is crucial that potential
or perceived conflicts of interest are avoided. In addition to ensuring compliance with National
Science Foundation (NSF) and Public Health Service (PHS) policies, this policy is designed to
safeguard the integrity of sponsored research at Shepherd by identifying and either managing or
eliminating the risks to research integrity resulting from a conflict of interest.

Intellectual Property Policy

Shepherd recognizes that, while the main objective of professional development is not to generate
intellectual property, if a valuable intellectual property interest develops from such activity, it is in
everyone’s best interest to define its ownership interests in advance. This policy is intended to
encourage professional development that is in the best interests of the public, funding agency, the
University and the faculty member while also allowing for the protection and disclosure of
intellectual property developed by faculty and/or staff at the University.

Grant Oversight

The following procedures ensure that all grant activity at Shepherd complies with institutional, state
and federal policies.

All proposals submitted on behalf of the University receive pre-submission review and written
approval from the Provost/VPAA, CFO, Dean or VP of the PI/PD and the Director for the Office of
Sponsored Programs. All other relevant supervisors and stakeholders receive timely notification of
the proposal and may review and request clarification or changes. Record of notification and
approval is documented in a routing sheet.

Standard award contracts for successful grants are reviewed by the Grants Accountant before being
reviewed and signed by the CFO, Assistant CFO and/or Director for the Office of Sponsored
Programs (OSP). Non-standard awards undergo additional review by General Counsel. The Grants
Accountant monitors a budget in Banner in alignment with the budget as awarded. All grant
expenses are reviewed by the Procurement Office and the Grants Accountant before being billed to
the funding agency (reimbursable) or drawn down (deferred revenue). At the end of the grant period,
the Grants Accountant performs a final reconciliation and review, returns any unspent funds
(deferred revenue only), and completes any required financial reports including (FFR) SF425.

2.E.2. Ethical behavior and use of information is a common thread that runs through Shepherd's
Core Curriculum LEAP outcomes, and in other academic program curricula. Details regarding ethics
instruction in a variety of disciplines are included in the sampling of courses and programs which
explicitly train students in ethics. Some representative examples include the following:

There are more than 25 undergraduate courses with ethics at their cores across multiple
disciplines, in areas as diverse as social work, nursing, political science, and journalism.
Graduate Studies embraces ethics through its mission and vision statements and several course
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offerings.
The Teacher Education program expects students to perform with the highest ethical behavior
toward children, peers, and supervisors. Faculty members incorporate moral and ethical
criteria in assessing the outcomes of teaching/learning and evaluating student dispositions as
part of program admission and continuance.
The Department of Nursing Education provides each student with a hard copy of its Student
Handbook (also available online) which outlines professional standards of behavior and the
consequences of failing to adhere to these standards. This handbook also includes the
American Nurses Association Code of Ethics.
The Social Work Program Student Handbook lists values and ethics as the first requirement of
the social work content and curriculum areas, and continuously emphasizes the importance of
ethical work and conduct in the discipline.
The Department of Psychology requires all students in its program to purchase the Publication
Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA), which includes a discussion of
academic dishonesty and plagiarism. The program also requires students to follow the APA’s
Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct.

The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) provides support for Shepherd’s rapidly growing culture of
grant activity from prospecting to implementation and closure, as well as opportunities for skills
training and other activities (see 5.C.5).

2.E.3. Students are educated about research ethics and the ethical use of information resources
through individual courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels; through resources, both
electronic and seated, through the Ruth Scarborough Library and the Academic Support Center; and
through the research approval application process.

Research Ethics

Student capstones are required to satisfy the Ethical Practice and Ethical Reasoning Core Curriculum
Competency. Research projects conducted as part of these capstones provide an opportunity to
explore research ethics in an applied setting. The process of application for IRB or IACUC approval
for research (see 2.E.1) requires applicants to evaluate the ethical implications of their research
projects, and results in projects with both ethical and research integrity.

Ruth Scarborough Library

Library resources and tools for research include a number of electronic resources/databases, search
tools, and research guides in a variety of subject areas. There are also guides related to using the
search tools, electronic resources, and information on plagiarism (academic integrity) and copyright
law. These materials are also available for use by faculty in the classroom. Academic library school
liaisons are available for guidance in the use of information and research tools.

Staff offer general instruction and tutorials in research, as well as instruction geared to specific
courses. Library faculty teach information literacy classes to students such as LBSC 103 Information
Literacy for the Social Sciences and LBSC 300 Digital Information Literacy. These are designed to
facilitate understanding of the resources and services that the library offers, and to aid students in
developing tools for management and ethical use of information gathered online. The syllabi
demonstrate the use of Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education developed
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by the Association of College & Research Libraries, a division of the American Library Association.

Academic Support Center

The Academic Support Center provides a webpage of student resources, including links to material
regarding plagiarism and plagiarism avoidance, as well as a tutorial for using the anti-plagiarism
service Turnitin (see 2.E.4).

Information Literacy

Information literacy is a sub-goal of Goal 2 of the LEAP standards from the American Association of
Colleges & Universities, as adopted by Shepherd as part of its Core Curriculum Framework.
Information literacy is defined as “the ability to know when there is a need for information, to be able
to identify, locate, evaluate, and effectively and responsibly use and share that information for the
problem at hand.” As part of Shepherd's Core Curriculum, First-Year Experience (FYEX) courses
address information literacy as one of the five competencies of these classes, which are required of all
entering baccalaureate students. As described above, the Library offers instruction in information
literacy as well.

Use of information technology and the administration and security of information is governed by
policies in the following documents:

BoG Policy 35: Information Technology Security, in adherence with West Virginia Code
§18B-1-6.
The Faculty Handbook, section II.E.2.
The Student Code of Conduct is provided on the Campus Student Conduct System webpage,
and also in the Student Handbook. This outlines the penalty for computer and user account
misuse.
The University's Acceptable Use Policy for computers and user accounts is posted on the IT
Services Policies and Procedures webpage.

2.E.4. Students, faculty, and staff are informed of Shepherd’s academic integrity policies and
procedures in multiple venues. These policies are enforced through processes that discourage and
prevent infractions of policy, and monitor for and penalize violations.

Students

As discussed in 2.D., the Student Handbook contains policy statements for undergraduates and
for graduate students. Both statements cover academic actions imposed by the University on
violation of academic policy or failure to maintain University academic standards.
Individual program handbooks, such as those for the DNP and Social Work programs, detail
consequences of violation of ethical and integrity standards.
Counseling Services delivers student-centered presentations on behavior and personal
responsibility. In previous years, skits delivered by peers and performed during Orientation
(see 3.D.1) informed students about academic integrity and plagiarism in an entertaining
manner.
During Orientation, formal discussions outlining expectations in the Student Code of Conduct
target students and parents in sessions before each advising and registration session.
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New international students receive specialized instruction in Shepherd policies and processes,
including academic integrity, in the first semester through FYEX 102.
Shepherd's learning management systems, Sakai and Brightspace, allow instructors to utilize
an honor pledge as part of an assignment.
Turnitin Originality Check allows educators to check students’ work for improper citation or
potential plagiarism by comparing it against continuously updated databases. Every Originality
Report provides instructors with the opportunity to teach their students proper citation methods
as well as to safeguard their students’ academic integrity.

Oversight over these policies and the appeals process is a collaboration between Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs. The Provost/VPAA maintains final appeal authority regarding all issues of
academic dishonesty.

Employees

As discussed in 2.D, the Faculty Handbook addresses the responsibilities and expectations of
University faculty, including actions to be taken upon violation of University policy. This
information is largely derived from BoG Policy 19, which speaks to academic freedom and
professional responsibility, as well as detailing circumstances in which faculty may be
dismissed or terminated.
Similarly, the Staff Handbook includes information about employee situations and actions that
can result in disciplinary sanctions, as well as a section explaining the processes used for such
sanctions.

Sources

Academic_Affairs
ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education
APA_ethics-code-2017
ASC_Student_Resources
BoG_Policy19
BoG_Policy35
BSN_Student_Handbook_2020_2021
Core_Curriculum_catalog_FYEX
Core_Curriculum_Competencies_map
Core_Curriculum_framework
DNP-Handbook
Ethics_courses
Ethics_programs
Faculty_Conflict_Interest_Research_Policy
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices (page number 121)
FYEX_102_International
Graduate_Academic_Rights_and_Responsibilities
Grant_emails
Grant_routing_sheet
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Institutional_Animal_Care_and_Use_Committee
Institutional_Review_Board
Intellectual_Property_Policy
irb-policies
IT_Acceptable_Use_Policy
IT_Services_Policies_and_Procedures
LBSC 103 Wed syllabus Spring 2021
LBSC 300 syllabus Summer 2016
LEAP_outcomes
LibGuides
Library_Instruction_Information_Literacy
Library_Liaison
Library_resources
Nursing_New_Student_Information
Office_of_Sponsored_Programs
Philosophy-and-Theme-of-Educator-Preparation-TARPS
PSYC_484-485_syllabi
Psychology
Research_Integrity_Policy
Selection-Retention-Completion-and-Certification-Juncture
Shepherd University IRB CITI Training Registration Instructions
Shepherd-Animal-Use-and-Care-Policy-52018-1
SocialWork-Program-Student-Handbook
Staff_Handbook_Final_2020
Student_Affairs
Student_Code_of_Conduct
Student_Handbook
Student_Handbook_Ethics_Statement
Turnitin_Originality_Check
Undergraduate_Academic_Rights_and_Responsibilities
WV_Code_18B
WV_Code_18B (page number 2)
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2.S - Criterion 2 - Summary

The institution acts with integrity; its conduct is ethical and responsible.

Summary

Shepherd embraces integrity as a cornerstone of its operations, and maintains a strong sense of
integrity and ethics while balancing the needs of its diverse stakeholders. Transparency and honesty
in statement and action guide all aspects of institutional function, as does compliance with external
laws and guidelines. These guiding principles are clearly evidenced in information provided to the
public relating to University operations.

The Board of Governors (BoG) oversees the University per state law and guidelines, while delegating
day-to-day managerial operations to University administration, faculty, and staff. The BoG functions
in an ethical manner with regard to trustee expectations, fiduciary responsibilities, and other BoG
business, always working toward the betterment of the University. BoG policies and procedures
ensure integrity and transparency in BoG processes, and information on BoG business is provided to
the public through its website.

Shepherd’s commitment to ethical action is woven into the institutional culture. Students learn the
importance of academic integrity, ethical behavior in and outside the classroom, and effective and
principled discovery and application of knowledge and information in scholarly and professional
contexts. Institutional processes and standards for faculty and staff define and guide academic and
professional behavior, demonstrate the University’s commitment to academic freedom, and support
an ethical and responsible scholarly research enterprise.

These practices create an environment guided by ethical and responsible conduct and dedicated to
teaching, learning, the pursuit of knowledge, and the development of ethical and responsible
behavior in the individual.

Sources

There are no sources.
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3 - Teaching and Learning: Quality, Resources and Support

The institution provides quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.

3.A - Core Component 3.A

The rigor of the institution’s academic offerings is appropriate to higher education.

1. Courses and programs are current and require levels of student performance appropriate to the
credential awarded.

2. The institution articulates and differentiates learning goals for its undergraduate, graduate,
post-baccalaureate, post-graduate and certificate programs.

3. The institution’s program quality and learning goals are consistent across all modes of delivery
and all locations (on the main campus, at additional locations, by distance delivery, as dual
credit, through contractual or consortial arrangements, or any other modality).

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd prides itself on being “a diverse community of learners and a gateway to the world of
opportunities and ideas.” The “Learning” core value emphasizes integration of teaching, scholarship,
learning, and assessment of learning to provide “challenging, relevant experiences” while
“Engagement” promotes deep learning and the nurturing of critical thinking (see 1.A.1). Talented
and highly skilled faculty and staff deliver instruction within Shepherd’s academic programs, and
create challenging yet accessible curricula. Shepherd’s continued commitment to excellence in
teaching and learning is reflected in planning documents, policies, resources, support, and
evaluations, and by rewarding excellence in teaching, scholarship, advisement, and service.

3.A.1. All Shepherd courses and programs are developed and implemented by the faculty. As
discussed in 3.C.4, faculty are evaluated annually and expected to stay current in their fields; this
currency informs educational content. Programs and courses are maintained and upgraded as
necessary to ensure that content is comprehensive and up-to-date. The five-year program review cycle
(see 4.A.1) brings in external evaluators, whose comprehensive evaluations of programs include
assessments of curriculum currency and relevancy.

Within the undergraduate Core Curriculum and across all disciplinary programs, courses are
differentiated by numbers (100-400) that represent the expected level of performance. The Core
Curriculum is divided into two tiers; the first is comprised mostly of 100-level courses recommended
for first-year students, and the second is comprised of mostly 200-level courses for sophomores.
Upper-division courses (300 and 400-level courses) are mostly concentrated within the academic
majors. The Catalog outlines Core outcomes tied to LEAP goals, as well as University goals for the
Core Curriculum.
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Graduate courses are also differentiated by numbers (500-699) indicating the expected level of
performance. The Catalog describes the differentiated purposes of graduate programs; each graduate
degree outlines its unique objectives, while demonstrating how graduate programs build on their
parallel undergraduate majors. 4+1 and accelerated programs for Shepherd undergraduate students
take advantage of this continuity.

In a few circumstances, an undergraduate course may be cross-listed with a graduate course, such as
Education pedagogy courses and courses for 4+1 degree programs. Such cross-listing must be
approved in advance by the Dean of the School of Graduate and Professional Studies. The graduate
course includes the content of the undergraduate course, and will generally not only have more work,
but more in-depth work at the graduate level. All faculty teaching these cross-listed courses must be
approved to teach graduate-level courses (see 3.C.3).

3.A.2. Shepherd has adopted the Association of American Colleges and Universities’ Liberal
Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) Essential Learning Outcomes. Courses in the
undergraduate Core Curriculum are designed and assessed on these learning outcomes. Learning
goals are reviewed for suitability and rigor when proposed to the Core Curriculum Committee (see
3.B.1).

Courses in the major have learning outcomes specific to each academic discipline. These goals are
reviewed by departments/schools and colleges before final approval is sought from the Curriculum
and Instruction Committee. Learning outcomes for individual courses are listed on syllabi. Ongoing
review of courses in the curriculum occurs via both regular assessment by the Center for Teaching
and Learning (CTL) and the Assessment Task Force (see 4.B.3) and through the
institution's program review process (see 4.A.1).

Certificate programs at both the graduate and undergraduate levels are comprised of courses within
disciplinary majors and minors which already articulate course-specific learning outcomes that are
assessed for appropriateness. Outcomes at the undergraduate level provide a foundation for further
enhancement, refinement, and progression at the graduate level, as demonstrated by the progression
of learning outcomes between the Business Administration major and the M.B.A.

Program-wide learning goals, such as those for the Spanish B.A., Psychology B.A., Social Work
B.S.W., Data Analytics and Information Systems M.S., and Doctor of Nursing Practice, provide clear
information on objectives and intended outcomes for the program. Departments with programs at
different levels define different sets of learning goals for each program that are appropriate to the
program level. For example, the School of Nursing defines one set of goals for the B.S.N. program,
and a more advanced set for the Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP), and the College of Business
defines one set for the Business Administration B.S. and a more advanced set for the M.B.A.

3.A.3. Most course delivery occurs on Shepherd’s main campus in Shepherdstown; some courses,
such as MBA, RBA, and dual enrollment courses, are taught at the Martinsburg Center. The
Martinsburg Center is approximately ten miles from the main campus, allowing relative ease in
maintaining program quality and assessment standards (see 3.D.1).

The Extended Learning Integrity Committee is designed to ensure the quality of the academic
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experience offered at secondary sites (including the Martinsburg Center), and is currently
restructuring in order to address virtual as well as physical learning centers.

All fully online courses are reviewed by the Online Review Committee (ORC) to ensure consistency
of standards and rigor. Shepherd's Online Teaching Policy (included in the faculty handbook)
requires that faculty complete a rigorous online certification course before they are permitted to teach
online courses. Online courses are taught by faculty in the department in which the course is offered.

Quality Matters is a framework within which online and hybrid courses can be developed and
improved. Training courses occur throughout the year to assist faculty in applying the Quality
Matters Rubric to their online courses. The Quality Matters page also includes other resources for
effective online course design.

In addition, all syllabi are reviewed within the appropriate departments or schools at the start of each
semester to ensure compliance with federal and University requirements as well as consistency in
goals and outcomes between sections of the same course. The CTL provides a syllabus template that
outlines the various requirements.

Sources

4+1_Bachelors_MBA
BSN_DNP_program-goals
Catalog_2021-22
CC_course-review
Center_for_Teaching_and_Learning
Core_Curriculum
Core_Values
Course-Syllabus-Template
Curriculum_and_Instruction
DAIS
DNP
ELIC_Restructure_White_Paper
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices (page number 161)
Graduate_Policies
Graduate_Policies (page number 4)
Graduate_Studies_Statement_of_Purpose
IACBE_2017
IACBE_2017 (page number 20)
LEAP_catalog.pdf
LEAP_outcomes
Martinsburg_Center
Mission_and_vision_statement
Online_Teaching_Policy
Psychology_catalog
Quality_Matters
Social_Work
Spanish
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3.B - Core Component 3.B

The institution offers programs that engage students in collecting, analyzing and communicating
information; in mastering modes of intellectual inquiry or creative work; and in developing skills
adaptable to changing environments.

1. The general education program is appropriate to the mission, educational offerings and degree
levels of the institution. The institution articulates the purposes, content and intended learning
outcomes of its undergraduate general education requirements.

2. The program of general education is grounded in a philosophy or framework developed by the
institution or adopted from an established framework. It imparts broad knowledge and
intellectual concepts to students and develops skills and attitudes that the institution believes
every college-educated person should possess.

3. The education offered by the institution recognizes the human and cultural diversity and
provides students with growth opportunities and lifelong skills to live and work in a
multicultural world.

4. The faculty and students contribute to scholarship, creative work and the discovery of
knowledge to the extent appropriate to their offerings and the institution’s mission.

Argument

3.B.1. Shepherd’s commitment to its mission of education is realized via a curriculum that values the
discovery, acquisition, and application of knowledge beneficial to society. The general education
program, the Core Curriculum, is tied to the Association of American Colleges and
Universities’ Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) Essential Learning Outcomes (see
3.B.2). The Core Curriculum has three main goals:

Facilitate the acquisition of knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural world,
Foster the development of intellectual and practical skills and a sense of personal and social
responsibility, and
Provide opportunities for integrative learning.

The goals of the Core Curriculum directly support the creation of the “diverse community of
learners” and the “gateway to the world of opportunities and ideas” of Shepherd’s mission.

Each Core Curriculum course is assigned one or more Core Codes, which indicate Core Curriculum
competencies developed by that course. In addition, Shepherd’s course syllabus template includes
information on the LEAP competencies developed by that course. This information ties course
learning directly to the LEAP and Core Curriculum frameworks in a way that is visible to students.

A minimum of forty-two semester hours of Core Curriculum work is required for all bachelor’s
degrees (except for the Regents Bachelor of Arts). Undergraduate majors align with the Core
Curriculum to form educational programs that provide instruction in the discipline while developing
a broad range of knowledge and skills inside and outside of the discipline.
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3.B.2. As described in 3.B.1, Shepherd University’s Core Curriculum is organized around LEAP’s
Essential Learning Outcomes, which emphasize instructional programs supporting innovative
research and scholarship and a commitment to lifelong learning. Core Curriculum competencies
were determined by the Core Curriculum Committee, a standing committee of the Faculty Senate
whose membership includes students, faculty, and staff.

Core Curriculum competencies are organized into three tiers: Tier I (initial inquiry), Tier II
(expression of knowledge), and Tier III (integrative learning). Tier I coursework includes the First-
Year Experience, math, written English, science, and history courses. Students have opportunities to
explore interests in the arts, humanities, and social sciences that are required components of Tier II.
An intensive writing in the major course and a capstone foster integrated learning in the third tier.
Core Curriculum courses work together to ensure breadth and depth of education in both knowledge
and ability.

The Core Curriculum and its competencies cover the same wide range of student development that
the LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes define as “the knowledge and skills gained from a liberal
education,” so that students can “prepare for twenty-first-century challenges.”

3.B.3. Consistent with its mission, vision, and core values (see 1.A.1), Shepherd recognizes and
values human and cultural diversity, establishing itself as “a diverse community of learners and a
gateway to the world of opportunities and ideas,” and dedicating itself to “accommodate diverse
learning styles and perspectives necessary for global understanding” by promoting accessibility and
“respecting and meeting individual needs.”

Shepherd’s curricula reflect this commitment to diversity and multiculturalism. Undergraduates can
major in programs such as Appalachian Studies or Global Studies, as well as Political Science,
History, and Sociology. Minors include Anthropology, Geography, Crime and Society, Aging
Studies, and Gender and Women’s Studies. Coursework within the humanities, arts, sciences, and
social sciences also highlights both “global understanding and respect” and “multiculturalism and
diversity,” with students required to take instruction in these competencies in Tier Two of the Core
Curriculum. Across the University, departments offer faculty-led short-term study abroad programs
usually connected with specific course content.

Outside of the classroom, curricular, cocurricular, and extracurricular opportunities enable students
to become successful citizens in a global community (see 2.B.2). The University capitalizes on its
proximity to Washington, D.C. and Baltimore to offer an array of academic, cultural, and social
programs. This wide range of opportunities enables students to experience intellectual inquiry,
research, and multicultural exposure in varied settings. Learners from diverse backgrounds,
including traditional residential, non-traditional, and commuter students, bring special talents,
abilities, and interests to the campus; offices such as Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion help ensure that
they can become valued members of the Shepherd community (see 1.C).

Multiple units at Shepherd also provide students with opportunities to engage with the greater world.

The International Shepherd Office (see 3.D.1) provides numerous services, programs, and
other resources to international students (undergraduate and graduate) who are attending
and who are considering attending Shepherd. The office also handles international recruitment
and the associated documents and SEVIS compliance issues for interested students, and
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coordinates the Intensive English Language Program (IELP).
In 2016, Shepherd received a grant to establish the Study Abroad Office; it has grown
considerably since then. The Office offers international experiences that expose students to new
learning opportunities that foster global understanding. The University offers programs and
partnerships for year-long or semester-long placements, and shorter-term travel experiences. In
Summer 2019, 69 students participated in eight faculty-led trips abroad, including a trip
coordinated by Appalachian Studies to explore Celtic roots in France and Spain, and a trip to
Cuba co-sponsored by the departments of Social Work, History, and English and Modern
Languages. Five additional students studied abroad for 2019-2020; however, four of those
experiences were curtailed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
For more than two decades, Shepherd’s annual Alternative Spring Break program has provided
opportunities for students to spend their Spring Break in direct service to others. Students
spend a week in residence working with agencies that focus on revitalizing and rebuilding
communities within West Virginia and Appalachia. University staff introduce the Social
Change Model of Leadership and then lead daily reflection activities. Students can receive
academic credit through a practicum course in Shepherd’s Appalachian Studies program.

In the National Survey of Student Engagement (2019), Shepherd students indicated that they study
with their peers at greater rates than at other state institutions; they also explain material to each
other, prepare for exams together, and collaborate on course projects and assignments at greater
rates. Such collaboration not only exposes students to the experiences and perspectives of their fellow
students, but provides excellent preparation for collaborative work environments. Seniors report
fewer instances of connecting their learning to societal issues and of including diverse perspectives.
Freshmen do not, though, and increased emphasis on diversity and multiculturalism (see 1.C) will
provide additional opportunities for these connections and discussions.

3.B.4. Research or creative activities are components of all programs of study at Shepherd. Within
the arts and sciences, students participate in studio and/or laboratory-based courses that provide them
with the skills, practice, habits of mind, and discipline needed to apply theory to practice. These
activities provide students with unique opportunities that prepare them for future careers and enhance
their understanding of opportunities and challenges inherent in their fields. Shepherd’s active
research and grantsmanship culture has resulted in an active grant portfolio of almost $7 million (see
5.C.5).

Students conducting research receive training in safety practices in accordance with federal
guidelines; for example, the safety technicians in the College of Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics are responsible for student lab access and training.

Students also attend seminars, workshops, and other events, which foster engagement and encourage
intra- and inter-disciplinary discussions with peers, professionals, and community members.
Cocurricular programs and career-related groups (see 2.B.2) provide a base for developing skills that
enhance the success of graduates and increase their competitiveness for employment or admission to
graduate and professional programs.

At the undergraduate level, faculty and students creatively develop and contribute to research
projects, often in a collaborative manner. Capstone projects provide integrative and applied learning
per LEAP outcomes. Capstones and other research conducted by Shepherd undergraduate students
may be submitted for participation in the annual Exhibition of Undergraduate Research and Creative
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Endeavors, which also provides experience presenting in a conference situation. Graduate student
capstones, theses, and other culminating experiences demonstrate integration of knowledge and
experience in the discipline.

Several publications provide opportunities for students to publish their research and creative work.
Sparks is a multidisciplinary journal highlighting student projects, designed to accommodate
multiple presentation modes including traditional text articles, visual and audio galleries, and
videos. Sans Merci is a student-run creative magazine that highlights the writing and visual arts of
Shepherd University students.

Sources

Alternative_Spring_Break
APST_476
Core_Codes
Core_Curriculum
Core_Curriculum_Competencies_map
Core_Values
Course-Syllabus-Template
Current_International_Students
Inside_Higher_Ed_Study_Abroad
Intensive_English_Language_Program
International_Shepherd
LEAP_outcomes
Mission_and_vision_statement
NSSE_2019
Programs_of_Study
Prospective_International_Students
Research_and_creative_activities
Sans_Merci
SPARKS_journal
Study_Abroad
Study_Abroad_Programs_and_Partners
Undergraduate_Research_Exhibition
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3.C - Core Component 3.C

The institution has the faculty and staff needed for effective, high-quality programs and student
services.

1. The institution strives to ensure that the overall composition of its faculty and staff reflects
human diversity as appropriate within its mission and for the constituencies it serves.

2. The institution has sufficient numbers and continuity of faculty members to carry out both the
classroom and the non-classroom roles of faculty, including oversight of the curriculum and
expectations for student performance, assessment of student learning, and establishment of
academic credentials for instructional staff.

3. All instructors are appropriately qualified, including those in dual credit, contractual and
consortial offerings.

4. Instructors are evaluated regularly in accordance with established institutional policies and
procedures.

5. The institution has processes and resources for assuring that instructors are current in their
disciplines and adept in their teaching roles; it supports their professional development.

6. Instructors are accessible for student inquiry.
7. Staff members providing student support services, such as tutoring, financial aid advising,

academic advising and cocurricular activities, are appropriately qualified, trained and
supported in their professional development.

Argument

3.C.1. The goal of Shepherd’s Equal Opportunity Policy and Affirmative Action (EO / AA) Plan is to
“create desired changes in the representation and status” of underrepresented-population individuals
at Shepherd, as well as to “incorporate an equal opportunity/affirmative action mechanism into the
operational structure” of the University. This plan supports the institutional mission of being a
“diverse community of learners,” as well as the institutional core values.

The diversity of Shepherd’s student body (see 1.C.1) is also reflected in its faculty and staff, as seen
in the Office of Human Resources’ annual report to the Board of Governors (BoG) in April 2021.

In Fall 2019, of Shepherd’s 143 full-time instructional faculty, 49.7% were female, and 12.6%
were racial/ethnic minorities. While the percentages of female and/or minority Professors
tended to be lower than those of Assistant and Associate Professors, they compared favorably to
those at Shepherd’s peer institutions. Women were well-represented at the Associate Professor
rank when compared to peers, but counts of minorities fell short; at the Assistant Professor
rank, Shepherd had fewer faculty in both categories than its peers.
In Fall 2019, of Shepherd’s 408 full-time staff, 58.6% were female, and 15.2% were
racial/ethnic minorities. Shepherd’s percentages compare well to the state population (from
which many staff are drawn), and outpace those of its regional peers in all categories, and of its
state peers in all but one and its COPLAC peers in all but two. Women are well-represented in
all staff categories when compared to peers; minorities are generally well-represented except
when compared to the HEPC (national) peer group, and in the Business & Finance category.

While the diversity of Shepherd’s staff compares well to that of its peers overall, the diversity of full-
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time faculty tends to lag behind that of institutional peers, especially among newer faculty and
minority faculty. Because of this, in 2019-2020, the University Faculty and Staff Search Manual was
revised with faculty input to integrate best practices for recruiting diverse applicants. Human
Resources has also developed a diversity recruitment resource list to target position advertisements
toward minority populations, and has updated its search committee training to emphasize diversity
considerations. Additional support for diversity is provided via the EO / AA plan noted above, as
well as through the work of offices such as the Office for Diversity and Equity, campuswide policies
such as the Civility Code (see 1.C.2 and 1.C.3), and initiatives such as required respect training for
all employees.

3.C.2. In addition to classroom instruction, full-time faculty are actively involved in curriculum
development, academic advising, service to the University and community, and assessment of student
learning. It is imperative that qualified and dedicated faculty members are provided the resources and
support to successfully fulfill their mission.

Over the past several years, Shepherd has maintained a student-to-faculty ratio of around 14.1:1 to
14.8:1, which is below the average for previous years due to declines in enrollment. This number
allows for smaller classes and more personalized instruction, while still providing sufficient faculty to
teach classes necessary for program completion. Faculty instructional and workload data are
regularly analyzed and evaluated to ensure that sufficient instructional capacity is available.

Continuity of faculty fosters consistency in processes and ongoing student engagement. The
average years of service by full-time instructional faculty is approximately ten years, with an annual
average turnover rate of 10.7% from AY 2012-2013 through AY 2019-2020.   The Transforming Our
Future strategic plan recognizes the importance of providing Shepherd employees with the
compensation, benefits, and opportunities for professional development and growth that attract and
keep quality employees, both faculty and staff.

3.C.3. Qualifications for new instructor hires are established within academic departments by the
faculty. Full-time, tenure-track positions require a terminal degree in the field. Exceptions for other
applicants are occasionally made, with the contracted requirement of completing the terminal degree
within a specific period.

The process by which new faculty and staff are hired is codified in the Faculty and Staff Search
Manual, with supplemental material for faculty positions in the Faculty Handbook. Full-time faculty
position descriptions are written by the academic department, in consultation with the department’s
academic dean and the Provost/VPAA. Once approved, position descriptions are reviewed by the
Office of Human Resources to ensure compliance with nondiscrimination laws. Credentials of
applicants are verified during a competitive interview process, and the final hiring decision requires
approval at all levels up to and including the President. Finally, the successful applicant must agree
to a background check and provide proof of highest degree earned prior to accepting a signed
contract.

In Fall 2020, out of 139 full-time instructional faculty, 83 (59.7%) were tenured, and 41 (29.5%)
were tenure-track. Of those 139 full-time faculty, 120 (86.3%) possessed the terminal degree in their
disciplines.
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The hiring of lecturers and adjunct faculty follows a similar process. While a master's degree in the
teaching field is the general minimal requirement for these positions, those faculty without the
terminal degree typically teach lower level courses (i.e., 100- and 200-level).

Graduate faculty undergo an additional, separate approval process as detailed in the Faculty
Handbook, Appendix J. This more flexible set of criteria, based on the Boyer Model for Faculty
Scholarship, emphasizes faculty innovation and creativity as they relate to the student experience in
addition to research. Affiliate graduate faculty are qualified in the same process as graduate faculty,
and follow the Boyer model of scholarship, which considers relevant professional experience as part
of faculty qualifications. Graduate and affiliate graduate faculty and their academic qualifications are
listed in the online catalog. All graduate faculty must renew their status every five years.

Hiring criteria for faculty remain the same regardless of teaching location or level of courses taught
(with the exception of graduate faculty as noted above). Dual enrollment students are often in classes
with baccalaureate students, and dual enrollment-only classes are taught by faculty with comparable
qualifications to those teaching baccalaureate-level courses; this ensures a consistency of course
material and level of challenge for all students. (Shepherd has no contractual or consortial
arrangements.)

Accrediting bodies such as the International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education (IACBE)
and the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) require institutions to report
on specific academic qualifications for both full-time and part-time instructors, requiring evidence of
coursework in instructional areas, further ensuring that instructors are qualified and capable of
providing quality instruction.

The annually updated list of faculty on the Faculty Affairs website provides public information as to
the credentialing of Shepherd faculty, both full-time and part-time, as evidence of the qualifications
of faculty in their fields.

3.C.4. Self-evaluation and annual and periodic evaluations by peer and administrative personnel
contribute to the effective teaching and continuous improvement of Shepherd faculty. The evaluation
process is articulated in Board of Governors (BoG) Policy 19. In addition to the submission of an
annual report of professional activity (i.e., teaching, service to the University, and professional
development), teaching observations (each year for tenure-track faculty, every fourth year for tenured
faculty) and statement of goals for the next academic year are an integral part of the review process.

Student evaluations of teaching are conducted each term. Students rate course organization,
materials, and instruction via eighteen multiple-choice questions, and may provide additional written
comments. Results are presented in summary format. Prior to Fall 2020, the Office of Institutional
Research (IR) conducted the evaluation process, which was largely handled with paper forms;
instructors selected courses for evaluation. As of Fall 2020, the University adopted a new electronic
system (Anthology Course Evaluations) to manage the process, and all courses are now evaluated.
The college dean and/or department chair/school director identifies individual faculty whose student
evaluations suggest instructional or organizational difficulties. The Assistant Provost for Faculty
Affairs also reviews evaluations for any issues related to incivility, bullying, or other non-teaching
concerns, and to determine trends or issues that are then reported to Deans' Council and the
Provost/VPAA. Based on these results, the faculty member may receive further monitoring, or the
school dean may require, recommend, or offer a structured series of corrective steps, including
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various forms of professional development. Faculty members are also directed to resources for
instructors provided by the Center for Teaching and Learning.

The guidelines for promotion and tenure of full-time instructional faculty in the Faculty Handbook
state that “in order to fulfill the charge of the Shepherd University mission it is necessary to establish
a procedural system of high standards to maintain and evaluate continuously the faculty of Shepherd
University for the purpose of promotion and tenure.” Third year pre-tenure reviews, sixth year tenure
reviews, and promotion reviews all follow a parallel structure. The faculty member completes an
application portfolio following guidelines in the Faculty Handbook, which delineate specific criteria
for each review. After departmental review of the portfolio, a recommendation is developed by the
college’s Promotion and Tenure Committee. The Committee’s recommendation is sent to the College
dean, who then submits a recommendation to the Provost/VPAA. The Provost/VPAA notifies the
faculty member of the outcome of the particular process; depending on the specific process, an
applicant may appeal this decision to the President.

As part of the annual review process, faculty have the option of applying for an annual merit award
based on the areas of teaching, service, and professional development. The faculty application is
reviewed by a committee of peers, with recommendations for merit submitted to the Provost/VPAA.

3.C.5. Specialized resources are provided to faculty to further effective teaching. These include
professional development opportunities, technology, and support for professional development and
scholarship activities.

Full-time faculty receive an annual allotment of funds to defray costs of professional development
activity; this is typically targeted at around $600, subject to budgetary constraints. Professional
development opportunities available through the Faculty Senate include course release time, mini-
grants, sabbatical leave (full salary for one semester or half salary for one year), stipend grants, and
Create the Future funds for international research or conference presentations. These awards are
reviewed by the Professional Development Committee, with recommendations made to the
Provost/VPAA for distribution. Recipients must demonstrate how this award benefits their students
or informs the classroom experience as part of the application process for the award and in a post-
award summary. The Shepherd University Foundation also sponsors awards from Faculty Excellence
Endowments.

The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) leads faculty teaching and learning workshops and is
responsible for University-wide assessment activities (see 4.B). The Focus on Student Learning
(FOSL) series features monthly presentations and mini workshops led by faculty and other experts
who present helpful and innovative teaching strategies. Topics of past sessions included online
teaching tools, group work, grading rubrics, flipped classrooms, teaching students with disabilities,
test design, teaching Gen Z, and developing critical thinking skills. The CTL also provides tech
workshops to improve instructional technology use. Topics include Microsoft Office, Brightspace,
Turnitin, video streaming, and Zoom, among others. Technology workshops occur monthly during
the academic year. Assessment mini-grants fund faculty and staff members for conferences, on-
campus projects, and off-campus collaborative learning experiences related to assessment (see 4.B.3).

Shepherd’s extensive training and orientation for faculty includes: 

The Full-Time Faculty Orientation is a two-day orientation for new full-time faculty that assists
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with acclimation to campus, policies, and procedures.
New Faculty Learning Communities meet monthly to offer full-time faculty members advice
and guidance to foster success during their first and second years at Shepherd. First-year
faculty members come together in NFLC 101 and second-year faculty members continue their
participation in NFLC 102; the Dean of Teaching and Learning leads both groups. Each
session features a guest speaker who provides information on topics such as effective teaching,
academic support services, advising, scholarship, technological resources, and promotion and
tenure.
The CTL also provides new adjunct faculty with the opportunity to attend an intensive training
workshop that addresses specific needs and issues facing part-time faculty.

Faculty Affairs provides resources and information to faculty and academic administration to achieve
and maintain professional excellence and encourage innovation. This office provides tools to recruit
and retain talented faculty and to create and maintain safe and productive working environments for
full-time and adjunct faculty. The office provides assistance with the merit and promotion and tenure
processes (see 3.C.4), along with training for chairs and deans, and professional development
experiences related to faculty bullying, customer service, and Outlook training. The office also
coordinates student course evaluations (see 3.C.4), academic leadership evaluations by faculty,
annual review of the Faculty Handbook, and faculty recognition and awards.

With oversight from Faculty Affairs, full-time, tenure-track faculty members are selected for
awards recognizing outstanding teaching, service, advising, and scholarship, as well as for the Storer
College Award for integrating social justice within the curriculum and the Mentzer Award for
Inspirational Teaching. Part-time faculty awards honor excellent instruction and commitment to the
community. At the graduate level, the Douglas C. Smith Distinguished Graduate Faculty Award
honors a full- or part-time faculty member. These awards include funding for professional
development.

3.C.6. It is essential that faculty are available to their students outside of the classroom. The Faculty
Handbook requires that, “in addition to an assigned teaching load, each professor is expected to
schedule a minimum of six (6) office hours per week for student consultation.” Office hours and
contact information are on course syllabi, and students are encouraged to seek assistance when
needed. Full-time faculty also serve as academic advisors (see 3.D.3) and assist students with
scheduling classes, meeting program requirements, and preparing for graduation. Faculty can be
reached via telephone, email, and online meeting technology.

Faculty generally interact with students in labs, studios, clubs and organizations, and field
experiences well beyond the requisite number of office hours. The National Survey of Student
Engagement (2019) indicates that students find the faculty to be very accessible. Shepherd compares
very well in this respect to other public institutions, West Virginia institutions, and COPLAC
institutions, especially among seniors; students discuss academic performance, course material, and
career plans with faculty and advisors more, and work with faculty outside of class at greater rates.

3.C.7. Shepherd celebrates having talented and highly qualified student support services personnel.
These personnel are hired after rigorous screening and undergo ongoing and annual assessment and
professional development to foster best practices. Staff in Academic Support screen qualified students
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to provide discipline-specific and writing tutoring, and solicit recommendations for discipline-
specific student tutors from faculty. Professional advisors in the Advising Assistance Center,
Accessibility Services, and the Office of Financial Aid work together to support student success. Staff
in the federally-funded TRiO program (see 3.D.2) are selected and evaluated based on the guidelines
for that program. Student support services personnel, as with all Shepherd staff, are evaluated
annually (see 5.B.1).

Staff professional development is also strong. For example, Financial Aid personnel are highly
credentialed through the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA),
and Student Affairs personnel participate in professional development opportunities from the
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA), among others. Counselors
in Counseling Services (see 3.D.1) are required to possess a relevant master’s degree and an
independent license in counseling or clinical social work, as well as significant experience in the
area.  Dining Services staff are SERVSAFE certified and must maintain a Jefferson County (WV)
Foodservices Handlers Certification Card (requiring annual validation of understanding of safe food
handling practices), and Wellness Center staff maintain appropriate licensures for their positions.

The University also benefits from offering a Master of Arts in College Student Development and
Administration; these future professionals complete practica in various Student Affairs offices.
Several graduate students have assistantships that place them in positions with the Advising
Assistance Center, TRiO Student Support Services, and the Shepherd Success Academy (see 3.D.2).
Through collaboration with unit heads and coworkers, students, faculty, and staff are inspired to
maintain professional standards and actively involve themselves in professional organizations.

Sources
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Chair_Training_sp19
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3.D - Core Component 3.D

The institution provides support for student learning and resources for effective teaching.

1. The institution provides student support services suited to the needs of its student populations.
2. The institution provides for learning support and preparatory instruction to address the

academic needs of its students. It has a process for directing entering students to courses and
programs for which the students are adequately prepared.

3. The institution provides academic advising suited to its offerings and the needs of its students.
4. The institution provides to students and instructors the infrastructure and resources necessary

to support effective teaching and learning (technological infrastructure, scientific laboratories,
libraries, performance spaces, clinical practice sites and museum collections, as appropriate to
the institution’s offerings).

Argument

3.D.1. Shepherd provides a variety of student support services to meet the needs of its diverse student
body. The various areas of the University that provide these services work with each other to ensure
that each student receives appropriate and needed support, and monitor general trends across campus
to improve student support.

Orientation, First-Year Experience programs (see 4.C.), and the Shepherd Success Academy (see
3.D.2) aid students in transitioning to the University. Orientation sessions for first-year and transfer
students include advisement and registration for classes; assistance with logistics such as residence
halls, books, and parking permits; online orientation and respect training; and Convocation, which
formally marks entrance to the University. The First-Year Experience provides additional education
and support to students new to higher education, and the Shepherd Success Academy serves students
facing particular challenges as they transition to college.

Commuter students have access to a commuter-student lounge in Stutzman-Slonaker Hall with
studying, lounge, and kitchen space. Commuters may park in designated commuter parking lots, eat
in campus dining facilities using flexible meal plans designed for commuters, and access the same
academic, cocurricular, and extracurricular services as residential students.

The Office of Multicultural Student Affairs’ mission is to help prepare all Shepherd University
students to live, learn, work, and succeed in a diverse society. The Office provides educational,
student support, and advocacy services, and houses student organizations focused on diversity. (See
1.C.2.)

WISE is a new grant-funded program at Shepherd aimed at aligning students from diverse groups
with workshops and peer accountability partners within their academic disciplines.

International Shepherd has made great strides since the first Director of International Affairs was
hired in 2014. As a result of efforts guided by the 2012 campus internationalization strategic plan, in
2020-21, Shepherd’s international student population had risen to 64 students. For Fall 2020, twenty-
six students came from West Africa, with other students from various countries in Asia, Europe,
Latin America, and the Middle East. Despite the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on international
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travel, 2020-21 numbers of international students increased by 28% over 2019-20 numbers; spring-
to-fall retention rates increased from 87% to 90%, with some students taking online courses from
their home countries per USCIC COVID-19 policy. Shepherd’s Intensive English Language Program
has grown to include ten international students enrolled in IELP classes in 2020-21. International
Shepherd has also hosted eight ambassadors from various countries on campus, and continues to
work on new community and global partnerships as well as the Ram Ambassador Scholarship Fund
for international students.

Accessibility Services provides accommodations in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act of 2008, and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and its subsequent amendments. The office facilitates student success by
providing academic and housing accommodations that allow students with diverse needs to achieve
their academic and social potential. The office also provides exam proctoring services.

The Veterans Support Services Office maintains a Veterans Center in Gardiner Hall, providing
academic and recreational space for veterans. The Shepherd University Student Veterans
Organization provides support for student-veterans during and after transition to the college
environment and to civilian life. Shepherd also offers the Veterans to Agriculture program, which
uses the institution’s Tabler Farm property to teach student-veterans the skills and knowledge to
manage or launch a successful sustainable agriculture production business; participants also can work
toward a baccalaureate concentration and/or an undergraduate certificate in Sustainable Food
Production or an undergraduate certificate in Agricultural Entrepreneurship.

Cooperative Education promotes and coordinates cooperative placements and supervision. Through
co-ops, students can earn credits for working professional jobs relating to their field; typically,
students earn one credit for every fifty hours worked. In conjunction with a faculty supervisor, they
complete work defined in a learning agreement that specifies their site, class assignments, and credit
hours earned. 

Counseling Services are available, free of charge, to all students in need of help with specific
personal, interpersonal, or educational challenges. As described in 3.C.7, counselors are highly
trained, qualified, and experienced.  The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in significant additional
demand for counseling; in response, a temporary position for a counselor working remotely has been
created, and a permanent counselor was hired in Spring 2021.

The Health Center provides basic medical care to students for acute minor illness or injury, as well as
general health monitoring and testing, equipment loan, referrals, flu shots, sexual assault counseling
and referral, and other services. The Center is also an essential part of the campus plan for
addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. In August 2020, all students, staff, and faculty were tested prior
to re-entry to the campus, and weekly surveillance COVID-19 testing began in October 2020.

Career Services aids students with choosing a career path, résumé writing, and interview skills, and
oversees various employment forums and fairs (see 4.A.6).

3.D.2. Shepherd’s learning support and instruction services are tailored to best serve the University’s
student population. Some arrive with deficiencies in math and/or English skills, while some face
other challenges to academic success. Many entering students are the first in their families to attend
college; in Fall 2020, 21.5% of full-time baccalaureate-seeking undergraduates were first-in-family.
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Entering students participate in Orientation (see 3.D.1). Students receive in-depth academic advising
to help them select a major and/or minor; meet faculty, staff, administrators, and academic advisors;
and create a class schedule and register for their first-semester courses. All undergraduates benefit
from a thorough program for targeted and individualized academic advising (see 3.D.3) that
effectively guides students toward selection of appropriate courses for their desired goals and degree
attainment. Students who may not yet meet the minimal requirements for their desired major work
with their academic advisors on goal setting and strategies for achievement.

The Academic Support Center (ASC) provides support services for students of all abilities, but
especially for those who need assistance making the transition to college. Services and resources
provided by the ASC have included writing resources such as ShepOWL (online submission of
papers for review by student writing tutors, recently discontinued and replaced by Tutor.com),
tutoring (via student peer tutors or Tutor.com), GPA support, academic advising, and counseling, as
well as placement testing for mathematics and English (via the ACCUPLACER test) and proctoring
of make-up exams for individual students. Students find these services useful; for example, usage
information and survey feedback on peer tutoring shows that students find their tutoring sessions
helpful and enjoyable, and often visit the same peer tutor multiple times for help.

Acknowledging that students with academic barriers to success are at a greater risk, entering students
with deficiencies in mathematics and/or English skills are directed into the appropriate math and
composition core courses based on aptitude.

Prior to Fall 2019, students in need of additional mathematics and composition skills entered
the stretch-model program, which provided extra instruction in these areas while enabling
degree completion. One-semester introductory courses in English (ENGL 101) and
mathematics (MATH 101) were “stretched” over two semesters (ENGL101A, ENGL101B;
MATH 101A, MATH 101B), to give students more time to master the course material. Stretch-
model courses also included weekly individual and group tutoring sessions.
As of Fall 2019, ENGL 101A/B and MATH 101A/B were discontinued. Students in need of
composition skills now take ENGL 101S, which adds an extra hour of studio work to the
ENGL 101 curriculum; this provides additional one-on-one work with the same instructor as in
the standard introductory course and small, seminar-style writing workshops. Those in need of
mathematics skills are directed into one of three introductory-level courses (MATH 101,
MATH 107A, or MATH 109A) depending on their intended majors. These allow students to
progress toward degree completion without additional time-to-degree barriers.

Entering students also may participate in the Shepherd Success Academy (SSA), introduced in 2017.
The SSA is designed to help first-year students with the transition to college; participants are selected
based on academic performance, choice of major, and financial indicators. Participants meet weekly
with a personal success coach and learn about campus services, create a plan for academic and
extracurricular achievement, and have the opportunity to earn one credit through a First Year
Experience course. SSA participants are monitored throughout the semester, and their academic
performance and persistence are tracked in subsequent semesters (see 4.C.3). A grant from the
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation from January 2020 through June 2021 enabled the SSA to
add an additional full-time Success Coach and a graduate student, implement a peer mentor program,
purchase tablets and laptops for students, and partner with local high schools; the program plans to
double the number of students served.

TRiO Upward Bound and TRiO Student Support Services (SSS) are federally funded grant programs
established by the United States Department of Education. The TRiO Upward Bound Program helps
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first-generation and/or income eligible high school students gain the academic skills, personal
support, and cultural exposure that will lead to high school graduation, post-secondary enrollment
and completion, and a love for lifelong learning. TRiO SSS serves Shepherd students who are
income eligible, first generation, or have documented disabilities as they pursue the baccalaureate.
TRiO SSS services include academic tutoring, financial aid and literacy assistance, educational
workshops, and educational/cultural activities. Program participants have privileged access to
proactive peer tutoring, one-on-one advisement with course selection and registration, and
monitoring of academic progress and intervention. Each incoming participant is matched with an
upper-class TRiO student for peer mentoring.

In Fall 2018, after growth in the numbers of students on academic probation, the Academic Support
Center piloted the Road to Success Program. Students selected for the program are new freshmen
with midterm GPAs of 1.50 – 1.99 in the first semester and low grades in more than one class.
Interventions are generated when a student’s midterm grades drop below 2.0. Over the past two
years, this program has helped to keep at-risk students in good academic standing, allowing them to
progress toward degree completion.

In 2018, the Academic Probation Recovery Program was established, to assist students on academic
probation to continue coursework while improving their GPAs. Students selected are on their first
probation status at the end of each fall or spring term, and are invited to join the program in the
following semester. As with the SSA, students meet weekly with success coaches and create plans for
academic recovery, learn about available campus resources, and are monitored to ensure that they
continue to perform well academically.

The Honors Program, housed on West Campus, provides a varied and stimulating curriculum to
students with high ability and desire to engage in intellectual challenges. Honors students are
selected upon admission based on prior academic performance and test scores, and submit an
application for entry to the program; once accepted, they must maintain high academic performance
and complete specific curricular requirements to remain in the program. Scholarships targeted
toward Honors students are available.

Faculty and staff are regularly provided with opportunities to learn about Shepherd’s various student
support services through targeted presentations (such as those for academic departments and for
Athletics) conducted by student support staff. This allows them not only to direct students to the
appropriate services and offices for assistance, but to provide those offices with vital data for
proactive intervention using tools such as Beacon (see 4.C.2).

The National Survey of Student Engagement (2019) indicates that Shepherd students are made aware
of the academic and learning support services of the University, and know where to go for the
support that they need. Shepherd students also spend more time reviewing their notes after class and
summarizing their learning than at comparison institutions, especially when compared to COPLAC
institutions; these study skills serve them well, and may result in part from use of University support
services.

3.D.3. Shepherd University provides comprehensive academic advising suited to the needs of a
diverse student population.

Upon entering the University, students are provided individualized advising for course scheduling
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during Orientation (see 3.D.1). Students are assigned faculty advisors within the department of their
major; the advisor works with the student to select courses in subsequent terms. Students must
consult their advisors prior to registering for courses each term. Advisors typically become valued
resources for mentoring, referrals to services, and career planning and professional development (see
3.C.6).

Full-time instructional faculty serve as academic advisors for majors within their programs. The
Academic Advising Center provides numerous resources for faculty advisors.

The Advising Assistance Center serves students who have not declared majors and any student
seeking guidance that their academic advisor cannot provide. The Advising Assistance Center is fully
staffed throughout the year, and is accessible to all undergraduate students seeking help with issues
such as choosing or changing majors, avoiding academic probation/suspension, meeting
requirements for graduation, and scheduling classes.

Graduate students work directly with their academic advisors and graduate program coordinators,
the Martinsburg Center staff, and the Dean of Graduate and Professional Studies to navigate the
requirements of advanced study programs.

The success of the professional advisor pilot project in the College of Business has led to the funding
of positions in the College of Business, the College of Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics, and the School of Nursing to assist first- and second-year students as they navigate the
specific requirements of those majors (see 5.C.2).

3.D.4. Shepherd’s physical, technological, and informational infrastructure provides students and
instructors the necessary tools for both teaching and learning, inside and outside of the classroom.

Technological Infrastructure

Campus technological infrastructure is maintained and monitored by IT Services and meets all
security standards and protocols necessary to support administrative, academic, and financial needs.
All technology, including audio/visual and telephony, is supported and managed by IT Services.

Information technology used to support the academic mission is organized into classroom
technology, “virtual classroom” technology, and traditional computer labs. Classrooms and other
teaching spaces on campus are equipped with a standard set of information technologies: a computer,
projector or display, Internet access including WiFi with guest access, and white boards. Some
classrooms have additional technology capabilities, such as “Smart” boards, interactive webcams, or
a high-end sound system, current technology necessary for specific disciplines such as computer
science and engineering, and West Virginia Department of Education (WVDE)-required software
and technology preparation for teacher candidates.

Shepherd has approximately 31 computer labs with over 620 computers (although some are for
specific majors only) on campus for student and faculty use. Specialized labs are used for instruction
in many disciplines. All computers are on a four-year rotation cycle and have a standardized set of
software such as Microsoft Office. Some labs have more specialized software or hardware, as
required by the needs of the academic program using the lab. Virtual labs are available with standard
and specialized software via Citrix VDI, enabling distance learning and accessibility. Additional
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information on IT services, resources, and recent capital improvements is detailed in 5.B.1.

Shepherd is currently transitioning from use of the Sakai learning management system (LMS) to
the D2L/Brightspace platform, with Sakai no longer accessible as of the end of Fall 2021; training
and workshops are currently offered to ease the transition for faculty. Course shells are automatically
generated for all courses, and the majority of faculty utilize these sites in one capacity or another; the
movement to fully online instruction in Spring 2020 necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in nearly universal use of the LMS for student instruction.

Student Affairs continues to increase efficiencies through information technology, in collaboration
with IT Services. Academic and non-academic spaces are scheduled through the EMS Campus
Calendar system, and credit card payments are accepted via a self-service application interfacing with
the West Virginia State Treasurer’s Office. Guardian handles student conduct violations and Title IX
reporting. A suite of products from Anthology work together to support students: Beacon (see 4.C.2)
enables identification of students at risk and matches them to resources; RamPulse (Engage), a
student engagement platform, manages organizations, events, and news, and helps to gauge student
activity and build student cocurricular records; and Baseline, a surveying tool, allows for shared
projects across University departments and comparison of assessment results with national averages
and peer campuses. Student Affairs is adding an additional tool, Insight, a data visualization
platform, which brings together student demographics with data from Beacon and RamPulse to
identify and analyze patterns and trends across the institution, and detect University-level issues to
inform broader interventions.

Scientific Laboratories

There are twenty-one research labs for the natural sciences within three buildings: Byrd Science and
Technology Center, Snyder Hall, and Stutzman-Slonaker Hall. An additional twenty-eight rooms are
used for both instruction and research. Many of these labs are discipline-specific and well equipped
for scientific exploration, such as the Geological Sciences Laboratory, the Astrophysical Science
Laboratory, the Organic Chemistry Instrumentation Laboratory, the Molecular Biology Laboratory,
the Shepherd University Observatory, and more.

The School of Nursing has five clinical laboratories: the Pediatrics Lab, the Mother Child Lab, the
Critical Care Lab, the Assisted Living Lab, and the Acute Care/Health Assessment Lab. Additional
labs include the Psychology lab in White Hall, and the Food Science Lab for the Nutrition program in
Stutzman-Slonaker Hall.

Library

The Scarborough Library is a leading resource for information, innovation, and intellectual
aspiration in the region, with technological resources including wireless access and data ports
throughout the building, additional room for collections, and student study spaces. The library
provides laptops and other technology for circulation as well as public access computers. Over
145,000 physical and 273,000 electronic books are available, as are more than 27,000 physical
media, almost 2,000 physical serials, and over 123,000 digital serials. These include full-text
periodicals from many subject specific databases such as Nexis Uni, CINAHL, Medline, Academic
Search Complete, MLA, JSTOR, and Project MUSE, as well as full-text access to thousands of
newspapers.

The Dr. Howard N. Carper, Jr. Learning Commons, housed on the ground floor of the Library, is a
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centralized location where students can find assistance with writing, academic advising, career
planning, study skills, the effective use of technology, and tutoring in any subject. Instructors can use
pedagogical and technological classroom resources and exchange ideas with colleagues.

Performance Spaces

Shepherd prides itself on exposing students to a wide variety of art, music, and theater events. Majors
in artistic disciplines have ample space for classes, rehearsals, recitals, gallery shows, and
performance. Programs such as the Contemporary American Theater Festival and the Performing
Arts Series at Shepherd (PASS) are open to the Shepherd community and the community at large.

The largest performance facility is the Frank Center Theater (411 seats). Several medium-size spaces
include the Marinoff Theater (144 seats), Reynolds Hall (197 seats), and the Shipley Recital Hall
(120 seats). The Storer Ballroom in the Student Center has variable seating for special events.
Rehearsals and recitals often take place in more intimate settings such as McCoy Rehearsal Hall and
the Piano Lab (F128). Several studios in the Center for Contemporary Arts (i.e., Studio 112, G03,
and the Phaze 2 Gallery) and the Scarborough Library’s Reading Room are used for staged
performances and readings. The Byrd Center for Congressional History and Education hosts lectures
and other special events in its auditorium. The Electronic Music Studio (F 126) is equipped with
computer technology with basic recording capabilities. Knutti Hall houses both a Television/Video
Studio and Shepherd’s radio station (WSHC); students and local artists frequently perform in these
studios.

Clinical Practice Sites

In addition to the various laboratories (see above) that allow for internal clinical practice, Shepherd
makes use of regional partnerships for student placements.

Social Work requires students to complete 600 field hours in one of over 20 agencies.
Nursing requires 530 external hours for the undergraduate nursing degree, and a minimum of
1,000 hours for the Doctor of Nursing Practice in one of 70 clinical agencies.
MBA internships and capstones may include 150-300 hours of placements.
The Master of Arts in College Student Development and Administration requires 300 hours in
its practicum experiences.
Education has partnerships with more than sixty schools in three states for student-teaching
experiences. Education has also established several professional development schools in
Berkeley County where a year-long residency program is available as an option to traditional
student teaching in elementary education. Results of this pilot are currently being used to refine
the residency option and expand it to secondary specializations.

Museum Collections

The Shepherd University Archives (1,544 items) are located on the second floor of the library in the
Shepherd Archive Room. The Special Collection (158 items), West Virginia Collection (994 items)
and the Rare Book Collection (551 items) are located on the third floor of the library in the West
Virginia Archive Room. Both archive rooms are climate controlled and secured. The Library also has
an archive reading room (room 253) for supervised use of archival materials. 

Various works of art, including large outdoor sculptures, are installed around campus. A large
collection of world and USGS maps is displayed in White Hall (333C).
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Open Educational Resources

Shepherd’s recent receipt of three Open Educational Resources (OER) grants from the WV-HEPC
will enable use and development of no-cost course materials in multiple areas of campus.

Sources

AAC_staff
Academic_Accommodations
Academic_Probation_Recovery
Academic_Support
Accessibility_Services
Advising_Assistance_Center
Advising_resources
Agricultural_Entrepreneurship
Archive_Reading_Room
AthleticsPowerPoint-2019
Bachner_Sculpture_Collection
Baseline_ProjectList
Beacon_Resources
Berkeley_County_pilot_program
Brightspace_D2L
Brightspace_Implementation
Byrd_CHE
Career_Services
CATF
CME_Placement_2-1-2020
Commuter_lounge
Commuters
Cooperative_Education
Counseling_Services
Director_of_International_Studies
EMS_scheduling
First_Year_Experience
Guardian
Health_Center
Honors
Housing_Accommodations
Insight_samples
Intensive_English_Language_Program
International_program_hosting_most_students_ever
International_Shepherd
Internationalization_Strategic_Plan
Library_Archives_Special_Collections
Library_Electronic_Resources
Library_holdings
Marinoff_Theater
Martinsburg_Center
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Multicultural_Student_Affairs
New_stretch_classes
NSSE_2019
Open_Educational_Resources_grant
Orientation
PASS
Phaze_2_Gallery
Pilot_advising_programs
Proctoring_Exams
Professional_Advisors
RamPulse
Road_To_Success
Sakai_portal
Scarborough_Library
Shepherd_Success_Academy
SSA_Benedum_grant
SSAPowerpoint_2019-DeptMeetings
Storer_Ballroom
Stretch_model_classes
Student_Affairs
Student_Veterans_Organization
SU_data
SU_data (page number 4)
Sustainable_Food_Production.pdf
TRiO_SSS
TRiO_Upward_Bound
Veterans_Support_Services
Veterans_to_Agriculture
WCOnline_Stats_Survey
WISE
WSHC_Radio
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3.S - Criterion 3 - Summary

The institution provides quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.

Summary

Shepherd maintains the quality of its educational experiences through clear and high standards for its
instructional offerings, regardless of modality or location of delivery. The program review process,
articulation agreements, and the work of departmental and University committees such as the Core
Curriculum Committee, the Curriculum and Instruction Committee, and Graduate Council ensure
that all Shepherd students receive a high-quality education. Additional input from internal and
external stakeholders, coupled with internal policies and procedures, assures appropriateness, quality,
relevance, and currency of program offerings.

The Core Curriculum, Shepherd’s general education program, is built upon LEAP student outcomes
that emphasize the importance of diversity of people, cultures, and nations. It links to the major
through the first-year experience, writing intensive courses within the major, and an integrative
learning experience in the capstone. Through this strong linkage, students demonstrate competencies
and outcomes both in general education and specific knowledge within the major at ever-higher
levels, culminating in the capstone experience.

Shepherd’s faculty and staff are diverse, qualified, and capable. Full-time and part-time faculty are
required to remain current in their fields, as evidenced through guidelines in the hiring process and
policies in the faculty handbook; support for professional development is available, and faculty are
regularly evaluated. Faculty members also participate and mentor students in their creative work and
the discovery of knowledge (research).

The University takes great pride in its student support services. These services work to support the
whole student, providing both academic and extracurricular assistance, while recognizing the many
difficulties students face while pursuing their degrees. Students are guided and advised throughout
their time at Shepherd, and are also provided with technology support such as wireless access,
computer labs, scientific libraries, clinical placements, instrument collections, performance venues,
and visual art resources. The staff who provide these crucial support services are appropriately
qualified, trained, and assisted in their professional development.

Sources

There are no sources.
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4 - Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning
environments and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through
processes designed to promote continuous improvement.

4.A - Core Component 4.A

The institution ensures the quality of its educational offerings.

1. The institution maintains a practice of regular program reviews and acts upon the findings.
2. The institution evaluates all the credit that it transcripts, including what it awards for

experiential learning or other forms of prior learning, or relies on the evaluation of responsible
third parties.

3. The institution has policies that ensure the quality of the credit it accepts in transfer.
4. The institution maintains and exercises authority over the prerequisites for courses, rigor of

courses, expectations for student learning, access to learning resources, and faculty
qualifications for all its programs, including dual credit programs. It ensures that its dual credit
courses or programs for high school students are equivalent in learning outcomes and levels of
achievement to its higher education curriculum.

5. The institution maintains specialized accreditation for its programs as appropriate to its
educational purposes.

6. The institution evaluates the success of its graduates. The institution ensures that the
credentials it represents as preparation for advanced study or employment accomplish these
purposes. For all programs, the institution looks to indicators it deems appropriate to its
mission.

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd works to maintain the high quality of its instructional offerings through rigorous and
careful oversight of its curricula, awarding of credit, and internal processes. External assessments of
instructional quality, such as programmatic accreditation, provide independent feedback on the
efficacy of Shepherd instruction. The success of Shepherd students on standardized assessments of
student learning and in the workplace and in life after college is the ultimate proof of the value of a
Shepherd education.

4.A.1. WV-HEPC Series 10 Policy Regarding Program Reviews requires Shepherd’s Board of
Governors (BoG) to review all programs offered at the University at least once every five years in
order to address “the viability, adequacy, necessity, and consistency with mission of the programs to
the institutional master plan, the institutional compact, and the education and workforce needs of the
responsibility district.” Programs up for review are provided with information containing links to
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sample review materials, data sets from the Office of Institutional Research, and rubrics for
evaluation.

The program review is based upon the unit self-study, which evaluates the program mission, student
learning and career placement outcomes, faculty scholarship, and assessment reports. An internal
review committee and independent external experts are part of the process, to ensure both focused
and broad perspectives for program consideration. Changes that result from the program review
process are important in closing the loop on assessment as it relates to the mission and strategic
priorities of the University. Once the BoG reviews and approves the review recommendations, the
program reviews and findings are then submitted to the WV-HEPC for final approval.

Programs are also reviewed on an annual and cyclical basis through specialized accreditation. These
include programs from Business Administration, Music, Nursing, Education, Social Work,
Contemporary Art and Theater, Biology, Chemistry, and Recreation, Sport and Exercise Sciences.

4.A.2. Shepherd has policies and procedures in place to maintain integrity in awarding credits. If
credits are requested for coursework that is not formally articulated, the Registrar consults the
appropriate department chair to determine equivalencies; evidence such as course syllabi may be
requested and reviewed.

Credit for prior learning and transfer of credit are awarded per the policies in the Catalog, and may
be awarded based on examinations (Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, CLEP, or
specialized programmatic exams); assessment of prior learning by portfolio or for military service;
and /or limits and policies regarding transfer of credit prior to and after admission.

Students in the Regents Bachelor of Arts, a program without majors or minors, receive a
comprehensive evaluation of past experiential learning by the RBA Coordinator and the appropriate
department chair for earned credit. In rare situations and with the recommendation of a department
chair and instructor, students may be permitted to take a special examination.

Policies regarding transfer credit into graduate programs are detailed in the catalog and in the
Faculty Handbook.

4.A.3. The WV Higher Education Policy Commission has established a general studies and course
equivalency transfer agreement for use within the state of West Virginia. In addition, articulation
agreements have been established with twenty-six state and regional institutions of higher
learning. Each agreement’s equivalencies have been vetted by appropriate department chairs and the
Office of the Registrar. Courses without established and/or evident equivalencies are reviewed by the
appropriate department chair for credit. These articulation agreements have helped Academic
Community Outreach work with the chairs, directors, and deans (in collaboration with community
college partners) to develop a number of transfer agreements.

Rigorous standards are also maintained for enrolled students wishing to take courses at another
institution. Students must seek prior approval and be in good academic standing, and must not have
unsuccessfully attempted the course. Such oversight ensures that coursework will be taken at an
accredited institution and will articulate. A maximum of seventy-two transfer credits from two-year
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colleges can be used toward graduation requirements. Up to twenty-eight semester hours of
correspondence work completed at accredited institutions that cooperate with the Armed Forces
Institute is accepted by universities in West Virginia.

4.A.4. Shepherd curricula are constructed and maintained by the faculty and appropriate staff
following prescribed procedures. Any changes to the curriculum, including prerequisite
changes, must be approved by the appropriate department/school, college, and finally the Curriculum
and Instruction Committee. A final review by the Core Curriculum Committee (see 3.B.1) may be
necessary if the altered course is an option in the Core Curriculum. Approval for curricular changes
follows a similar process at the graduate level, with approvals by the appropriate academic
department/school sent before final approval by the Graduate Council.

As described in 3.D.2, learning resources are accessible to all Shepherd students as appropriate for
their level, program, and needs. Some resources, such as Scarborough Library, also serve members of
the community.

As detailed in 3.C.3, Shepherd faculty are hired using a well-defined process and with input from
departmental faculty, administrators, and the Office of Human Resources. Faculty are evaluated
regularly as described in 3.C.4 to ensure that they are appropriately qualified for instruction in their
area, and that the instruction provided is of quality.

High-school students meeting certain GPA and ACT/SAT score standards may apply for special dual
enrollment admission to take freshman-level coursework. Such courses are taken on the main campus
or at the Martinsburg Center (see 3.D.1), with traditional college students and other high-school
students. As discussed in 3.C.3, dual enrollment students take the same classes, are taught by the
same instructors, and are subject to the same syllabi, grading, and course policies as baccalaureate-
level students; often, dual enrollment students are in class sections with baccalaureate-level students.
Thus, dual enrollment students receive the same education and are held to the same standards as
baccalaureate-level students in the same classes.

4.A.5. In addition to the University’s accreditation with the HLC, Shepherd’s accrediting bodies
include:

American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB)
Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP)
Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE)
Council on Social Work Education (CSWE)
National Association of Schools of Music (NASM)
International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education (IACBE)
National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) Council on Accreditation of Parks,
Recreation, Tourism and Related Professions (COAPRT)
National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD)

Programs may, with the approval of Academic Affairs, pursue specialized accreditation if
accreditation would benefit program quality and student success, and if sufficient resources are
available.
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Shepherd provides information on institutional and programmatic accreditation to the public on the
Accreditations and Affiliations page linked above. It is also on the Accreditations and Institutional
Planning webpage on the Academic Affairs website and in the Catalog, and is linked on
the Consumer Information webpage (see 2.B.1).

4.A.6. WV-HEPC Series 10 Policy Regarding Program Reviews states, “Additionally, each
governing board as part of the review is to require the institution(s) under its jurisdiction to conduct
periodic studies of graduates and their employers to determine placement practices and the
effectiveness of the education experience.”

Faculty professional development (see 3.C.5) provides students with advisors and instructors who are
current in their disciplines and are able to both ensure that curricula are kept up to date and provide
current career and professional development advice. As detailed in 5.C.3., advisory boards, such as
those associated with professional programs such as Nursing, Business, Education, and Social Work
also provide valuable feedback on many areas, including perceptions of Shepherd's graduates by area
employers. Programs stay in touch with graduates via social media, provide advisement and guidance
for potential graduate programs, and write recommendation letters for students wishing to pursue
advanced study.

In 2020, the Office of Alumni Affairs and the Alumni Association appointed a new Director of
Alumni Affairs and a new Alumni and Annual Giving Coordinator. Under their leadership, Alumni
Affairs is building stronger connections to alumni via alumni surveys, multimedia communications
and updates, regular events such as Homecoming, enhanced Alumni Association membership
benefits, alumni recognition programs, volunteer and engagement programs, and working with other
University departments to connect alumni to current students and integrate alumni into campus life.
In 2021-22, Shepherd will celebrate its 150th anniversary with events throughout the year; this
initiative is coordinated by Alumni Affairs, and will focus heavily on University history and alumni.
These connections will not only enhance the University across the board, but, via improved response
rates to alumni surveys, will enable better collection of alumni success data.

The Office of Career Services provides numerous opportunities for students to connect with potential
employers through events, career fairs, and on-campus and virtual interviews, as well as
opportunities to learn how to navigate the application process for federal jobs. Career Services staff
lead workshops and classroom presentations on topics such as résumé and cover letter writing,
interviewing, graduate school, and professional etiquette, and provide individualized career
counseling and coaching.

One of the major goals of the WV-HEPC's Institutional Compact (see 5.C.3) was to increase student
awareness of and engagement with career advising, as well as to continue to work with students prior
to graduation to ensure that their future plans include career placement and/or graduate school.
Recent initiatives associated with reaching this goal include:

The Strong Interest Inventory (a career assessment tool) has been utilized by more than 150
students in 2016-2021.
Handshake job portal access was implemented for Shepherd students in Spring 2019.
In academic year 2019-20, Career Services instituted College Specific Career Fairs. The
College of Business and College of STEM had their career fairs in the Fall and the College of
Nursing and Pre-Professional Studies had theirs in the Spring. Unfortunately, the College of
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Arts, Humanities, and Social Science’s fair had to be cancelled due to the COVID-19
pandemic; the Spring 2021 Career Fair was held virtually.

The Future Destination Survey administered at Commencement provides information on what
students plan to do immediately after graduation, and informs University initiatives and priorities.

Licensure Pass Rates

Licensure pass rates provide further evidence of the ability of Shepherd graduates to meet national
and professional standards. When benchmarks are not reached, programs have modified and aligned
curriculum with these standards, hired staff, and held test preparation workshops to ensure increased
success rates on licensure exams.

Department of Accounting

Shepherd has traditionally had high scores and pass rates on the Uniform Certified Public
Accountant Examination (CPA). Recent results show that Shepherd’s overall pass rates and average
scores are consistently higher than the state average; except for 2019, pass rates are above the
national average, and average scores are comparable to national average scores.

School of Education

To attain professional teacher licensure, all teacher candidates must take and pass the content area
Praxis II exam for their area(s) of licensure. The Educator Preparation Program Council (EPPC),
which oversees the teacher education program, has the responsibility to ensure that all specialization
areas offered in the teacher education program are created and maintained such that teacher
candidates can succeed while at Shepherd as well as in the classroom after graduation (see 4.A.1).
The results of the Praxis II tests are just one way that the EPPC measures program effectiveness to
make programmatic revisions as needed.

School of Nursing

The NCLEX-RN pass rate is reported by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN).
Data are compared to state and national trends. The West Virginia Board of Examiners for
Registered Professional Nurses (WVBOERN) requires nursing programs to have a first-time
NCLEX-RN pass rate of 80%. If the pass rate is not achieved, the WVBOERN requires submission of
a program improvement plan. Shepherd’s NCLEX-RN first-time pass rate for Nursing students has
remained above the WVBOERN 80% benchmark in recent years.

Department of Social Work

Shepherd’s pass rate for the Association of Social Work Boards licensing exam has exceeded
national pass rate averages in all years but one (2004). Due to Association of Social Work Boards
confidentiality requirements, Shepherd is not able to compare Shepherd’s pass rate to those of other
programs. It may be noted, however, that the Shepherd pass rate significantly surpasses the North
American average.

Sources

2+2_Transfer Agreements_04162021
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2021-2022-Program-Review-Information
Academic_Affairs
Academic_Policies
Accreditations_and_Affiliations
Accreditations_and_Institutional_Planning
Alumni_Association
Articulation_agreements
Articulation_equivalencies
Association_of_Social_Work_Boards
BoG
BoG_Sept_3_2020_Specialized_Accreditations
Career_Fair_Spring2021
Career_Fairs_2019-08-15
Career_Services
CHEM_program-review_2021-22
Consumer_Information
Curriculum_and_Instruction
Curriculum_Change_MS_Data_Analytics_and_Information_Systems.pdf
Dual_Enrollment_brochures_2021-22
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices
Faculty-Handbook-2020-2021-COMBINED-with-Appendices (page number 184)
Future_Destination_Survey
General_Information_catalog
Graduate_Policies
Handshake
Human_Resources
Licensure_Pass_Rates
Licensure_Pass_Rates (page number 2)
Licensure_Pass_Rates (page number 3)
Licensure_Pass_Rates (page number 4)
Licensure_Pass_Rates (page number 5)
NCLEX
Prior_Learning_Assessment_Transfer_Credit
Program_Planning_and_Review
Program_Review_BoG_April2021
Program_Review_Self_Study_samples
Registrar
Series-10-FINAL-9-10-08
Series-59-HEPC-SOS-Final-File-Ver-2018-08-28-1
Social_media
Strong_Interest_Inventory
SUPRC_Committee_Evaluation_Rubric_Form-updated_20210513
TransferAgreement2020-2021v2
Uniform_CPA_Examination
University_Curricular_Proposal_Flow_Chart-F18
WV_RN_Board_Regulation
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4.B - Core Component 4.B

The institution engages in ongoing assessment of student learning as part of its commitment to the
educational outcomes of its students.

1. The institution has effective processes for assessment of student learning and for achievement
of learning goals in academic and cocurricular offerings.

2. The institution uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning.
3. The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice,

including the substantial participation of faculty, instructional and other relevant staff
members.

Argument

4.B.1. The assessment process at Shepherd is robust, multi-tiered, and interconnected. Campus-wide
goals for student learning are clearly articulated in the Transforming Our Future strategic plan and
Core Curriculum, and are supported in the Academic Strategic Plan. All academic and cocurricular
units undertake regular cycles of assessment. All academic and cocurricular units across campus have
assessment facilitators and complete cycles of assessment at least every two years. Assessment plans
are composed within the unit by assessment facilitators.

At the course level, instructors are required to list all student learning outcomes on course syllabi, as
well as the Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) goals addressed by the course content.
A syllabus template, accessible on the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) website, is updated
every semester and contains examples of student learning outcomes as well as explanations of LEAP
goals. Prior to the start of each semester, chairs and deans review all syllabi to verify that student
learning outcomes and goals are placed on the syllabi.

Core Curriculum courses go through an extra layer of review. Courses seeking approval for addition
to the Core Curriculum must have assessment plans for all core competencies addressed by those
courses, including two measures of evaluation and benchmarks for success for each competency
assessed. No course is admitted to the Core Curriculum by the Core Curriculum Committee without a
course level assessment plan (See 3.B.1.)

Fully online asynchronous courses are subject to additional review via “cyclic assessment” of courses
by the Online Review Committee. Per the Online Teaching Policy, courses are selected for review
each semester, the instructors of which have taught fully online for some time and/or have completed
online teaching certification training two or more years ago and/or have not been assessed by the
campus training process. These courses are reviewed using the SOCAR standards in the Online
Teaching Policy, and comments for improvement are provided based on best practices in the Quality
Matters ERI Checklist (see 3.A.3).

At the program and department level, all academic and cocurricular units develop, articulate, and
submit outcomes assessment reports to the Center for Teaching and Learning on a two-year cycle
(eighteen months of data collection, and six months of evaluation and planning). All units are
required to establish two outcomes, direct and indirect means of measuring these outcomes,
benchmarks for success, and a detailed plan for improvement if their outcomes are not fully met.
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After each plan and subsequent report is reviewed by the Assessment Task Force (see 4.B.3), unit
assessment facilitators receive a response outlining suggestions for improvement if necessary.
Academic programs also participate in a five-year program review cycle, as described in 4.A.1.

Both academic and cocurricular units are asked to clearly link their own student learning outcomes to
institutional benchmarks including the University strategic plan, and, where applicable, the
AAC&U's Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) goals, Core Curriculum competencies,
and National Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE) high impact practices. These connections are
easily visible on reports via the WEAVE assessment database, described in 4.B.3.

While academic unit assessment plans typically focus on measurable learning outcomes, those of
other units assess both learning outcomes and operations, as appropriate to their purposes and
functions. Units generally include learning outcomes whenever feasible; many learning outcomes not
yet tied to LEAP outcomes or strategic plan goals could conceivably be for future assessment
reporting.

The Core Curriculum assesses all of its nineteen competencies every two years. For each course, its
home academic unit assesses two core competencies, with two measures per competency.
The resulting reports are on the Core Curriculum Committee Sakai site, and are in the process of
being migrated into D2L/Brightspace.

At the institutional level, the Center for Teaching and Learning administers the National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) every three years to gain a more robust understanding of the
effectiveness of the student learning experience. All score reports are available through the Center for
Teaching and Learning by request, and summaries are provided on the CTL website. Reports are also
shared with various groups across campus including the Executive Leadership Team, Academic
Affairs leadership, and the Faculty Senate.

4.B.2. After completion of an assessment cycle, academic and cocurricular units report how they will
use their assessment findings to improve student learning. Departments and units that have met their
benchmarks for success sometimes elect to continue to provide the same curricula and services; some
units state that they will make changes to increase their success in the future. Units that have not met
their criteria for success report what specific actions they will take to increase their rate of success
and, in turn, improve student learning. Assessment plan and report status is transparent and can be
viewed via the WEAVE assessment database. The Shepherd assessment process encourages
continuous improvement, and emphasizes that unmet benchmarks are opportunities for growth.

Some examples of improvements achieved through the assessment process include the following:

The Department of Psychology created pre- and post-tests to better assess the knowledge of
their majors. These tests are administered in first year and senior level courses. Results show
higher scores for seniors but also indicate areas within the major that require improvement.
The Office of Social Equity, Inclusion, and Title IX has used the assessment process to increase
campus-wide awareness about sexual and interpersonal violence and harassment. Their efforts
have resulted in a very successful “Stand Up, Don’t Stand By” campaign that resonates
campus-wide and has become a proud emblem of Shepherd’s identity.
For more than twenty years, the Department of Contemporary Art and Theater has organized
a Portfolio Review Day at Shepherd to provide professional evaluation of student portfolios for
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students in upper-level art courses. Professional artists provide an unbiased assessment for each
student for each portfolio, including letter of introduction, résumé, artistic statement, and
quality of work. Students are also critiqued on interview presentation. Students meet
individually with reviewers to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their portfolios.
Feedback received during the sophomore year allows students to improve weaknesses and
enhance strengths, while seniors gain insight into their viability in the job market. Department
faculty also gain feedback and understanding of employers’ needs in order to improve course
offerings, which leads to curricular revision. Mini-grant funding from the CTL has helped
offset the costs of this annual event.
For NSSE 2019, Shepherd administered a Senior Transitions Module, which includes
questions related to “post-graduation plans, links between the academic major and future plans,
and confidence in skill development.” Respondents indicated a desire for increased career
preparation in classes. As a result, Shepherd has increased the number of presentations by the
Career Advisor in senior capstones and added a “Senior Experience” (SREX) course to the
curriculum that is being co-taught by the Career Advisor and the TRiO Student Support
Services Academic Retention Specialist.
Based on student comment feedback on the Academic Support Center assessment, more
evening hours and more tutors for various subject areas were added. In 2019, Tutor.com was
implemented in order to provide “around-the-clock” tutors in multiple subject areas, including
writing for graduate students.
Residence Life assessment results show that more training is needed for resident assistants in
order to successfully on-board residential students who have autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
and to help them become accustomed to a new environment and to be academically successful.

The examples presented above highlight just some of the best practices and recent examples in
utilizing assessments to modify, replace, and enhance instruction and student services.

4.B.3. The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) oversees the organization and facilitation of
assessment activities for Shepherd as a whole. The Dean of Teaching, Learning, and Instructional
Resources chairs the Assessment Task Force (ATF), which reviews and promotes assessment
activities across campus. The Assessment Task Force also awards mini-grants to fund faculty and
staff for assessment-related conferences, on-campus student learning projects and initiatives, and
retreats and workshops dealing with program review or assessment-related initiatives. To make the
assessment process wide-reaching and inclusive, mini-grants have been awarded to full-time and
adjunct faculty, clinical and visiting faculty, staff, and graduate students. Every March, recipients of
assessment mini-grants present their findings to the campus during Shepherd’s annual “Celebration
of Learning.”

Additionally, the Core Curriculum Committee requires that every new course proposed for addition
to the Core include an assessment plan, which is reviewed by the entire Core Curriculum Committee
(see 4.B.1). Strategic planning goals and assessment measures of these goals are also reviewed by the
members of the Strategic Planning Committee.

Shepherd’s methodologies reflect good assessment practice. The CTL hosts the WEAVE database for
faculty and staff.   This database provides clear templates for quality assessment, excellent storage
space for artifacts, and the ability to link outcomes to goals at various levels throughout the
institution.
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The CTL hosts assessment workshops (up to twice per year) as part of the Focus on Student Learning
(FOSL) series (see 3.C.5). These workshops are open to the entire campus. The workshops describe
the assessment process at Shepherd, outline deadlines, explain why assessment is important, and
demonstrate how effective assessment benefits everyone. Attendees are assisted with crafting their
own plans and reports and with use of the WEAVE database.

For guidance, the CTL follows the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA)
transparency framework. This framework is prominently displayed on the CTL assessment page,
which provides numerous resources for faculty to utilize for assessment of their own classes and
programs. Quality Matters training, which emphasizes learning outcome and assessment alignment,
is regularly offered and widely attended across campus (see 3.A.3). Over one hundred faculty in the
past year alone have participated, funded by the CTL. National Survey for Student Engagement
(NSSE) data are visible on the CTL website and are utilized as benchmarks for assessment in various
areas across campus. Also, AAC&U VALUE rubrics are visible and highly utilized in assessment
plans as sources of evidence. Assessment is a regular report topic at high level meetings such as
the Core Curriculum Committee and Faculty Senate.

Sources

Academic_Affairs_Leadership_Staff.pdf
Assessing_Learning_CTL
Assessment_Resources
Assessor_Refresher_2020
CCC_Minutes
Center_for_Teaching_and_Learning
Cocurricular Assessment Report for HLC 2021
Cocurricular Assessment Report for HLC 2021 (page number 29)
Cocurricular Assessment Report for HLC 2021 (page number 106)
Core_Curriculum
Core_Curriculum_Course_Review_FAQ
Core_Curriculum_Cycle_Report_2018-2019
Course-Syllabus-Template
CTL_Mini_Grants
Executive_Leadership_Team
Faculty_Senate
Faculty_Senate_minutes
FOSL_fliers
LEAP_catalog.pdf
National_Survey_of_Student_Engagement
NILOA_Transparency_Framework
Non-academic_unit_assessment_plan_samples
NSSE_2019
NSSE_2020_fys_codebook
NSSE_High_Impact_Practices
Online_Teaching_Policy
Portfolio_Review_Day
Program_Planning_and_Review
Psychology_Assessment_Report_for_Program_Review_2019
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Quality_Matters
Quality_Matters_ERI_Checklist
Stand_Up_Dont_Stand_By
Standardized_Assessment_Measures
Strategic_Plan_Focus_Areas
StrategicPlanMetrics
SU-Academic-Affairs-Strategic-Plan-Outline-100119
Title_IX_Assessment_Report
Transforming_Our_Future_strategic_plan
Tutor_com
WEAVE
WEAVE_template
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4.C - Core Component 4.C

The institution pursues educational improvement through goals and strategies that improve retention,
persistence and completion rates in its degree and certificate programs.

1. The institution has defined goals for student retention, persistence and completion that are
ambitious, attainable and appropriate to its mission, student populations and educational
offerings.

2. The institution collects and analyzes information on student retention, persistence and
completion of its programs.

3. The institution uses information on student retention, persistence and completion of programs
to make improvements as warranted by the data.

4. The institution’s processes and methodologies for collecting and analyzing information on
student retention, persistence and completion of programs reflect good practice. (Institutions
are not required to use IPEDS definitions in their determination of persistence or completion
rates. Institutions are encouraged to choose measures that are suitable to their student
populations, but institutions are accountable for the validity of their measures.)

Argument

4.C.1. Shepherd establishes goals for student retention persistence and completion in its strategic
plans and other internal and external documents. These goals combine to create a complete and
coherent plan for retention, persistence, and completion to best serve Shepherd’s students.

Two Shepherd strategic plans cover this period: Currents (2014 - 2017) and Transforming Our
Future (2018 - 2023). While neither plan includes specific goals for retention, persistence, or
completion, the plan text and strategic priorities outline the University’s plans to improve student
learning, provide technology for student learning, and promote degree completion. Several of the
strategic priorities in the Currents plan aligned well with goals in the 2014-2018 HEPC Compact
(see 5.C.3), and align with those now established and worked towards in the Transforming Our
Future plan.

Shepherd works with the state of West Virginia to track institutional performance via the WV Higher
Education Almanac, an annual document produced by the WV-HEPC. This document includes
higher education statistical information related to persistence and completion, and connects to targets
and goals outlined by the University strategic plan. In previous years, Shepherd and the WV-HEPC
worked closely to establish institutional goals via the WV-HEPC Compact process, which ran on a
five-year cycle (see 4.C.3); however, this process was discontinued following the end of the 2013-
2018 Compact cycle (see 5.C.3).

Enrollment, demographic, and retention data are gathered by the Office of Institutional Research
(IR). Shepherd’s population data, combined with state and national-trend data, are used to define
goals for student success. Shepherd has a significant number of low-income, first-generation, and
non-traditional students. While West Virginia lacks racial-ethnic diversity, Shepherd has one of the
more diverse student populations in the state. Recognizing these institutional demographics and
national projections of declining numbers of high school graduates, and utilizing HEPC state and
national projections, the institution defines enrollment and retention goals that are ambitious but
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attainable.

Enrollment goals are defined using predictive modeling, and are based upon prior year data as well
as information on emerging trends in student demographics, enrollment, and persistence. In recent
years, goals have been set to take into account the decline in high school graduates and increased
demand for graduate enrollments (both degree-seeking and nondegree), as well as increasing
financial need, resistance to student loan debt, and institutional competition, among other
phenomena. More recently, the disruptive effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on student enrollments
are still evolving; the University continues to monitor and incorporate those effects into enrollment
projections.

Shepherd established a 74% one-year (fall-to-fall) retention target for full-time, first-time freshmen
in 2018. Actual retention rates have improved from Fall 2016 (64.9%) to Fall 2019 (73.1%), very
close to that target. Four-year and six-year graduation rates have also improved in recent years.

The University’s TRiO Student Support Services establish and evaluate their own goals for
persistence, academic performance, and completion per federal guidelines.

4.C.2. Shepherd collects and analyzes information on student retention, persistence, and degree
completion. Much of this is handled by the Office of Institutional Research (IR), and results
are posted on the IR website and shared with administration, faculty, and staff. Retention and degree
completion rates are tracked for each entering cohort. In compliance with the Higher Education
Opportunity Act of 2008, Shepherd collects graduation rates disaggregated by race/ethnicity, gender,
and financial aid status. This information is also available through the institution's Consumer
Information page (see 2.B.1).

As discussed in 4.C.1. above, enrollment targets and models are used for planning and budgeting.
These models are based upon detailed analysis of current and prior-year enrollment patterns, as well
as internal and external information on emerging trends and patterns of student enrollment and
demographics. Weekly enrollment reports are presented to the Executive Leadership Team to allow
for constant monitoring of enrollment, and inform budgeting, course scheduling, student support
services, auxiliaries, and other areas of the University. Enrollment updates are also provided to the
Board of Governors (see 2.C.5), academic leadership, the Classified Employees Council, and various
other campus-wide bodies.

As part of the assessment process (see 4.B.1) and the program review process (see 4.A.1), individual
departments and units often track the success of their students. TRiO Student Support Services, the
Shepherd Success Academy, International Shepherd, and the Road to Success Program (students
headed toward academic probation) through the Academic Support Center all track and use data for
planning purposes (see 4.C.3). In compliance with Federal CFR Title 23, part 668.48, the persistence
of student athletes is also tracked and reported on the IR webpage.

Shepherd has used early alert programs in the past, such as RETAIN and Mention It for Retention,
which had some success in tracking and intervening when students were at-risk. Beacon, an early
alert platform that assesses risk factors and connects campus-wide student data to faculty/staff
generated notifications to identify students at risk, has been in use by the Student Success Center
since Fall 2015. This program has yielded a wealth of data which can be generated upon request
through that office.
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The Student Success Committee, which meets once a month, is charged with “developing,
implementing, and assessing the Student Success Plan." As the University has developed initiatives
to support student success, the Committee brings faculty, staff, and students together to provide
support, recommendations, information, and resources for student success.

The Office of Financial Aid has implemented a Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) appeal process
for students who lose financial aid eligibility. In collaboration with Financial Aid staff, students
develop an Academic Plan for Progress to ensure progress toward graduation. In addition, staff have
increased financial literacy efforts with presentations to all First-Year Experience classes and other
groups, as well as extended exit-counseling sessions, which have resulted in a consistently lower
Cohort Default Rate (CDR), currently at 6.7% for 2018 (draft rate), as reported by the Department of
Education.

4.C.3. Shepherd has used the wealth of data generated by the above analyses to evaluate its progress
toward its goals and to make improvements to its plans and processes.

Enrollment projections (see above) inform decisions across campus. Examples of adjustments made
based upon observed enrollment trends appear in the regular Enrollment Management reports to the
Board of Governors, and in other area reports to the BoG. Improvements in marketing and
recruitment strategies result from observed trends in admissions as well as a regular survey of non-
matriculated students, and programs such as the Last Dollar Fund (see 1.C.2) respond to specific,
identified student needs. The University continues to monitor the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
upon current and prospective students, and adjusts strategies as needed to support current students
and attract new enrollments; for example, ACT / SAT scores were made optional for admission,
application fees were waived, and recruitment strategies were adjusted.

Shepherd’s programs targeted toward promoting retention and academic performance of students
(see 3.D.2) are structured so as to produce useful outcomes data that can be used for assessment and
improvement. For example, use of peer tutors is tracked to evaluate overall demand for tutoring
services, demand in specific areas, student satisfaction with tutoring, and other useful metrics;
Tutor.com also provides analytics for their services.

Stretch-model courses

As described in 3.D.2, the stretch-model English and mathematics introductory courses for first-year
students in need of additional skills in those areas were discontinued and replaced in Fall 2019.

Aggregate pass rates for the second course in the English stretch-model sequence, ENGL
101B, were higher than for ENGL 101 over the Summer 2016 – Summer 2019 period, while
those for MATH 101B were lower than those for MATH 101; however, all were above 80%.
The English and mathematics courses that replaced the stretch-model courses in Fall 2019 also
are producing good pass rates. ENGL 101S pass rates are almost as high as ENGL 101 pass
rates, while MATH 101, 107A, and 109A all have pass rates above 70%.

Shepherd Success Academy (SSA)

The Shepherd Success Academy (SSA; see 3.D.2) has tracked performance and persistence of
participants from its first cohort in Fall 2017 through to the most recent cohort (Fall 2020). SSA-
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eligible students entering each fall are tracked in two cohorts: SSA participants are tracked as one
cohort, and a cohort of those who declined participation is also tracked. Results so far show that SSA
participants consistently match or outperform non-participants in fall-to-spring persistence, fall-to-
fall persistence, and percentage of students in good academic standing as of the end of the term; SSA
participants also had higher mean end-of-term GPAs in three of the four cohort years. Student self-
confidence is tested using a summer pre-test and a post-test at the end of the first fall semester;
results for the Fall 2019 cohort show increases, often dramatic, in all areas. The SSA has also
implemented additional activities and improvements based upon student feedback.

Prior to the introduction of the SSA, the Retention Interventions Team (RIT) was created to provide
support to all students. Each undergraduate on campus was assigned to a RIT member, a faculty or
staff member, who would provide information on available resources, send reminders, respond to
Beacon alerts, and assist students who had not yet registered for the next term with registration.
Student contact and progress were tracked using a database. While the program provided good
information on the challenges facing students and provided valuable assistance to many students,
resource issues and the difficulty of assessing the impact of the interventions resulted in
discontinuation of the program in favor of other initiatives.

Road to Success Program (RTS)

The Road to Success Program (see 3.D.2) selects new freshmen with borderline midterm GPAs and
one or more low grades in the middle of the first semester, and works with them to raise their grades
and finish the semester in good academic standing. Participants’ academic performance as of the end
of the first semester is tracked, as is retention into the next semester. End-of-term academic results
show that most cohorts finished the first term with higher mean GPAs; of the 104 RTS students, only
two withdrew before the end of the semester, and 76 (73.1%) returned for the next semester.

Academic Probation Recovery Program (APR)

Academic Probation Recovery (see 3.D.2) targets students who were on their first probation at the
end of a spring semester for assistance the following fall. As for the SSA, students who choose to
participate are tracked in one cohort, and those who decline participation are tracked in a comparison
cohort. Progress throughout the semester is monitored, as is retention and performance into the next
term. Tracking data indicate that APR participants are able to raise their midterm grades over the
course of the semester, are more likely to be retained, and are more successful at avoiding academic
suspension than non-participants.

TRiO

TRiO Student Support Services typically serves 160 – 170 students each year, and continues to
maintain strong persistence and graduation rates for its participants. For all cohorts after the first
year of objectives reporting (2011-12), over 90% of students have maintained good academic
standing. The program has consistently exceeded its persistence goals by at least eleven percent each
year, and, after the first year, its good-academic-standing goals by at least six percent. Baccalaureate
graduation rates have also exceeded graduation-rate goals in all but one year.

Based upon analysis of the retention and persistence of students served by TRiO SSS, Shepherd
added more dedicated full-time advisors and success coaches for the entire campus, and established
both an Advising Assistance Center (see 3.D.1) and the Shepherd Success Academy (SSA) (see
3.D.2).
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During the final WV-HEPC Compact cycle, Shepherd’s Compact (see 5.C.3) outlined strategies and
assessments to improve enrollment and retention. These included additional emphasis on:

Support of general and at-risk populations
Working with P-12 to enhance awareness and prepare prospective students for navigating
pathways to higher education at Shepherd
Increasing community and regional awareness among working adults of Shepherd’s adult-
learner programs and services
Developing seamless transition processes for transfer students and international students
Increasing participation of adult learners in graduate and certificate programs
Increasing recruitment of international students

The following initiatives were implemented in support of these goals.

In response to non-traditional students’ requests for more online, hybrid, and compressed-
format courses, Shepherd increased its offerings in these areas (see 1.C.2).
Graduate programs such as the Doctor of Nursing Practice and certificate programs were
added, to meet needs within the region and within the West Virginia labor force (see 1.A.4).
Transition processes for transfer and international students were streamlined, with additional
coordination between offices; course equivalencies for transfer articulation were implemented
(see 4.A.3) and the Intensive English Language Program was created (see 3.D.1).
Financial literacy coursework within the First-Year Experience Program (FYEX) was
introduced, to help students make informed decisions and avoid extreme debt (see 4.C.2).
Professional development workshops are provided to faculty in support of quality advising,
student retention initiatives, and effective teaching strategies (see 3.C.5).

4.C.4. The Office of Institutional Research (IR) is the main provider of data at Shepherd. IR
combines data as regularly reported to the WV-HEPC with data from Shepherd’s internal Banner
system and other internal data as necessary for analysis and reporting purposes. IR reporting and data
analysis follow standard reporting guidelines from IPEDS, the Common Data Set, and other such
external entities; IPEDS definitions and methodologies are used when possible, per accepted best
practice. Commonly requested information is posted on the IR website, along with federally
mandated information (see 4.C.2). IR works with internal data requestors to ensure that authorized
persons receive the most useful and appropriate data for their needs, while maintaining the integrity
and accuracy of the reported information; the office also provides explanation and education about
the data it provides, and advises on data collection, use, and availability. The Director of Institutional
Research participates in WV-HEPC statewide data conferences and initiatives, and is consulted
regarding proposed WV-HEPC data initiatives.

Shepherd utilizes a variety of assessments and processes to improve institutional effectiveness and
student retention. These include program review (see 4.A.1), faculty annual evaluations, promotion
and tenure (see 3.C.4), and student course evaluation (also 3.C.4). The previous sections of 4.C
outline data collection and reporting provided to and utilized by Shepherd through national and
federal organizations (IPEDS, Department of Education), state organizations such as the WV-HEPC,
and data provided by organizations of which Shepherd is a member, such as COPLAC. The use of
comparative data allows Shepherd to formulate performance benchmarks related to operational and
academic outcomes.
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Sources

2014-11_ShepherdCompactComprehensivePlans
2014cohort_disagg
Academic_Probation_Recovery
Advising_Assistance_Center
Banner
BoG_Enrollment-Management-reports
Common_Data_Set
Constitution_SU
Constitution_SU (page number 8)
Consumer_Information
COPLAC
Currents_Strategic_Plan
Enrollment_and_admissions
Enrollment_and_admissions (page number 2)
Enrollment_Update_July_12_2021
Financial Aid and Budgeting 101
Financial_Aid
HEPC_Almanac_2020_FINAL_ForWeb_28Jan2021
Institutional_Research
Institutional_Research_Data
International_Shepherd
IPEDS
IR_SU_athletic_grad_rates_1920_2014
Program_Planning_and_Review
Retention_Interventions_Team
Road_To_Success
Sample Student SAP Appeal
Satisfactory_Academic_Progress
Shepherd_Success_Academy
Shepherd_TRIO
Stretch_pass_rates
Student_Success_Center
Student_Success_Committee_2021-03-11
Student_Support
Student_Support (page number 2)
Student_Support (page number 3)
Student_Support (page number 4)
Student_Support (page number 5)
Student_Support (page number 6)
Student_Support (page number 7)
SU_data
SU_data (page number 3)
SU_data (page number 5)
Transforming_Our_Future_strategic_plan
TRiO_2019-20_metrics
US_Census_Bureau_QuickFacts_West_Virginia
WCOnline_Stats_Survey
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4.S - Criterion 4 - Summary

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning
environments and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through
processes designed to promote continuous improvement.

Summary

Shepherd’s dedication to provision of quality education for all is evidenced through continuous
assessment and quality improvement processes. Assessment is an integral part of all University
operations; all units participate in formal assessment processes, including regular evaluation and
reporting, with an expectation of “closing the loop” through implementation of improvements
resulting from the assessment process.

Curricular quality is assessed and maintained through the program review process, evaluation of
prior-learning credit, and careful monitoring of the content and rigor of curricula. New and changing
programs and courses must pass a rigorous review process before approval. Oversight of curricular
quality is handled by committees and bodies at multiple levels, and also involves external
stakeholders and programmatic accreditation as appropriate. Dual enrollment students, lifelong-
learning students, and other non-degree students receive the same high-quality education and are
held to the same standards as degree-seeking students.

Continuous analysis of University enrollment, retention, persistence, and completion is vital, not only
to student outcomes, but to institutional operations. Shepherd analyzes data and sets realistic,
attainable, and ambitious goals with an eye toward the constantly evolving higher education
environment and the needs of the local community. The University also remains responsive to the
higher education environment and the community, and works to identify and implement needed
changes and adjustments as circumstances dictate. Student outcomes are tracked through licensure-
test pass rates, alumni feedback, social media, and other methods, and inform curricular and
institutional improvements.

Sources

There are no sources.
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5 - Institutional Effectiveness, Resources and Planning

The institution’s resources, structures, processes and planning are sufficient to fulfill its mission,
improve the quality of its educational offerings, and respond to future challenges and opportunities.

5.A - Core Component 5.A

Through its administrative structures and collaborative processes, the institution’s leadership
demonstrates that it is effective and enables the institution to fulfill its mission.

1. Shared governance at the institution engages its internal constituencies—including its
governing board, administration, faculty, staff and students—through planning, policies and
procedures.

2. The institution’s administration uses data to reach informed decisions in the best interests of
the institution and its constituents.

3. The institution’s administration ensures that faculty and, when appropriate, staff and students
are involved in setting academic requirements, policy and processes through effective
collaborative structures.

Argument

Introduction

Shepherd University's organizational structure and guiding policies enable involvement of internal
and external stakeholders at many levels of University operations. Through shared governance,
Shepherd’s institutional structure allows students, faculty, staff, and the community to assist in
establishing strategic priorities and directions for the institution, to participate in the decision-
making process, and to collaborate in decisions regarding the academic enterprise of the University. 

5.A.1. Shepherd engages its internal constituencies through shared governance whenever possible
and appropriate. University governance is designed to enable and streamline information flow and
the governance process.

As described in 2.C.2, the Board of Governors (BoG) includes a faculty member, a student, and
a member of the classified staff as voting members.
The President meets weekly with the Executive Leadership Team (ELT) for the discussion and
execution of major issues, policies, and initiatives.
The Deans' Council brings together college and academic program deans and assistant provosts
for the discussion and execution of major academic issues, policies, and initiatives.

Shared governance is also supported through a variety of bodies defined by state law or the University
Constitution, including the Faculty Senate, Classified Employees Council, Student Government
Association, and the University Assembly. Each group meets regularly to discuss institutional and
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unit issues, development and implementation of policy, and provisions contained in relevant
governing documents. University Assembly meetings bring the faculty and staff together for
campuswide discussions. These groups maintain webpages that detail their responsibilities and
enable transparency through posted organizational documents such as minutes and organization
constitutions.

The University ensures that committees include as wide a range of representation from stakeholder
groups as feasible. For example, students, staff, and faculty sit not only on the BoG, but also on the
Budget Advisory Committee (see 5.B.3), the Strategic Planning Committee, Student Life Council,
other constitutionally mandated committees, and some search committees. The Residence Assistance
advisory board meets with the Director of Residence Life throughout the year to better understand the
impact of policy on students. Committees and other governance groups work together to ensure broad
participation in decision-making; for example, Campus Services presents planned room and board
rate increases not only to the BoG Finance Committee, but also to the Budget Advisory Committee
and the Student Government Association, for discussion and feedback prior to final approval by the
BoG.

5.A.2. Shepherd embraces data-driven, collaborative decision-making that uses results to facilitate
continued growth and goal achievement. Assessment data are used to drive planning and decision-
making. Established policies and procedures facilitate assessment and data analysis that supports
continued productivity, growth, and excellence.

Shepherd uses historical and current information and process and performance data to develop and
modify programs and operations. Each year’s proposed University budget is based on closely tracked
projections of enrollment, personnel expenses, capital expenses, and other anticipated revenues and
expenses. Proposed increases in tuition and fees balance competitive rates with operational needs.
Diligent oversight of enrollment and its impact on revenues, careful allocation of resources, and
revisions to the budget in response to changes in state appropriations or variations in enrollment have
allowed Shepherd to continue to fulfill its mission. 

Data sources include, but are not limited to: strategic indicators (see 4.C.1); the West Virginia
Higher Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC) Almanac (and its predecessor, the Report Card)
which includes data from public institutions across the state; the IPEDS Data Feedback Report,
which provides useful summary peer-comparison data; and the annual report of Campus Services,
which tracks revenue and expenses for auxiliaries and other support venues. Shepherd also
participates in the Delaware Cost Study, the National Survey of Student Engagement, and the Great
Colleges to Work For Program, which provide valuable data on program costs, student engagement,
and employee experiences.

Individual areas collect and use internal data as well, as described throughout this document. The
annual Academic Affairs Dataset informs planning and decision-making. Enrollment Management
monitors enrollment and admissions data and enrollment projections. Student Affairs collects data on
student involvement, academic performance, and areas of need to connect students with resources
appropriate to their situations (see 4.C). Finance tracks revenues and expenditures to monitor the
University budget and recommend budget adjustments as needed (see 5.B.3). Campus Services
balances financial performance with projections of revenues based on predicted usage rates and
demands on resources, and conducts studies involving surveys, focus groups, and market analysis to
inform decision-making. The University has also requested and received analysis of state workforce
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outcomes data from the WV-HEPC.

Shepherd benchmarks itself against regional and national groups of peer institutions such as the
Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges and Universities (COPLAC), of which Shepherd is a
member, other West Virginia public institutions, and a group of statistically similar institutions as
determined by the WV-HEPC. These comparisons are used when analyzing and presenting results
from across the institution in documents such as the Transforming Our Future key performance
indicators. Shepherd also uses them for national comparisons via the annual IPEDS Data Feedback
Report and other IPEDS data as needed.

Involvement of varied stakeholders in campus processes (see 5.A.1) ensures not only inclusion of a
range of perspectives, but consideration of relevant information from all areas. For example, capital
projects require approval by the Executive Leadership Team (ELT), which includes representation
from all areas of campus. During project implementation, continuous feedback between contractors,
the project manager, and the University ensures that relevant information is considered on an
ongoing basis to optimize project outcomes. Community feedback is solicited as appropriate (see
5.C.3) and informs the project further. This helps to ensure that decisions are based on the best
available information from all involved.

5.A.3. Shepherd involves its constituents in creation of academic requirements and processes through
its organizational and governance structure. Standing committees of the Faculty Senate such as
the Admissions and Credits Committee, the Curriculum and Instruction Committee, and the Core
Curriculum Committee oversee the development and supervision of undergraduate curriculum and
academic policy. The Graduate Council approves curricular changes at the graduate level. Faculty are
also members of programmatic advisory boards (see 5.C.3), which include representation from
various internal and external constituencies to provide comprehensive perspectives on curricula.

As part of its duties, the BoG’s Academic Programs and Development Committee considers new
program proposals that require Board approval (see 2.C.3), as well as program reviews and
recommendations for program improvement or closure (see 4.A.1).

Student Affairs collaborates on academic policy and processes through involvement on committees
such as the Handbook Committee (responsible for the Student Handbook), the Technology Oversight
Committee, and the Student Success Committee (see 4.C.2). Additional governance structures
involved in setting academic requirements include the Honors Advisory Board for the Honors
Program and the Educator Preparation Program Council (EPPC) for Shepherd’s teacher education
programs.

Sources

Academic_Affairs_Data_Fall2020
Academic_Affairs_Leadership_Staff.pdf
BoG
BoG_2021-Feb_fees
Brailsford_Dunlavey_Studies
Budget_proposals_BoG_FY17-FY22
Campus-Services-FY20-Report
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Capital_project_process
CCC_Minutes
Classified_Employees_Council
Constitution_SU
Constitution_SU (page number 2)
Constitution_SU (page number 5)
Constitution_SU (page number 6)
Constitution_SU (page number 10)
COPLAC
Curriculum_and_Instruction
Delaware_Cost_Study
Educator_Preparation_Program_Council
Enrollment_and_admissions
Executive_Leadership_Team
Great_Colleges_To_Work_For_Program
HEPC_Almanac_2020_FINAL_ForWeb_28Jan2021
Honors_Special_Features
IPEDSDFR2020_237792
NSSE_2019
Organizational-Chart-07-06-21-CURRENT
Room_Board_Market-Analysis_FY22
StrategicPlanMetrics
Student_Government_Association
Student_Handbook
Tuition_and_fees_proposals_SGA
Workforce_Outcomes
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5.B - Core Component 5.B

The institution’s resource base supports its educational offerings and its plans for maintaining and
strengthening their quality in the future.

1. The institution has qualified and trained operational staff and infrastructure sufficient to
support its operations wherever and however programs are delivered.

2. The goals incorporated into the mission and any related statements are realistic in light of the
institution’s organization, resources and opportunities.

3. The institution has a well-developed process in place for budgeting and for monitoring its
finances.

4. The institution’s fiscal allocations ensure that its educational purposes are achieved.

Argument

5.B.1.

Institutional Capacity 

The Office of Finance and Administration, in conjunction with the President, the Executive
Leadership Team, and the Board of Governors (BoG) Audit and Finance Committee, monitors and is
responsible for the fiscal health of the University. Audited financial statements are prepared
annually, and are posted on the Finance webpage; quarterly financial updates are presented to the
BoG (see 2.A.2).

Shepherd monitors expenses carefully. Annual updates to the HLC and additional financial reports
show institutional ratios “in the zone;” these have been significantly affected by increasing liabilities
for Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB). However, the Composite Financial Index
(CFI) reported for FY2020 represents a significant improvement, resulting from increased state
appropriation funding (after years of declines) combined with an effective and targeted approach to
reduce operational expenses.

In FY2020, Shepherd’s base legislative appropriation increased by 25%, to provide better state-wide
equity. FY2022 will result in a 1.5% decrease in the state appropriation ($190,000); however,
FY2021 surpluses are expected to entirely counteract that decrease. As Shepherd moves into a post-
COVID-19 environment, the University will prepare for all possible scenarios and respond quickly.

Shepherd's tuition and fees remain competitive when compared to other institutions in the state and
within the quad-state region.

Human Resources 

In conjunction with other divisions, the Office of Human Resources assists in monitoring and
evaluating the personnel needs of the University. Human Resources also monitors compliance with
federal and state equal opportunity and nondiscrimination laws and regulations, oversees evaluation
of staff (see 3.C.7), provides new staff orientation, facilitates staff training and development, ensures
employee handbooks are current and readily available, trains search committee members, and
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manages employee benefits.

As of Fall 2020, Shepherd employs 506 people, including 247 full- and part-time instructors and 259
non-teaching staff.  Approximately 57% of the instructional staff are full-time. Counts of casual,
temporary, and student employment positions vary, and typically exceed 300 within a fiscal year.
Outsourcing of the Bookstore and Dining Services (see 5.C.6) has reduced the total number of
employees in recent years.

Shepherd faculty and staff are hired through a well-defined and rigorous process, and are regularly
evaluated and provided with opportunities and resources for professional development (see 3.C.3,
3.C.7). All new instructional faculty submit documentation to begin their permanent personnel file;
this includes official verification of educational qualifications, official certification of additional
credits earned, and a personnel record. Employees are trained in Shepherd policies and procedures as
appropriate and necessary for their positions. For example, supervisors receive training in hiring
processes, leave management, performance management, and other areas, while employees of public-
facing offices receive customer service training and search committee members receive mandatory
training. Employees are encouraged to pursue professional development whenever possible. Shepherd
also encourages peer-to-peer training and education; topics have included how to better support
student-veterans, respond to an active-shooter situation, and practice self-care and mindfulness.

Staffing in the various areas of the institution is constantly evaluated and adjusted to optimize use of
staff resources while maintaining delivery of services. Faculty lines are evaluated by the
Provost/VPAA and Deans' Council (see 3.C.3); staff lines are evaluated by the Executive Leadership
Team. From 2016 through 2021, more than $1.1 million in salaries was eliminated, facilitating
creation of a limited number of new positions and offsetting some of the University’s diminished
revenues.

Faculty are evaluated annually through a multi-dimensional process assessing teaching, professional
development, and service (see 3.C.4). All Shepherd staff are evaluated annually on multiple
competencies, through self-evaluation and by the supervisor. The staff member and supervisor also
collaborate on setting SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound) goals and
evaluating progress toward those goals; goals may include specific work tasks, professional
development, or other objectives. Staff receiving low ratings in one or more competencies or goals
receive Performance Improvement Plans with specific objectives and timeframes, and must sustain
the resulting improvement over time.

Beginning in January 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic required swift action to ensure continued
delivery of instruction. The Campus Health Task Force was established to safeguard the health of the
community and, in March 2020, all courses for Spring 2020 were moved online. Areas worked
tirelessly to shift courses online, provide technology and other support for courses and students, care
for quarantined students, and keep the campus clean. The success of their efforts speaks not only to
the sufficiency and competency of Shepherd’s staffing, but to employee dedication to the Shepherd
community and the institution.

Physical and Technological Resources 

Facilities

Shepherd’s main campus covers 323 acres, bordered by the Potomac River on the east, and contains
five outdoor fields and forty-nine buildings:
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Eleven academic buildings (394,926 square feet)
Eight administrative buildings (86,950 square feet)
Eight historical buildings (15,720 square feet)
Fourteen residence halls (428,590 square feet)
Five athletic buildings (98,895 square feet)
Three auxiliary buildings (146,960 square feet)

The neighboring Tabler Farm includes 158 acres and four single-story buildings. The Martinsburg
Center utilizes 8,000 square feet of a two-story building in Martinsburg, WV, located eight miles
from the main campus.

The Physical Plant Manager supervises skilled technicians, groundskeepers, and custodial staff, and
works closely with the Executive Leadership Team on annual planning for capital projects and long-
range planning detailed in documents such as the institutional strategic plan, campus master plan,
and capital priorities lists. Project priorities are influenced by factors such as cost impact to utilities,
protection of building envelopes, improvements to life/safety, and needed support to programs that
advance the mission of the University. Facilities staff are appropriately licensed to oversee assigned
areas such as environmental health and safety, project management, and skilled trades.

Technology

Information Technology Services (ITS) supports campus use of information technology, overseeing
infrastructure, services and operations, project and initiative management, application creation and
programming, telephony, and affiliated audio/visual and additional technological needs. ITS’s
professional staff support the collective needs of faculty, students, and staff members at both the
Shepherdstown campus and the Martinsburg Center. A detailed list of policies and procedures can be
found on their webpages.

The range of IT services includes, but is not limited to: 

Administration, management, and quality control of Banner, the core Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system, and all affiliated, subsequent programming needs that pertain to
necessary data integrity, data views and/or sets, and affiliated queries/reports for Admissions,
Financial Aid, Registrar, and Finance via multiple tools and integrations. 
Administration, security, and quality control of infrastructural needs across two separate data
centers and managing all network access, along with email generation for all affiliated faculty,
students, and staff. 
Administration of variable cloud infrastructural services and applications.
Provision and administration of IT services and classroom technology support on campus and
in remote settings with remote accessibility.
Management of all telephony related needs on campus, including support for emergency
services (e.g. fire alarm notifications). 
Oversight of 31 computer labs across campus for student use.
Administration and control of Internet access, along with WiFi across campus via over 870
access points. 
Administration and control of all affiliated software utilized for distribution on campus,
including Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Cloud, IBM SPSS, Mathlab, Argos, and others. 
Administration and control of remote access into internal systems through a virtual presence
(VDI) leveraging Citrix for faculty, students, and staff, allowing full access to lab and
employee software within a virtual environment from off-campus locations. 
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Creation and administration of audio/visual live interactions, including seminars, athletic
events, and public-facing large gatherings (i.e. Commencements).

Investments in IT 

Shepherd has made considerable investments in cloud services. In 2017, all email was migrated into
the cloud with Microsoft, and the entire suite of Microsoft 365 products was made available to the
campus. In 2019, Shepherd became the first university in West Virginia to upgrade and migrate the
Banner 9 ERP to the cloud, enabling access to core administrative services. In FY2022, Shepherd
will be the first West Virginia university to migrate existing telephony services directly into the Cisco
WebEx cloud for voice over internet protocols (VoIP); this will include integrated communication
services including enhanced safety offerings and video conferencing technologies, and is likely to
reduce telecommunications expenditures by up to one-third.

Shepherd continues to enhance its WiFi infrastructure. There are over 870 wireless access points
within academic/administrative buildings, residence halls, and open spaces, as well as two dedicated
wireless platforms for registered students, faculty and staff, and a guest WiFi. Both are encrypted and
secured and provide speeds up to 1Gb, dependent upon location.

Shepherd also continues to invest in network infrastructure and security to ensure secure, reliable,
and redundant connectivity. Citrix, the virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), provides students,
faculty, and staff access to University software and resources via a secure cloud connection, enabling
remote learning and access. Citrix has been heavily leveraged to accommodate multiple student lab
experiences and teaching outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemic, and Shepherd continues to
invest in and upgrade this technology, with the latest upgrade deploying in 2021.

Shepherd has also introduced multiple audio/visual initiatives to meet the needs of the campus,
including live streaming, video conferencing, recording/editing/publishing campus events, and
promoting engagement.

In AY 2021-22, Shepherd will introduce several major technologies to enhance services for students.
Shepherd will be the first public university in West Virginia to deploy the cloud-based
D2L/Brightspace learning management system (LMS) with direct integration with the ERP and
affiliated publishers and services. Shepherd will also introduce a new cloud-based customer
relationship management (CRM) solution, TargetX, directly integrated with the ERP, providing for
more robust marketing to, communication with, and recruitment of prospective and existing students.
Additionally, Shepherd will work on implementation of Degree Works, a cloud-based, secured degree
auditing and tracking tool, to assist students with advising and degree pathway completion.

5.B.2. Shepherd’s mission, vision, core values, and planning documents reflect a comprehensive
understanding of the University’s function, resources, community, and opportunities. The goals
contained in these documents are similarly rooted in a realistic assessment of the University’s
position, and strive to realize institutional aspirations while acknowledging necessary constraints.

The Crossroads strategic plan (2009-2013) worked toward the vision of becoming a premier public
liberal arts university, and the Currents strategic plan (2014-2017) built upon the previous plan; the
Transforming Our Future strategic plan (2018-2022) reflects the University’s commitment toward
translating COPLAC principles into curricular outcomes. The strategic planning process includes
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implementation plans for each pathway, as well as an assessment plan and annual progress reports.
All planning documents such as the institutional strategic plan, master plan, and Compact (through
2018) are forwarded to the BoG for approval. Departments, programs and other units align their
goals and strategies with those of the University, ensuring the alignment of priorities with the
allocation of resources in concert with University strategic goals.

Tight linkages between the mission, vision, and core values, as well as the strategic plan, campus
master plan, and other planning documents ensure continuous feedback linking vision, planning, and
implementation.

The four main goals of the Transforming Our Future strategic plan operationalize the
University’s mission, vision, and core values, with specific strategies for achievement of the
University vision. These are built on and informed by results from previous strategic plans.
Strategic planning strategies and their goals are based on careful analysis of the University’s
environment and institutional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges over short
and long timeframes (see 5.A.2), and are designed to advance the University’s progress toward
achievement of its vision while remaining realistic.
Progress toward strategic plan goals is regularly assessed (see 5.C.6); assessment results
illuminate new and changing challenges, and inform adjustments to planning goals.
Unit and instructional planning similarly is built upon resource assessment and aspirational
goals, and continuous assessment provides up-to-date information on resources and
performance (see 4.B.1); goals are adjusted as necessary.
Processes, policies, and actions as evidenced in BoG, committee, and other procedural
documentation demonstrate that the University considers available resources (financial,
human, and otherwise) in deliberation and decision-making throughout planning and
implementation.

Implementation of strategic priorities in support of Shepherd's mission and vision requires funding.
As described in 5.A.2, peer groups are used to ensure funding levels are appropriate.  Enhancement
of student services remains a top priority; improving faculty and staff compensation is also
recognized as an important need. As noted in 5.C.4, Shepherd considers availability of instructional
and support resources when creating and modifying degree programs. Oversight by departmental,
college and institutional committees and the BoG (see processes in 2.C.3, 3.A.2., 4.A.4., and 5.B.3),
as well as by programmatic accreditors and the HLC, ensures thoughtful and optimal allocation of
available resources. In recent years, the BoG has made special exceptions to its budget-control
guidelines to allocate funding toward recruitment and enrollment initiatives. These initiatives not
only support institutional health through improved recruitment and retention, but allow the
University to better fulfill its stated goals.

Non-financial resources also influence planning. For instance, Shepherd’s location and community
provide excellent opportunities and resources for education and involvement. The University’s
proximity to two major metropolitan areas (see 1.A.4) provides many opportunities for experiential
learning, employment, and programming to broaden student professional and cultural knowledge,
experience, and engagement, as well as accomplished and knowledgeable professionals to provide
focused instruction in specific areas (such as applied music lessons and business classes). Community
members readily work with the University on initiatives small and large, such as the Dinner with
Strangers program, in which students meet and converse with professionals in their areas of focus.
As many community members have lived and worked in Washington D.C. and/or Baltimore, MD,
students are provided with access to world-class experience and expertise at minimal or no cost,
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while community members meet students and become more engaged with the University.

Despite many years of decreases in state support, the increasingly challenging higher-education
environment, and more recently the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, Shepherd continues to
provide a high-quality education at an affordable cost to its community while working to achieve its
goals. University successes are described throughout this document, and testify to the efficacy of
institutional planning and operations. Guided by its mission, vision, and core values, the University
has adapted to change while seeking out new opportunities.

5.B.3. Shepherd’s budgeting processes ensure closely monitored, cost-effective, and efficient
spending. Finance staff work in conjunction with enrollment forecasts from Enrollment Management
and input from other members of the Executive Leadership Team to arrive at targeted revenue
numbers on which to build the operations and capital budgets. This approach has proven to be an
effective method to improve operational results, including cash position.

During the academic year, budgeting priorities for the coming year are reviewed on a rolling basis by
the Executive Leadership Team as operational needs dictate, and the Budget Advisory Council
discusses changes to student fees. Proposed tuition and fees for the coming year are presented to the
Board of Governors for approval in February to allow for projected fee revenues to be considered in
the budgeting process. Final budget allocations are made once data-driven enrollment projections
(see 4.C) are available for the coming year, and the final budget is presented by the Vice President for
Finance and Administration to the Board of Governors (BoG) in the June prior to the fiscal year.

Requests for funding for new initiatives are reviewed at multiple levels before being brought forward
for consideration by the Executive Leadership Team. Shepherd considers the availability of academic
and support resources required when developing new degree programs. As noted in 2.C.3, new
program proposals are created by departments and then vetted at successively higher levels before
final approval by the BoG. Capital projects are prioritized by need, and then funding sources are
determined.

The budgeting process involves representation from all parts of campus. This assists in verifying
assumptions of the annual planning process, and provides for development of multiple scenarios
based on anticipated fluctuations in revenue. Extensive data on factors and phenomena affecting the
budget are collected, as described in 5.A.2.

Monitoring of institutional finances and expenditures is an ongoing process. All spending is
conducted by authorized unit buyers and monitored by unit budget managers; unit funds are
reallocated as needed to cover purchasing, and requests for funding to cover unanticipated needs,
such as equipment failure or reallocation of personnel duties, are considered as they arise. Each
month, Finance reviews institutional spending and payroll, and monitors and takes action to address
issues that may arise, such as changes to utilities spending. Before each quarterly BoG Finance
Committee meeting, Finance reviews unanticipated variances and prepares “budget to actual”
comparisons and proposed budget adjustments and actions, for review and approval by the
BoG. Dashboard presentations also help to keep the BoG abreast of long-term financial performance
and trends.

Continuous change to the higher education landscape necessitates careful monitoring of institutional
finances. Prior to the September 2019 BoG meeting, the Vice President for Finance expressed
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concerns to the BoG Finance Committee regarding multiple years of growing operating deficits due
to declining enrollment. The Finance Committee formed a Budget Task Force to review the issue;
spending reductions were identified and implemented. These expense reductions, combined with an
increase in state appropriations of $2.5 million, reduced the deficit from $5,992,718 (FY 2018) to
$622,582 (FY 2020).

5.B.4. As stated in the strategic plan, “Shepherd University must attain financial stability to provide
a world-class liberal arts education for the next generation of professional leaders and model citizens
and to serve as an educational resource for the community.” Given current trends in higher
education, and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, achieving financial stability while
maintaining instructional quality is Shepherd’s top priority.

Instruction, academic support services, student services, and financial aid remain a fiscal priority at a
combined percentage of over 50% of the FY2020 operating budget; inclusion of auxiliary services
expenses raises the percentage to roughly 68%. For FY2020, the following percentages and dollar
amounts represent actual expenses aligned with operation of the educational enterprise:

Operating Expenses FY20

Instruction $16,970,888 31.41%

Academic Support $3,166,065 5.86%

Student Services $3,484,570 6.45%

Student Financial Aid $3,885,378 7.19%

Auxiliary Enterprises $9,409,560 17.41%

Percentages of operating expenses for instruction, academic support, and student services have
changed little in the last five fiscal years. Expenditures for student financial aid have nearly doubled,
from 3.9% in FY2016 to 7.2% in FY2020; this has been offset by a decrease in auxiliary expenses,
from 21.9% in FY2016 to 17.4% in FY 2020. The outsourcing of both the Bookstore and Dining
Services has contributed to the decrease in auxiliary expense, as has COVID-19; however, those
effects have also resulted in a decrease in revenue from those sources.

Planning is key to optimizing resource allocation to remain viable, competitive, and successful.
Careful monitoring of revenues and expenses is necessary to maintain the quality of the educational
experience while providing a safe and healthy environment for students, faculty, and staff (see
5.B.3). Enrollment initiatives are actively pursued, with new marketing strategies and greater
geographic reach, to attract quality students that will succeed at Shepherd (see 5.C.4). Planned
reductions of operating expenses in areas such as energy costs, communication, and service contracts
(see 5.B.3) are successfully lowering institutional expenditures.

Increased pursuit of funding from external sources has proven successful. The Office of Sponsored
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Programs (see 5.C.5) works with faculty to obtain and manage grant awards, while University
Advancement (see 5.C.1) has had great success with comprehensive campaigns. Support for
development of research and economic development initiatives is provided by the Shepherd
Entrepreneurship and Research Corporation (SERC; see 5.C.5).

New capital projects are planned with an eye to efficient use of resources. Shepherd is pursuing the
revenue-producing East Campus Loop project (see 5.C.5) with a private developer, with the buildings
reverting to University ownership at the end of the lengthy ground-lease period. Additional deferred
maintenance of facilities will be addressed through Guaranteed Energy Savings Contracts (GESCs;
see 5.C.6).

The health, safety, and physical and mental well-being of students is of paramount priority, and has
assumed even greater importance during the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, the University
postponed debt service for Potomac Place (see 5.C.5) over much of FY21 in order to continue to
house students in single rooms. This reduced Shepherd’s ability to maximize rental revenue, but
preserved a safer living environment for students.

The University continues to be guided by its mission, vision, core values, and planning documents as
it moves forward. Despite current challenges, Shepherd continues to define and communicate its
identity, maintain and improve the student experience, encourage employee collaboration and
excellence, and protect and grow the campus and institutional infrastructure. While the higher
education environment remains uncertain, the University has demonstrated its willingness and ability
to be a good steward of its resources.

Sources
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5.C - Core Component 5.C

The institution engages in systematic and integrated planning and improvement.

1. The institution allocates its resources in alignment with its mission and priorities, including, as
applicable, its comprehensive research enterprise, associated institutes and affiliated centers.

2. The institution links its processes for assessment of student learning, evaluation of operations,
planning and budgeting.

3. The planning process encompasses the institution as a whole and considers the perspectives of
internal and external constituent groups.

4. The institution plans on the basis of a sound understanding of its current capacity, including
fluctuations in the institution’s sources of revenue and enrollment.

5. Institutional planning anticipates evolving external factors, such as technology advancements,
demographic shifts, globalization, the economy and state support.

6. The institution implements its plans to systematically improve its operations and student
outcomes.

Argument

Introduction

The quality, viability, and sustainability of Shepherd’s educational programs are maintained and
strengthened by the institution’s operations and planning processes, coupled with its commitment to
continuous improvement. Management, support, and oversight of fiscal, capital, and human
resources are shared by both academic and administrative units at the institution, including the Board
of Governors. Planning and budget processes are participatory, with input solicited at multiple levels.

5.C.1. Shepherd’s planning and budget processes are structured to align with the strategic plan (see
5.B.2, 5.B.3, 5.C.3). Academic and unit strategic plans are developed using the University strategic
plan and other documents as models as appropriate. Strategic plans dictate assessment goals used in
the formal assessment process (see 4.B.1), and academic program planning documents are a crucial
part of proposals for new programs (see 5.C.4) and the program review process (see 4.A.1). These
plans, along with budget projections from the Vice President of Finance/Administration, in
consultation with the President and the Executive Leadership Team, clearly outline financial
allocations for the coming year. Budget planning (see 5.B.3) is a deliberative process, aligning
funding with strategic priorities; involvement of individuals at multiple administrative levels allows
for University-wide input into the process, while simultaneously using the institutional mission and
strategic plan as a filter for request prioritization.

The Campus Master Plan also aligns the allocation of capital expenditures with mission and strategic
priorities through 2024 and beyond. For example, the second volume of the Master Plan defines
annual investments (capital allocations), use of state-funded bonded infrastructure, external
partnerships, and use of reserves for implementation of the plan, which includes not only new
structures, but also repurposing of traditional academic buildings.
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Major organizational initiatives, such as academic restructuring (see 5.C.6), the Shepherd
Entrepreneurship and Research Corporation (SERC; see 5.C.5), and the East Campus Loop project
(see 5.C.5) are planned and authorized based on relevance to the campus strategic plan and master
plan, financial feasibility, and projected benefits to the educational enterprise as well as to the
community, in service of the University mission. Community needs are also addressed in allocation
of financial and instructional resources toward new academic programs; new program proposals must
document those needs and the ways in which the proposed program would address them (see 5.C.4).

After University Advancement concluded the highly successful “Create the Future” comprehensive
campaign one year early and 30% over its campaign goal, the Transforming Our Future
Comprehensive Campaign entered its planning phase. Campaign goals and priorities align with
those in the Transforming Our Future strategic plan, and campaign initiatives directly benefit current
students and positively affect revenue potential by attracting future students. Planning included a
campus-wide needs assessment involving campus groups in support of selection of specific fund-
raising goals; specific challenges facing the University were also identified to be addressed by the
campaign in support of key strategic priorities. The five-year campaign launched its quiet phase in
September 2019, with an initial goal of $60 million, but was put on hold in April 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, to be restarted in July 2021 in time to coincide with the University’s 150th

anniversary celebration (see 4.A.6).

5.C.2. As described in 5.B.2, Shepherd fosters strong linkages between vision, planning, and
implementation processes. Planning, resource allocation, and operational and educational assessment
inform each other and ensure that the University progresses toward achievement of its goals.

Shepherd utilizes evidence as a basis for improvement, including institutional statewide metrics, as
well as national peer comparisons and IPEDS data (see 5.A.2). In recent years, Shepherd has
invested heavily in systems to integrate, share, and apply information on student outcomes and
institutional and operational performance. This investment allows for coordination of planning,
budgeting, and assessment of operations and student success.

Assessment of student learning and education operations is linked to the planning and budgeting
process via Academic Affairs. Indicators such as enrollment, faculty productivity, and student
achievement are provided through data from Institutional Research and other offices, and support
academic planning at all levels. All academic programs utilize these data and a rubric for evaluation
in the five-year program review cycle (see 4.A.1), as well as additional metrics as appropriate and
needed.

In non-academic areas, assessment of student learning and evaluation of operations are integrated
into the planning and budgeting processes (see 4.B); for example, the Wellness Center has recently
conducted a study on correlation of Center usage and academic success. Results of the regular unit
assessment cycle, and ongoing evaluation of activities and events, provide valuable feedback that
guides both planning and budgeting; initiatives are begun, adjusted, or discontinued, and resources
are reallocated based on proven need. Data from external initiatives such as the Great Colleges to
Work For Program and NSSE also inform planning and allocation (see 5.A.2). Examples of these
types of results are provided in 4.B.2 and 4.C.3.

The addition of discipline-specific professional advisors (see 3.D.3) is an example of planned
improvements implemented in response to demonstrated need based upon evaluation of operations.
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Initially, a single position in the College of Business was piloted to improve the quality of advising
while reducing faculty advising workloads. This was sufficiently successful to merit creation of a full-
time advisor position in the CoB, and extension of the initiative to include advisors for the College of
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, and the School of Nursing. Initial responses
from faculty in these areas indicate positive results for both faculty and students.

The strategic plan is always a primary consideration when prioritizing allocations. Nevertheless,
work continues on improvement of the day-to-day operational use of the strategic plan, through the
Strategic Plan Implementation Teams (see 5.C.6) and through ongoing assessment of unit-level
operations. Shepherd is working toward use of the strategic plan as a continual reference point in
budgeting and other University processes.

5.C.3. Through 2018, the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC)
implemented a statutory mandate for the maintenance of an Institutional Compact for Shepherd and
all public universities. The Compact contained five-year goals for benchmarks centered around three
focus areas (Access, Success, and Impact), as well as metrics for enrollment, retention and
graduation, and other indicators. Institutions worked with the WV-HEPC to define goals, and
provided annual updates to the WV-HEPC on progress toward those goals. The goals of the last
Compact document aligned well with the strategies in the Currents strategic plan (which was in
effect when the most recent Compact was written in 2014). The state discontinued the Compact
process in 2019; instead, the annual state reauthorization process provides for continued review of
institutional effectiveness. The WV-HEPC continues to work for improved and coordinated system-
wide planning. West Virginia institutions are encouraged to work toward the West Virginia
CLIMB goal of 60% of West Virginians with a certificate or degree by 2030.

Shepherd’s strategic planning process is thorough and collaborative. The Strategic Planning
Committee includes faculty, staff, students, and community members, ensuring comprehensive
representation from all stakeholder groups. Creation of the successor to the Currents strategic
plan began in the year before its conclusion, with analysis of the effectiveness and outcomes of the
Currents plan and evaluation of the current and projected higher education environment by focused
work groups. The resulting draft was presented to the campus community for feedback on three
occasions before final BoG approval in March 2018; implementation of the final Transforming Our
Future plan continues through the present, with continuous monitoring of progress toward plan
goals, as well as updating of strategic initiatives as appropriate (see 5.C.6).

Campus capital planning and projects are governed by the 2014 Campus Master Plan and the 2020
Campus Master Plan Update. Shepherd began the process of updating the campus master plan in
early 2013. This collaborative process focused on reprioritizing projects outlined in the 2014 Campus
Master Plan, and provided broad input from internal and external stakeholders about the future
vision and goals of the resulting update. Outcomes from this process included recommendations for
campus site improvements, capital projects, strategic financial planning for deferred maintenance,
and projected costs and timelines for projects. The financial impact of declines in enrollment (see
5.C.5) required realignment of plan goals to maintain existing facilities within these financial
constraints. For example, the substantial increases in student housing in the 2014 plan were
deprioritized in the 2020 update, in the face of reduced demand for student housing; other, more
urgent projects now have higher priorities.

Annual capital plans are presented to the Board of Governors once their financial feasibility and
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benefit to the University have been established. Prior to presentation, such plans are vetted by
stakeholder groups such as the Faculty Senate, the Budget Advisory Committee, the Executive
Leadership Team, and the Student Government Association. Often, advisory committees are formed
to research, assess, and make recommendations for specific projects.

Program advisory boards consist of internal and external stakeholders with expertise in the program
discipline and knowledge of the local area. They provide input and useful information for curricular
development and improvement, connect Shepherd to other area entities and resources, and help to
publicize the program and refer potential students.

Shepherd prides itself on its excellent relationship with the local community, and involves
community members in committees, initiatives, and decision-making whenever possible (see 5.A.1).
Initiatives such as mutual aid agreements between the Shepherd University Police Department and
local municipalities, community service projects, Relay for Life, and Shepherd representation on
local committees keep these bonds strong and active. The campus and community have provided
input for the East Campus Loop project (see 5.C.5), intended to repurpose idle property on East
Campus, and will be invited to engage further as the project progresses.

5.C.4. Planning processes at Shepherd involve the entire institution, and incorporate representatives
from all areas of the Shepherd community.

Numerous areas of the University provide information and/or projections to support institution-wide
planning.

Enrollment Management monitors enrollment and admissions data and provides enrollment
projections and plans for student recruitment and retention. The numbers and demographics of
Shepherd students inform budgeting and planning for all other areas of the University.
Finance provides current and projected financial information, which is reviewed by the Finance
Committee and Board of Governors quarterly (see 2.A.2). Revisions to the budget are
implemented should there be substantive changes in enrollment or other factors (see 5.A.2).
The Office of Sponsored Programs provides information on current and in-progress grants (see
5.C.5).
Human Resources distributes information on faculty and staff positions, as well as projected
costs for benefits and the impact of any state-based benefit reforms.
Campus Services tracks usage of and satisfaction with its services. In conjunction with the
2016 housing market study (see 5.A.2), deferred maintenance in campus buildings was
evaluated for renovation vs. construction analysis.
Academic Affairs provides general data on instructional activity and resources, and works with
individual departments to evaluate faculty resources, re-allotment of positions, and requests for
new positions based on the unit's planning document(s) and the program review process.

These data provide a holistic view of the University that allows for comprehensive planning processes
that balance the needs of its various parts as far as possible.

West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (WV-HEPC)

As described in 5.C.3, through 2018, the WV-HEPC worked with state public institutions to enable
system-wide planning through the Compact process, which was discontinued after 2018. Currently,
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both Shepherd and the WV-HEPC monitor Shepherd’s performance through regular data reporting,
the reauthorization process (see 5.C.3), and outcomes in the Higher Education Almanac. The
President, General Counsel, Provost/VPAA, and Assistant Provosts participate in Commission
meetings to pass on critical information regarding state funding and performance expectations to the
campus.

WV-HEPC Series 12 requires each higher education institution to file capital funding priorities with
the Commission annually, so as to identify to the Commission the capital projects that the University
seeks to pursue during the next two years as funds are available. The Commission may receive direct
appropriations from the legislature to fund capital priorities, or the Commission may receive
authorization to issue additional capital bonds. In either event, the University’s list is integrated with
lists from all other institutions by the Commission to establish statewide priorities for funding
projects. 

Development of New Programs

Shepherd is determined to avoid expansion of undergraduate and graduate programs beyond its
current capacity to deliver such offerings. Proposals for new programs and intent-to-plan
documentation require analysis of impact on current students, programs, and resources, which is
considered in the approval process. While WV-HEPC oversight of program creation is no longer
required, the University continues use of the previously established intent-to-plan model to ensure
thorough review of new proposals. Shepherd is conscious of its impact on community resources as
well; for example, the Nursing program admits a limited number of students (currently 60) at a time,
to avoid overloading its community partners with clinical placements.

In its response to Shepherd’s November 2019 Interim Report on Enrollment and Finances, the HLC
review team noted that “there are several positive trends in the financial status of the institution,”
including an improved CFI and “reasonable enrollment targets and resulting budget steps being put
in place.” Careful planning with resource limits and fluctuations in mind has helped the University to
weather difficult conditions in higher education.

5.C.5. The institutional planning process described throughout this assurance argument documents
Shepherd's work to anticipate emerging issues and trends both institutionally and on a broader
regional and national level. Current and emerging phenomena are closely monitored, and considered
in all aspects of planning.

Student Enrollment and Demographics

Many institutions have experienced declines in undergraduate degree-seeking enrollment in recent
years; Shepherd is no exception to this. However, enrollments in other demographics have increased
considerably. As the composition of the Shepherd student body changes, frequent monitoring of
enrollment changes informs institution-wide planning and provides vital information for budgeting
and revenue projections. Weekly enrollment reports are provided to the Executive Leadership Team
by Enrollment Management, and inform its decisions (see 4.C.2); the BoG also receives regular
enrollment reports, which inform its own decisions (see 2.C.5).

The demographics of Shepherd’s student body are ever-changing. Growth in enrollments of racial /
ethnic minority students, adult students, high school (dual enrollment) students, and in other
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demographics results in additional need for student support and services targeted to those
populations. Careful monitoring of these trends (see 5.A.1) ensures that all Shepherd students can
receive the instruction and support they need. Many of these support services are described in detail
in 1.C and 3.D, and are summarized below.

Minority and Disadvantaged Students

Shepherd has a wide array of support services and initiatives targeted toward students with academic
and other disadvantages (see 3.C.2). Supplemental academic support such as TRiO Student Support
Services (SSS), the Shepherd Success Academy (SSA), and other initiatives help students to succeed
at the college level. Multicultural Student Affairs (see 1.C.2) and the Office for Diversity and Equity
(see 1.C.3) provide services and support for minority and multicultural students, and for the campus
community at large.

International Students 

As noted in 3.D.1, International Shepherd has grown considerably since its establishment in 2014,
including the establishment of an ESL program for incoming international students. Shepherd is
well-equipped to recruit, enroll, and integrate its growing body of international students into its
community and operations.

Adult Students, Veterans, and Accessibility

Adult students have access to flexible course scheduling and delivery options, as well as extended
hours of operation for critical offices (see 1.C.2). Student-veterans have dedicated lounge space,
support services, and initiatives (see 3.D.1). Accessibility Services provides academic and housing
accommodations to students in need of them (see 3.D.1).

Dual Enrollment

Shepherd has a robust dual enrollment program, collaborating with public schools in Shepherd’s
home and contiguous counties in West Virginia as well as with numerous private schools in the
region. Courses are offered in the arts, humanities, natural and social sciences, and
business. Enrollment growth has been strong; both fall and spring enrollments have tripled since
2017. Statewide data show that Shepherd has one of the strongest conversion rates of students from
dual enrollment to undergraduate of public four-year-or-above institutions in the state.

Distance Education

Demographic changes such as decreasing numbers of traditional college-bound seniors and growth in
enrollments of adult and working students require flexibility in curricular offerings and scheduling.
As discussed in 1.C.2, Shepherd has expanded its online and distance offerings, to attract and retain
both its traditional student population and populations such as adult learners, working adults,
graduate students, and students unable to attend in-person classes. This effort has resulted in the
launch of three fully online undergraduate and graduate programs. These programs are in high-
impact areas such as business, education, and nursing, and will serve as models for the strategic
online expansion of other programs.

Movement of all instruction online in March 2020 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic required
rapid adjustment for the institution, including implementation of sufficient technological
infrastructure to support large amounts of online instruction (see 3.D.4, 5.B.1, and below), as well as
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training of faculty and staff in distance-learning pedagogy and use of this technology (see 3.A.3 and
3.C.5). This will serve the University well going forward to support the growth of online programs
and courses.

Classroom and Educational Technology

In addition to the investments in IT infrastructure and services noted in 5.B.1, Shepherd has invested
resources into training faculty and staff members in the use of technology in the classroom and the
workplace. Recently, competition among providers and the availability of cloud-based options has
driven down technology prices, allowing Shepherd to maximize its investments.

The dedicated Edutech Lab in the Scarborough Library allows for hands-on training from CTL staff
with equipment operation, instructional applications and other digital resources. Other classrooms
are equipped with computers, projectors, webcams, and other audio/video equipment as appropriate.
The University also maintains licenses and subscriptions for Zoom, Lynda.com, Adobe software,
Camtasia, and other software and services used for instruction (see 3.D.4). As described in
3.C.5, Focus on Student Learning events (FOSLs) assist faculty with enhancing the classroom
experience, and include Techshops covering use of instructional technology.

The National Science Foundation has awarded a one-year $99,999 planning grant to Shepherd
University to develop a feasibility assessment and comprehensive plan to determine the University’s
ability to connect with Internet2 to develop a cyberinfrastructure lab.

Development and External Funding

Shepherd, as a public institution, depends on state appropriations for support (see 1.B.2). These were
in decline for many years; between 2012 and 2017, for example, state appropriations declined by
nearly two million dollars, only beginning to recover in FY 2019. Thus, the institution has continued
to seek external funding in multiple venues.

As described in 5.B.4, University Advancement has achieved great success in fundraising, and is in
the early stages of the quiet phase of a new comprehensive campaign.

In December 2016, the Shepherd Entrepreneurship and Research Corporation (SERC) was
established as a non-profit corporation supporting the development of projects, partnerships, and
initiatives that will advance research and economic development initiatives for the University and the
region it serves (see 2.E.2). Since 2016, SERC has established new initiatives including the Center
for Regional Innovation, the FASTnER Lab, and the Bill and Bonnie Stubblefield Institute for Civil
Political Communications.

Shepherd's Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) provides faculty and staff with guidance and
assistance through every stage of the grants lifecycle, including prospecting, proposal development,
submission, negotiation, implementation, and closure. OSP monitors all campus activities related to
seeking or spending external funding to ensure fiscal responsibility and compliance with all federal,
state and institutional policies, and offers skills training, collaboration-building, and publicity
opportunities to nurture and sustain a culture of successful, varied and well supported grantsmanship.
The OSP manages an active award portfolio of almost $7 million, with an annual projected revenue
of over $2.5 million.

The policies and procedures for grant applications and management in the Faculty Handbook were
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revised in 2017-18. In academic year 2019-20, Shepherd faculty and staff secured over $2,000,000 in
research grants and contracts. Active grants awarded as of April 2021 total $2,549,457, with pending
proposals totaling $4,261,150. Recent grants for the 2020-2021 academic year include a $1.2 million
renewal of the TRiO Student Support Services grant, a $470,000 grant for photobiomodulation
training for the School of Nursing, and a $325,000 grant for the Social Work program to provide
foster care and adoption training. Further information regarding the culture of grantsmanship is also
included in planning documents such as the Currents and Transforming Our Future strategic plans.

Development of New Programs and Facilities

Curricula

Curricular planning necessarily takes into account both current programs and programs created in
response to demonstrated need; curricular proposals (see 5.C.4) must account for both demonstrated
need and current and projected changes in the educational environment. Priorities for planning of
new programs and curricula include:

Developing new areas of study that will attract new student populations, particularly adult
learners and/or transfer students.
Fostering development of continued partnerships between Shepherd and two-year institutions
within the state and region.
Finding ways to re-package current courses and curricula to meet interdisciplinary demands in
new employment areas, while focusing on stewardship of resources.
Providing opportunities for flexible paths of study, offering a more individualized approach to
undergraduate education.

The last point is particularly vital, as many employment opportunities require students to have a
variety of skills for the evolving job market and the changing nature of work in a post-pandemic
world.

East Campus Loop

The East Campus Loop project is designed to repurpose property on East Campus currently
containing the Dining Hall and older residence halls left unused / underused due to age and declines
in enrollment. Existing buildings will be renovated or demolished and replaced with housing, office
space, hospitality, and multi-purpose spaces; a new gateway to the campus will ease access to the site.
Additional opportunities will become available as well, such as on-campus internships for students in
the hospitality facilities. Shepherd will no longer pay to maintain these facilities, and will share in
the revenues from the new buildings and their enterprises.

Potomac Place

In response to a need for additional, updated on-campus housing attractive to more mature students,
Shepherd’s newest residence hall, Potomac Place, was built on West Campus in 2016-2017. It
provides modern, apartment-style living with on-site food service, laundry, and lounge facilities for
298 residents. Student surveys indicated that the East Campus residence halls built in the late 1950s
and early 1960s no longer attracted students, and actively hampered recruitment. The University
partnered with the Shepherd University Foundation for the project. The construction budget was
largely driven by anticipated rental rates based on market projections; the current budget is driven by
the established Pro Forma for the project. Once 40-year financing from the U.S. Department of
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Agriculture Rural Development Office is paid off, the University will own the building fully.
Potomac Place opened to students for Fall 2018, and filled up immediately.

5.C.6. Shepherd places particular attention on implementation of plans resulting from careful
deliberation and consideration, in order to achieve its goals.

Shepherd’s strategic plan is operationalized and assessed by the Strategic Plan Implementation
Teams, composed of individuals from various areas of campus. Progress toward goal completion is
tracked regularly, and each strategic goal is assessed annually by the teams and the Strategic
Planning Committee to gauge outcomes related to activities that support strategic priorities. Strategic
plans are also continuously evaluated for improvement, as demonstrated by the addition of diversity-
related goals to the Transforming Our Future plan in November 2020.

Academic Restructuring

In summer 2017, the Academic Restructuring Committee was formed to review and recommend
improvements to the current academic administrative model. Over the next year, draft models were
created and presented to the campus, and the final proposed model was approved by the BoG in
February 2019 and implemented in Fall 2019. The new structure is designed to provide significant
savings over the previous structure, better allocation of resources, and new organizational, curricular,
and philanthropic opportunities.

Academic Inventory

The academic program review process (see 4.A.1) evaluates program viability; occasionally, the
decision is made to close a program. Recently, the Family and Consumer Sciences baccalaureate
program, and its related Education endorsement field, was discontinued to redirect resources to the
new Bachelor of Science in Nutrition, and the Early Education baccalaureate was discontinued in
recognition of student preference for an Elementary Education degree with an Early Education
teaching endorsement. In such cases, the decision to close is made only after appropriate deliberation
and analysis, and program closure is effected with as little impact on students in the program as
possible.

Student Processes

In past years, students often had to obtain multiple signatures to complete simple processes such as
withdrawing from a class or having classes added back to their schedules, a process known as the
"Shepherd Shuffle." Simplification of the payment process, reduction of the number of drop dates for
nonpayment, and allowing staff in the Advising Assistance Center to sign off on certain forms have
eased these processes, augmented by conversion of many forms to electronic formats.

The National Survey of Student Engagement (in 2019) indicates that there is still work to be done in
this area. While freshmen are happier with their interactions with administrative staff and offices
outside of the classroom and student services when compared to other public and COPLAC
institutions, seniors are less content with their interactions with student services staff. Some of this
discontent may be due to procedural issues; this provides additional impetus for the University to
address and solve these issues.

Student Success
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Changes in staff and responsibilities, along with implementation of new retention software, have led
to a closer examination of how the institution handles retention efforts for students. As described in
4.C.3, the Retention Interventions Team (RIT), designed to provide support to all students on
campus, was found to be no longer feasible and difficult to assess, and was discontinued in favor of
newer, improved programs. Current programs (see 3.D.2) are continuously assessed and improved
(see 4.C.3), remaining responsive to changes in student demographics and needs. Shepherd continues
to utilize and expand on the use of Beacon and RamPulse, thereby tracking academic performance
and student engagement (see 4.C.3 and 3.D.4.)

Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources (HR) has developed a diversity recruitment resource list and updated
required search committee training, in support of diverse applicant pools (see 3.C.1). Revisions to the
performance management program support merit pay options and improve accountability.
Supervisors are trained in coaching and feedback to promote employee success.

The COVID-19 pandemic necessitated new policies and safety protocols. HR developed rules for face
coverings, social distancing, safety standards, work shifts, building signage, personal hygiene, travel,
testing, and health monitoring, and implemented remote completion of new hire paperwork, virtual
orientation, and practices to limit face-to-face meetings. In June 2020 HR created protocols for
resumption of on-site work, including expectations, guidelines, and educational content.

As Shepherd continues to evaluate the role of telework in University operations, the ability of faculty
and staff to serve and support students remains a priority. A new remote work policy outlines
conditions and protocols for teleworking.

Facilities

Facilities works closely with Campus Services, Student Affairs, and Academic Affairs to best
understand opportunities for and roadblocks to optimal student outcomes. This input is used to find
ways to achieve those outcomes with current institutional resources. For example, Facilities evaluates
the extent to which upgraded building mechanical equipment can improve internal environments and
reduce energy costs. Assessment of the potential cost of boiler and HVAC updates to Snyder Hall
drove the decision to seek a WV-HEPC energy loan to update outdated equipment, once projections
indicated that annual savings would be greater than debt service on the loan. Internal trades
personnel have been tasked with repairs and maintenance within their areas of expertise, and
duplicative services have been terminated.

An assessment of campus facilities performed by a Guaranteed Energy Savings Contractor has
resulted in a contract (pending approval) for improvement of critical building systems using HEPC
zero-percent financing to supplement a capital lease. The contractor guarantees that the energy
savings will offset debt service annually, and is responsible for any shortfall. This should produce
significant net savings through warranties and lower maintenance expenses, and result in safer and
more energy-efficient facilities.

Shepherd’s physical plant is maintained and improved with environmental sustainability in mind.
Many buildings on campus have collection sites for recycling paper, plastic, and glass. Other notable
projects in the last several years include: 

LEED Certification: The Center for Contemporary Arts Phase II is the first building on
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campus to become LEED certified. CCA II has been designated LEED Silver by the U.S. Green
Building Council, and is one of the few college campus buildings in WV to achieve
certification. 
Sustainability Site: This field laboratory is dedicated to demonstrating a variety of green
energy technologies to students and the community. The field laboratory is completely powered
through emissions-free green power and boasts a 3.2 KW solar photovoltaic system, a 1.8 KW
wind turbine, a sustainable aquaponics system, raised beds for organic agriculture, a 50 gallon
biodiesel processor, a 576 square foot solar greenhouse, electric car charging stations, and an
“off-grid” classroom. 

Auxiliaries

Auxiliary units, including the Student Center, Wellness Center, dining facilities, and residence halls,
generate net revenue and are an area of potential revenue growth for the institution. Management of
the University Bookstore was outsourced to Follett in 2017. This partnership resulted in a renovated
space as well as a more robust rental program and digital offerings. Dining Services has also
partnered with Chartwells (2018), and currently with Aramark. Surveys are requested, compiled, and
evaluated to gauge satisfaction and effectiveness.

Student feedback provided by the Fall 2018 Dining Services market study led to consolidation of all-
you-care-to-eat dining into the Student Center, improvements to meal plans, and a change of
contractors in Summer 2020 (see above). A study of the Bookstore’s drastically reduced market share
indicated that students were purchasing textbooks elsewhere, or not purchasing them at all, due to
cost; now, an inclusive access program identifies high enrollment classes for which the Bookstore
can negotiate substantially reduced prices, typically below those available through online markets.
This program was launched with a messaging campaign by both the Bookstore and the University,
and has resulted in significant savings for students.

Technology 

Shepherd participates in partnerships and programs that allow for efficiency in cost and resources
for technology equipment and services. These include:

Dell: direct purchases of computers (computers, laptops, monitors, etc.).
Apple: direct purchases of computers and affiliated products (MacBooks, iMacs, iPads, etc.).
CDW: network infrastructure, software, and affiliated technological products; several
products are grouped across multiple vendors (servers, storage devices, licensing, etc.).
CoreBTS: network infrastructure, resource support, and affiliated technological products;
several products are grouped across multiple vendors (switches, servers, telephony, licensing,
consulting, resource, training, etc.).
Daly Computers: security network infrastructure and wireless access point products; several
products are grouped across multiple vendors (firewalls, access points, licensing, audio/visual,
consulting, resource, etc.).

Travel

Like many institutions, Shepherd incorporates travel expenses into unit budgets. In order to
maximize resources, strict regulations govern approvals for travel, the reimbursement process, the
use of contractual vendors for booking travel and rental cars, and use of the corporate purchasing
card and fuel card.
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Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, in-state and out-of-state travel was entirely halted, with only
minimal exceptions as approved by the President and executive leadership. The resulting temporary
savings helped to offset the reduction in auxiliary operations, including housing, dining and the
Wellness Center. As the COVID-19 pandemic subsides, it is anticipated that those auxiliary
operations will resume and produce similar revenues and that travel for both employees and non-
employees (i.e., students) may resume, as well.
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5.S - Criterion 5 - Summary

The institution’s resources, structures, processes and planning are sufficient to fulfill its mission,
improve the quality of its educational offerings, and respond to future challenges and opportunities.

Summary

Shepherd effectively and efficiently uses its resources to fulfill the institutional mission, and to
improve the quality of the education it provides.

Financial information is shared regularly with University administration and the Board of Governors
(BoG). Financial documents are transparent and made public on the web pages of the BoG and the
Office of Finance. Budgeting is handled via an inclusive and data-driven process, using projections of
enrollment and revenues as well as anticipated expenses, with the student educational experience as
the top priority.

While resources continue to be limited, careful attention to potential cost savings, combined with an
increase in Shepherd’s state appropriation, thoughtful analysis of data, and resourceful pursuit of
additional revenues, have resulted in improvements to the University’s financial position in recent
years. As a result, Shepherd continues to be well positioned to address current and future challenges
and opportunities, and to make effective decisions on investment of resources to support the
institutional mission.

Planning, budgeting, assessment of learning, and evaluation of operations are linked via University
planning processes and documents, and include wide-ranging participation from internal and
external constituent groups. Planning processes strive to manage existing financial resources
effectively, while working to develop new campus-based and external revenues. Goals remain
realistic in the face of resource limitations, while still allowing for ambition and growth. Planning
documents and processes are transparent and inclusive, and aid in supporting and sustaining
educational programs, while at the same time monitoring quality and effectiveness; planned
improvements are implemented and adjusted as needed. This will ensure that the institution can
achieve its long-term strategic vision to become a premier public liberal arts university that
successfully supports student learning.

Sources

There are no sources.
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Institutional Response to COVID-19: Planning and Process 
Changes 

Effective September 1, 2021–August 31, 2022 

Institution: Shepherd University City, State: Shepherdstown, WV 

Name of person completing this form: Holly Morgan Frye on behalf of Campus Health Task Force 

Title: VP, Student Affairs Phone: 304/876-5030 Email: hfrye@shepherd.edu 

Date Submitted: 10/11/2021 

Please complete the following questions based on the institution’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The prompts below are intended to help institutions articulate to peer review teams adaptations made in 
response to COVID-19. Understandably, some prompts may not be relevant to all institutions; in such 
cases, simply indicate so. By focusing institutional adaptations in this form, institutions can provide 
information to peer review teams about how they are handling the pandemic, while retaining the 
Assurance Argument’s traditional focus on long-term, non-pandemic operations. The COVID-19 
Institutional Response should not exceed 12 pages. Upload the form in the Forms tab of the Assurance 
System prior to the institution’s lock date. 

 
Questions 

Criterion 1. Mission. Please answer the following questions describing any changes the institution 
implemented related to Criterion 1.   

 What, if any, program changes did the institution implement (e.g., program hiatus, closure, 
launch) during the 2020–21 academic year? What is the status of those changes for the 2021–22 
academic year? How do these service changes align with the institution’s mission? 

Academic Affairs implemented no academic program changes related to COVID-19 during the 
2020-2021 academic year. Athletic competition was suspended by the Pennsylvania State Athletic 
Conference (PSAC) for Fall 2020-Spring 2021, with individual institutions given autonomy to 
participate in a limited number of competitions; Spring 2021 competition was completed, with a 
slightly reduced schedule. Fall and winter sports are expected to resume for 2021-22, to serve 
both student-athletes and the University community in alignment with the institutional mission.

 How has the institution maintained its commitment to the public good during the pandemic? What 
impact did the pandemic have on its civic engagement/community-based work? 
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Shepherd developed preparedness, response, and recovery plans in coordination with our local 
health department, the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources, and the West 
Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission.  Testing and vaccinations were offered by our staff 
to reduce the burden upon the local health department. Vaccinations were made available to the 
local community while supplies lasted, after students and staff were inoculated. Transparency was 
maintained by provision of relevant data on our website dashboard, and inclusion of the local 
mayor on the Campus Health Task Force. Students were able to continue some service events 
including virtual fundraising for the American Cancer Society.

 Has the institution adjusted its recruitment, enrollment, and support strategies to serve 
traditionally underserved students? If so, how? 

Barriers to admission faced by applicants were reduced.  With the closing of and restriction of 
access to ACT/SAT sites, ACT/SAT scores were not required for the admission application, 
consistent with State of West Virginia guidance.  Except for the West Virginia Promise Scholarship, 
ACT/SAT scores were waived for merit scholarships.  Application fees were waived and, for the 
first time, transfer applicants received merit scholarships.  Recruitment strategies were adjusted 
as well. Admissions staff, with campus support, provided prospective students with virtual and in-
person admission activities including Open House and Accepted Student Day events, tours, and 
other information sessions.  Admissions enhanced communications with additional phone calls 
and emails, and mailed printed materials to students throughout the admission process. 

Criterion 2. Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct. Please answer the following questions 
describing how the institution maintained integrity, as outlined in Criterion 2, as it implemented changes 
to regular campus practices during this period.   

 Has the institution altered any existing policies or procedures (e.g., admissions, grading, 
registration, etc.) in response to the pandemic? If so, please describe them. Will these changes 
remain in effect, or will they revert to the original policy after the pandemic has subsided? 

Academic Affairs made no policy changes during the pandemic.  Forms were converted to PDF or 
other online versions to accommodate social distancing and increases in online courses.  These 
forms will be maintained as options for students. Communications between Student Affairs and 
Academic Affairs were implemented to provide verification of student absences related to COVID.

 Has the institution made changes to any contractual agreements during the pandemic that have a 
bearing on educational activities? If so, please describe them.   

In Summer 2020, student residential housing agreements were modified in several ways to 
address pandemic conditions anticipated for 2020-21.  All rooms were single-occupancy in Fall 
2020 and Spring 2021, to enhance safety and allow for student quarantine as needed.   Students 
requesting to room together completed a special waiver/assumption of risk form.  Single-
occupancy created excess demand for housing, beyond available bed-count.  Shepherd contracted 
with a local hotel to house several dozen students during Fall 2020; those students received a 
customized addendum to the housing agreement.  The hotel was not needed after Fall 2020. 
 
Nursing students were not able to complete field experiences in the second half of Spring 
2020.  Nursing faculty did not feel that alternative clinical experiences could be provided 
digitally.  Nursing arranged optional opportunities for clinical experiences in June 2020 for these 
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students; students could also delay continuation of Spring 2020 work to the middle of Fall 
2020.  Students opting for clinical activities in June 2020 executed a waiver / assumption of risk 
agreement. 

 

Shepherd moved to a fee (cost-plus) based foodservice contract to better serve students. More 
“inclusive access” (discounted course materials directly charged to students) and e-text course 
materials have been added to reduce costs to students and improve flexibility of delivery. 
Compliance with University COVID protocols was mandated for all service providers, vendors, and 
lessees on campus, including congruent COVID related processes for Morgan Academy, a college 
preparatory high school academy located on campus. Summer conference attendees in June 2021 
were in single rooms, and were asked to comply with campus protocols and ensure testing and/or 
vaccinations before arrival to campus, as well as to maintain procedures to move students off 
campus if they test positive for COVID. 

 How did the institution communicate with students, staff and other stakeholders about any 
relevant operational changes during the pandemic? 

Email: On February 3, 2020, the Health Center director distributed CDC guidelines for COVID-19 
prevention. From that date forward, all institutional emails related to the pandemic were posted 
on the COVID-19 Webpage by constituent type:  

 Students: https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/students  

 Faculty: https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/faculty 

 Employees: https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/employees  

 Community: https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/community 
 

Red Web Banner: During emergency situations, emergency information links appear in a red 
banner at the top of each web page. Throughout the pandemic, the banner has linked to the 
dedicated COVID-19 webpage as well as to the Daily Health Form required for all employees, 
students, and visitors coming to campus. 
 
Dedicated COVID-19 Webpage: Shepherd’s main source for all pandemic information is a 
dedicated COVID-19 webpage (https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19). Information categories for 
2020-2021 (https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/archive-2020-2021) included:  

 COVID-19 Dashboard, with vaccination numbers, testing results, and cases for Spring 2021 

 Daily Health Form 

 Semester information for Fall 2020 and Spring 2021  

 COVID-19 testing locations (prior to random required testing of students and employees)   

 Relevant Health Links to external information sites including the CDC  

 Shepherd’s Health Center  

 A link to the sign-up page for RAVE, Shepherd’s emergency text message system 
 
Press Releases:  

 Spring semester courses to finish by distance learning, 18 March 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/spring-semester-courses-to-finish-by-distance-learning/ 

https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/students
https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/faculty
https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/employees
https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/community
https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19
https://www.shepherd.edu/covid-19/archive-2020-2021
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/spring-semester-courses-to-finish-by-distance-learning/
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 School of Music cancels all spring concerts, 19 March 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/school-of-music-cancels-all-spring-concerts/ 

 Changes to May 9 commencement announced, 26 March 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/changes-to-may-9-commencement-announced/ 

 FASTEnER lab to make protective face shields for first responders, medical providers, 26 
March 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-to-make-protective-face-
shields-for-first-responders-medical-providers/ 

 FASTEnER lab continues 3D printing protective face shields, adds N95 mask production, 2 
April 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-continues-3d-printing-protective-
face-shields-adds-n95-mask-production/ 

 147th Commencement ceremonies rescheduled to October 29 and 30, 8 April 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/147th-commencement-ceremonies-rescheduled-to-
october-29-and-30/ 

 Summer classes moved online, 10 April 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/summer-
classes-moved-online/ 

 Undergraduate Research and Creative Projects Exhibition available online, 15 April 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/undergraduate-research-and-creative-projects-exhibition-
available-online/ 

 Student leaders honored in virtual Student Recognition Day, 21 April 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/student-leaders-honored-in-virtual-student-recognition-
day/ 

 Kay Dartt, Chase Molden create copyrighted N95 mask design that exceeds national 
standards, 22 April 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/kay-dartt-chase-molden-create-
copyrighted-n95-mask-design-that-exceeds-national-standards/ 

 Students inducted as McMurran Scholars in virtual ceremony, 24 April 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/students-inducted-as-mcmurran-scholars-in-virtual-
ceremony/ 

 Class of 2020 honored with online Celebration of Graduates, 9 May 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/class-of-2020-honored-with-online-celebration-of-
graduates/ 

 $10K raised in COVID-19 relief funding, 11 May 2020, https://www.shepherd.edu/news/10k-
raised-in-covid-19-relief-funding/ 

 President Hendrix addresses staff council about reopening Shepherd, avoiding layoffs, 12 
May 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/president-hendrix-addresses-staff-council-
about-reopening-shepherd-avoiding-layoffs/ 

 FASTEnER Lab works with Shepherdstown Fire Department to design ambulance protective 
canopy, 20 May 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-works-with-
shepherdstown-fire-department-to-design-ambulance-protective-canopy/ 

 Scarborough Library offers pick-up by appointment, 19 June 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/scarborough-library-offers-pick-up-by-appointment/ 

 Shepherd distributes CARES Act grants to students, 26 June 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-distributes-cares-act-grants-to-students/ 

https://www.shepherd.edu/news/school-of-music-cancels-all-spring-concerts/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/changes-to-may-9-commencement-announced/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-to-make-protective-face-shields-for-first-responders-medical-providers/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-to-make-protective-face-shields-for-first-responders-medical-providers/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-continues-3d-printing-protective-face-shields-adds-n95-mask-production/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-continues-3d-printing-protective-face-shields-adds-n95-mask-production/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/147th-commencement-ceremonies-rescheduled-to-october-29-and-30/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/147th-commencement-ceremonies-rescheduled-to-october-29-and-30/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/summer-classes-moved-online/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/summer-classes-moved-online/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/undergraduate-research-and-creative-projects-exhibition-available-online/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/undergraduate-research-and-creative-projects-exhibition-available-online/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/student-leaders-honored-in-virtual-student-recognition-day/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/student-leaders-honored-in-virtual-student-recognition-day/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/kay-dartt-chase-molden-create-copyrighted-n95-mask-design-that-exceeds-national-standards/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/kay-dartt-chase-molden-create-copyrighted-n95-mask-design-that-exceeds-national-standards/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/students-inducted-as-mcmurran-scholars-in-virtual-ceremony/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/students-inducted-as-mcmurran-scholars-in-virtual-ceremony/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/class-of-2020-honored-with-online-celebration-of-graduates/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/class-of-2020-honored-with-online-celebration-of-graduates/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/10k-raised-in-covid-19-relief-funding/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/10k-raised-in-covid-19-relief-funding/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/president-hendrix-addresses-staff-council-about-reopening-shepherd-avoiding-layoffs/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/president-hendrix-addresses-staff-council-about-reopening-shepherd-avoiding-layoffs/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-works-with-shepherdstown-fire-department-to-design-ambulance-protective-canopy/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-works-with-shepherdstown-fire-department-to-design-ambulance-protective-canopy/
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 In-person classes planned for fall semester, 8 July 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/in-person-classes-planned-for-fall-semester/ 

 Cooperative Education Program thrives despite changes due to COVID-19, 15 July 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/cooperative-education-program-thrives-despite-changes-
due-to-covid-19/ 

 Dr. Christy Wenger receives $110K CARES Act Cultural Organizations grant, 28 July 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dr-christy-wenger-receives-110k-cares-act-cultural-
organizations-grant/ 

 Mandatory COVID testing scheduled August 15-19, student move-in planned August 16-23, 
11 August 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/mandatory-covid-testing-scheduled-
august-15-19-student-move-in-planned-august-16-23/ 

 Planned October commencement postponed due to COVID-19, 18 August 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/planned-october-commencement-postponed-due-to-
covid-19/ 

 Shepherd announces results of mandatory COVID-19 testing of students, employees, 25 
August 2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-announces-results-of-mandatory-
covid-19-testing-of-students-employees/ 

 FASTEnER lab wraps up PPE production, 17 September 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-wraps-up-ppe-production/ 

 Sandy, Alexander receive $5K grant to continue COVID-19 oral history project, 3 November 
2020: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/sandy-alexander-receive-5k-grant-to-continue-
covid-19-oral-history-project/ 

 Shepherd temporarily closing Wellness Center, suspending team practices; on-campus 
instruction to continue as planned, 6 November 2020, 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-temporarily-closing-wellness-center-
suspending-team-practices-on-campus-instruction-to-continue-as-planned/ 

 Dinner with Strangers goes virtual during meeting with NCTC director, 20 November 2020: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dinner-with-strangers-goes-virtual-during-meeting-with-
nctc-director/ 

 Shepherd’s spring semester to begin January 19, 14 January 2021: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherds-spring-semester-to-begin-january-19/ 

 Admissions adjusts application process for high school students to accommodate COVID-19 
issues, 20 January 2021: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/admissions-adjusts-application-
process-for-high-school-students-to-accommodate-covid-19-issues/ 

 148th Commencement to feature in-person, socially distanced events May 8, 25 February 
2021: https://www.shepherd.edu/news/148th-commencement-to-feature-in-person-
socially-distanced-events-may-8/ 

 Shepherd’s ram mascot to Zoom with new students on March 6, 4 March 2021: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherds-ram-mascot-to-zoom-with-new-students-
march-6/ 

 All Shepherd students now eligible for COVID-19 vaccine, 1 April 2021: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/all-students-eligible-for-covid-19-vaccine/ 

https://www.shepherd.edu/news/in-person-classes-planned-for-fall-semester/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/cooperative-education-program-thrives-despite-changes-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/cooperative-education-program-thrives-despite-changes-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dr-christy-wenger-receives-110k-cares-act-cultural-organizations-grant/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dr-christy-wenger-receives-110k-cares-act-cultural-organizations-grant/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/mandatory-covid-testing-scheduled-august-15-19-student-move-in-planned-august-16-23/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/mandatory-covid-testing-scheduled-august-15-19-student-move-in-planned-august-16-23/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/planned-october-commencement-postponed-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/planned-october-commencement-postponed-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-announces-results-of-mandatory-covid-19-testing-of-students-employees/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-announces-results-of-mandatory-covid-19-testing-of-students-employees/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/fastener-lab-wraps-up-ppe-production/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/sandy-alexander-receive-5k-grant-to-continue-covid-19-oral-history-project/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/sandy-alexander-receive-5k-grant-to-continue-covid-19-oral-history-project/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-temporarily-closing-wellness-center-suspending-team-practices-on-campus-instruction-to-continue-as-planned/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherd-temporarily-closing-wellness-center-suspending-team-practices-on-campus-instruction-to-continue-as-planned/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dinner-with-strangers-goes-virtual-during-meeting-with-nctc-director/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/dinner-with-strangers-goes-virtual-during-meeting-with-nctc-director/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherds-spring-semester-to-begin-january-19/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/admissions-adjusts-application-process-for-high-school-students-to-accommodate-covid-19-issues/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/admissions-adjusts-application-process-for-high-school-students-to-accommodate-covid-19-issues/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/148th-commencement-to-feature-in-person-socially-distanced-events-may-8/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/148th-commencement-to-feature-in-person-socially-distanced-events-may-8/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherds-ram-mascot-to-zoom-with-new-students-march-6/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/shepherds-ram-mascot-to-zoom-with-new-students-march-6/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/all-students-eligible-for-covid-19-vaccine/
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 Nursing students help with COVID-19 vaccine clinics, 3 May 2021: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/nursing-students-help-with-covid-19-vaccine-clinics/ 

 University preparing to fully open in fall semester, 1 July 2021: 
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/university-preparing-to-fully-open-in-fall-semester/ 

 
Social Media: Shepherd communicated about instructional changes, mandatory testing, virtual 
commencement in 2020, socially distanced and masked commencement in 2021, and free 
vaccines for students via its social media platforms, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, which also 
served as drivers to the COVID-19 webpage. 
Signage: University Communications and the Campus Health Task Force created directional and 
health-related signs across campus with information about elevator capacity, social distancing 
marks, directional signage for stairs, and mask requirements. 
RAVE Alert System: Shepherd’s emergency text messaging system was readied for potential 
pandemic use with a test on April 8, 2020. RAVE was linked on the COVID-19 webpage to 
encourage employee and student sign-ups for emergency communications from the University. 

 How has the institution’s board been involved in monitoring potential disruptions to the 
institution’s enrollment or financial stability? 

The Board of Governors (BoG) maintained regular meetings throughout the pandemic via Zoom 
virtual meeting technology while complying with public meeting requirements.   
 
The BoG Finance Committee meets two days prior to each BoG meeting.  At these meetings, 
pandemic-related funding, such as CARES grants, is discussed and utilization of those funds is 
disclosed.  Anticipated reimbursement from the Governor’s Office did not materialize.  However, 
CARES funding was used to replenish funds expended for COVID-related needs.  The FY2021 
budget was adjusted for anticipated COVID impact upon housing and dining, and for CARES 
funding. Meeting information is presented by the Chair and VP for Finance at meetings of the full 
Board. 
 
The April 2020 Finance Committee meeting included thorough discussions of CARES Act funding 
and utilization, proportional refunds of student auxiliary fees, enrollment/revenue projection 
updates, and impact of new federal employee-leave requirements; these were reviewed with the 
full Board two days later.  Updated discussions of these factors have been part of each subsequent 
Board meeting and Finance Committee meeting.  In months without BoG meetings, the President 
generally provides a written update to Board members including any applicable updates.   

Criterion 3. Teaching and Learning: Quality, Resources and Support. Please answer the following 
questions and describe the institution’s ability to provide quality education, teaching and academic 
support services during this period. 

 Which delivery modalities did the institution employ during the 2020-21 academic year? Check all 
that apply.   

o On-site classroom teaching, with social-distancing measures within the classroom 

https://www.shepherd.edu/news/nursing-students-help-with-covid-19-vaccine-clinics/
https://www.shepherd.edu/news/university-preparing-to-fully-open-in-fall-semester/
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  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o On-site classroom teaching, with fewer students in larger classrooms 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Hybrid models, with some learning in a classroom and some learning online 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o 50% models, with one-half of students in the classroom and one-half present by video 
conference for each session 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Synchronous classes, offered online for all students during the regularly scheduled class 
time 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Fully online classes, offered using an LMS integrated with regular student/teacher contact 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Other—Please describe: 

 Which delivery modalities will the institution employ during the 2021-22 academic year? Check all 
that apply.   

o On-site classroom teaching, with social-distancing measures within the classroom 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o On-site classroom teaching, with fewer students in larger classrooms 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Hybrid models, with some learning in a classroom and some learning online 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o 50% models, with one-half of students in the classroom and one-half present by video 
conference for each session 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Synchronous classes, offered online for all students during the regularly scheduled class 
time 
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  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Fully online classes, offered using an LMS integrated with regular student/teacher contact 

  Fall  Spring   Summer 

o Other—Please describe: 

 What type of training did the institution provide for its faculty members on distance learning/hybrid 
formats to prepare them for this work? Check all that apply.   

 Training for all faculty, delivered virtually 

 Individual training with IT professional on the campus 

 Access to online training on distance delivery offered by an outside provider to all faculty 

 Individual training/coaching offered by experienced online faculty members on campus 

 Department-level, department-specific training by subject area 

 Recorded or live webinars/resources offered by outside providers 

 Recorded or live webinars/resources offered by the LMS provider 

 Other—please describe:   

 

Criterion 4. Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement. Please describe how the 
institution maintained the evaluation and improvement, as outlined in Criterion 4, as it implemented 
changes to regular campus practices during this period. 

 How has the institution’s ongoing student assessment changed since the pandemic began? If the 
institution altered the regular assessment program or processes, what has the institution 
implemented instead to assess student outcomes during the pandemic?  

Spring 2020 student course evaluations were optional, as courses pivoted from primarily face-to-
face to fully online learning. Fall 2020 evaluations were mandatory, introducing a fully electronic 
process for all courses and terms (fall, spring, and summer).  The pandemic expedited the online 
transition, as did Summer 2020 BoG approval of a requirement for evaluation of all courses in all 
semesters.  Student evaluations have been administered in this manner in all subsequent terms.

 How has the pandemic affected the institution’s or individual departments’ ability to integrate 
assessment data into ongoing program improvement? Note successes, as well as gaps.

Shepherd conducts program reviews on a five-year rotation. This rotation has continued 
uninterrupted during the pandemic. In-person reviews by external reviewers have been 
conducted virtually; the process was otherwise unchanged.  Internal assessment cycles and 
reporting processes were unchanged.
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 How have the institution’s retention, persistence and completion initiatives been affected by the 
pandemic?

Summer advising was virtual in 2020 and 2021. Virtual options for academic advising, tutoring, 
and career advising were offered during 2020-2021 as well. The Road to Success Program 
continued with virtual meetings. All services provided by the Advising Assistance Center and the 
Academic Support Center continued, but the popularity of virtual options challenged the fostering 
of a campus culture of social interaction and belonging. Accuplacer testing (for Math and English 
placement) shifted online and increased significantly, largely due to necessary testing for dual 
enrollment students and difficulties in taking entrance exams (ACT/SAT) for incoming students. 
 
The TRIO SSS persistence rate dropped from 86.23% in 2019-2020 to 83.22% in 2020-2021. 

 

The Shepherd Success Academy (SSA) implemented changes to communications. Invitations were 
emailed rather than mailed, and information sessions for potential students and their families 
were held virtually instead of in-person.   

 During the 2020-21 academic year, SSA’s Success Coaches created YouCanBookMe profiles 
for students to schedule virtual appointments. Weekly meetings were held via Zoom or 
phone. Coaches used Microsoft SharePoint, accessible to all Shepherd students, to create 
confidential shared folders for each student with topic-based resources converted to 
fillable PDFs.   

 The Student Success Center established the SSA Peer Mentor Program, pairing former SSA 
students with incoming SSA students and featuring networking with local high schools. 
Mentors and mentees met virtually, and mentors and coaches participated in socially 
distanced study halls and online visits to local high schools.   

 
Shepherd Success Academy Fall 2017 

(36) 
Fall 2018 
(35) 

Fall 2019 
(36) 

Fall 2020 
(51) 

2020 Peer Mentees  
Sample A (15)* 

2020 Peer Mentees 
Sample B (15)* 

Fall to Spring Persistence 88% 100% 88% 82% 67% 60% 

Good Academic Standing (Fall – Spring) 84% 77% 72% 66% 60% 60% 

Average Fall GPA  2.57 2.47 2.47 2.31 2.05 2.05 

Fall to Fall Persistence 77% 69% 64% 64% 53% 47% 

*For Fall 2020, thirty students were invited to participate in the SSA Peer Mentor Program. Fifteen participated (Sample A) and 
fifteen declined participation (Sample B). These data demonstrate that peer mentors created relationships with their Sample A 
mentees, resulting in these connected students persisting from the first to second year at a higher rate than Sample B students.  

  
The Student Success Center website was updated to streamline information access. A Virtual 
Appointment page was launched featuring staff photos and bios linked to coaches’ personal 
scheduling links, to assist more students who may not be connected to a specific program.  
 
Beacon, an early alert system, increased in usage among faculty and staff. Midterm grade alerts 
were implemented for more intrusive support for students, most of whom had significantly 
reduced face-to-face learning and interactions with faculty and staff. 
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The Probation Recovery Program implemented a new communication intervention by contacting 
students on academic probation with monthly emails containing resources. Students could 
schedule virtual meetings with a success coach to create a success plan.  

Criterion 5. Institutional Effectiveness, Resources and Planning. Please describe how the institution 
maintained effectiveness, resources and planning, as outlined in Criterion 5, as it implemented changes 
to regular campus practices during this period. 

 How has the pandemic affected enrollments? For each term listed below, please indicate an 
approximate percent increase or decrease.   

o Fall 2020 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 

 

o Spring 2021 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 
 

o Summer 2021 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 
 

o Fall 2021 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 

 

o Spring 2022 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 
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o Summer 2022 

 Increase    Decrease   No change 

Percent change: 

 Less than 5%    5% to 10%   More than 10% 
 

o Other: Please describe any other COVID-19 enrollment impacts: 

 Excluding tuition income, what is the likelihood that other funding sources will remain as 
budgeted? If unlikely, how much of a revenue loss does the institution expect in this funding 
category? 

Revenues will again be enhanced by the American Recovery Plan Act (ARPA) as we rebuild prior 
revenue sources such as auxiliary revenues from our Wellness Center, housing and dining.  A 3% 
precautionary cut is currently being reviewed and implemented per Board of Governors direction.  
Should revenues not be as anticipated in the initial projection, that cut may be adjusted at mid-
year to maintain the anticipated year-end outcome.

 What measures, if any, has the institution taken to address budgetary issues during the 
pandemic? 

All areas of discretionary spending are reviewed, analyzed and adjusted, as appropriate to reach 
the above-described goal.  Several energy-savings projects are being considered to reduce or 
eliminate substantial repair and maintenance expenses and to provide safer, more energy-
efficient systems within our aging buildings.  Savings will be guaranteed by a “Guaranteed Energy 
Savings Contractor” to the extent of the debt-service on financing the project(s).  A balance is 
essential to minimize any additional cash flow from the University’s capital budget.  Capital leasing 
is the planned tool for the project(s). 

 What emergency policies or procedures, if any, has the institution invoked because of the 
pandemic?  

 Most on-campus residents were in single occupancy rooms.  Most community spaces were 
taken off-line.  Visitor access to specified communities was restricted (for contact tracing). 

 A residential building was designated for COVID+ students, who were relocated to this 
building; potential contact areas for the COVID+ student were sanitized.  Students who were 
contacts of COVID+ students could remain in their community but were required to 
quarantine for the appropriate time as determined by the Campus Health Director.  Daily 
meals were delivered to students in isolation and quarantine. 

 A remote creation and delivery system for campus ID (Rambler) cards was implemented. 
Photos are submitted via e-mail and cards mailed to students ahead of the fall semester.   
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 The Summer 2020 conference services season was cancelled.  Social distancing guidelines 
were instituted in all service venues. 

 Outdoors express pick up of textbooks at the Bookstore was maintained at the start of the Fall 
2020 semester. 

 More outdoor seating options for dining services were created.  More take-out opportunities 
were provided. 

 The Wellness Center reservation system ensures capped capacity consistent with building 
occupancy in line with social distancing mandates.  6’ social distancing is maintained in all 
areas of the Center, including aquatic programming.  Masks are required except for those in 
the pool engaged in aquatic activities.  No foodservice venue was operated within the 
Wellness Center in Spring 2021 to reduce foot traffic in response to increased COVID numbers 
in the early winter months. 

  

 How have these changes affected institutional budgets for educational programs, support 
services and cocurricular activities?   

The impact of COVID-19 has resulted in additional cost for the adaptations required to deliver 
education to our students.  The University’s primary goals included minimizing disruption to our 
students and providing all resources necessary for virtual delivery of courses.  President Hendrix 
provided clear and swift guidance on resource reallocation to meet these challenges and the 
Campus Health Task Force, comprised of members from all areas of campus, continues to lead a 
very successful response.  The cost of this shift was offset by CARES funding as well as savings 
from travel (both employee and student) and hospitality, as well as energy savings from reduced 
campus operations, such as housing, dining, and remote work and instruction. 
 

 What type of pandemic-related planning is the institution doing for Academic Year 2022–23? 

The Campus Health Task Force will continue to monitor all areas affected by COVID over the next 
few years, including but not limited to the prevalence of variants, the need for ongoing education 
for vaccinations, testing as needed, and emotional and social support for students affected by 
COVID.  Effects on students could include long-term effects of COVID and/or isolation, loss of a 
loved one, decreased motivation, or academic issues. 
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